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Catholic Schools Save
State $170 Milion
WASHINGTON, D. C.
New Jersey's Catholic schools
are saving the state at least
$l7O million a year, according
to figures released this week
by the {Education Depart-
ment of the National Catholic
Welfare Conference.
The figures were compiled
'bublic school statistics
outlined In ”1960-70, Financing
the Public ’ Schools,” a pub-
lication of the National Educa-
Other Education Stories
OvIOW, r QQ"f 4 OflO w
tion Association, and from
Catholic achool statistics com-
piled by the NCWC.
Nationally, the saving* add-
ed up in 1W to $3.1 billion.
This amount ia reached by
multiplying the 5,413.332 stu-
dents enrolled in Catholic ele-
mentary and secondary
schools that year by the aver-
age cost of educating one child
In a public school. The same
system was employed for
compiling the Individual state
figures.
THERE WERE 2M.C21 stu-
dents enrolled in New Jersey
Catholic schools in the IMKFSI
school year, a figure which
has since gone over 300,000.
The average coat of educating
each of the *42.710 students en-
rolled in public school* during
the into school year (tbs
one used In the NEA publica-
tion) was $570.17, fifth highest
ia the country.
Msgr. Frederick G. Hock-
wait, director at the NCWC
Education Department, in re-
leasing the figure*, commeal-
ed that a program of federal
school aid limited to public
schools would Increase the Ux
burden at citizens whoso sup-
port at Catholic schools makes
possible this tax taring.
Noting that PrerideM Ken-
oedy’a education message to
Congress Jan. 3* was silent on
the Ux tarings represented
by Catholic schools. Msgr.
Hochwalt commented: “Al-
though the message is silent
an this, obviously high admin
iterators in the government
art aware at the contribution
Catholic education has been
aad la nuking to the common
deter* tec educational excel
THE EDUCATION Depart-
■Nnt further pointed out that
In October. Ml. there were
117.114 teachers in U. 1 Csth
abe schools If these teachers
had been on the public psvro;i
aad had been r*>d the aver-
age public school salary in
their respective areas, their
salary coat* would bare added
tm million to the public Ux
harden. In New Jersey, with
seventh highest average eatery
amang the 3$ states. 7JPI4
teachers in Catholic schools
would have coat the stale al-
most 330 million that year.
Another act of figures re-
tested by the NCWC shows the
Catholic percentage of total
enroHaent In each state,
which ranges from 1.13% in
North Carolina to 313*% to
Wisconsin. In New Jersey, the
figure Is 2356%. fifth highest
to the nation.
Education Post
Given to Carey
WASHINGTON. DC. (RNS)
—Rep. Hugh L. Carey of New
York, known as a staunch ad-
vocate of federal aid to both
public and parochial schools,
has been appointed to the
House Committee on Educa-
tion aad Labor.
He has re-introduced a bill
(H R. 3555) which would give
a federal grant of $3O a year
toward the elementary and
secondary education of every
child to the U. S. Those at-
tending a private school would
be given the grant as a con-
tribution toward the cost of
their education at the achool of
their choice. For others, the
funds would godirectly to pub-
lic school districts.
The measure is similar to
one sponsored by Rep. James
4. Delaney of New York.
In order to secure appoint-
ment to the committee which
handles all education legisla-
tion, Rep. Carey, a second-
term member of the House,
had to give up an assignment
to the important House Bank-
ing and Currency Committee.
A member may have only one
major committee assignment.
His appointment by the'
Democratic Committee on
Committees of the House will
put a strong spokesman for
aid to private school* on the
legislative group.
Rep. Carey. 43, is a native
ot Brooklyn where he attended
Catholic elementary and high
schools. His study at St. John's
College was Interrupted by
military service with the 104th
Division in France during
World War 11. The Congress-
man won the Bronzo Star,
Croix da Guerra and Silver
Star.
APFEAI LAUNCHED - Now Jersey directors of the annual Bishops' Relief Fund Appeol
— a drive which hat a minimum goal of $5 million to finance the work of Catholic Re-
lief Servicet-NCWC - meet in New York with Bishop Edward E. Swanstrom. CBS direc-
tor, to launch the 1963 campaign. From the loft ore Msgr. John J. Shanley of Pater-
son, Rev. William A. Barron of Trenton, Bishop Swanstrom and Auxiliary Bishop Joseph
A. Costello of Newark. Bishop Costello was among the speakers at the meeting. Cli-
max of the drive will come on laetare Sunday, March 24, when a collection is held in
churches throughout the U.S.
Federal School Aid Plan
Draws Laity’s Criticism
NCWC Nru i Strric*
Catholic lay leaders in lev-
eral section* of the country
have criticized the failure of
President Kennedy '* omnibus
federal aid to education bill to
include aisiatance for pupil* in
parochial aod other private
•ChooUbv
A common theme in their
atatementa was the contrast
between the Mtniabtratma'i
appeal that itroot education ot
all achool children ii a u-
tional necessity and its failure
to deal with children who at-
tend elementary and secon-
dary private, non-profit
schools. '
MOST CATHOLIC com- -
reents, however, had prate*
tor the Kennedy Mil's prort-
stews to treat an types of cot
lefe* equally tprith coast ruction
assistance »nd to extend bet*
fits under other aid programs
to all college student* *t*l
private school teachers
Their fir* was concentrated
on the bill’s proposal to assist
public •temeoUry aad secon-
dary schools This weald be a
fouryear. $L'. bULon pro-
gram of grants Adaetatatra-
tern spokesmen say appropria-
te* of toads would he au-
thorised ao as to phase out fed
•ral support by the sad «f the
P>fMl.'“
”
'"T
The U S mowry would be
used to raise teacher salaries
aad to support "critical class-
room const ruction needs.*
such aa those stemming from
overcrowding and fire and
health hazards
IN WASHINGTON, an at-
torney said that if say fed-
eral aid program is adopted
by Coccrns, Catholic parents
should hum that their chil-
dren be sot penalized by rea-
son of the excrete* of their
right to attend a non public
school.”
Paul R. Connolly, chairman
of the Washington Arehdioce-
san Catholic Lawyers’ Com-
mittee on Equal Educational
Right*, said: "Equal justice
demaods that public mettles be
distributed In a more equit-
able manner.”
Officers of the Chicago
Archdiocese’s lay organiza-
tions expressed keen disap-
pointment with the proposal.
They said that the proposal’s
vital national purpose will not
be achieved if the IS% of
American grade aad high
school students in non public
schools are ignored. "The na-
tional welfare and efforts for
self defense will suffer from
this exclusion. American jus-
tice will suffer,” they said.
Detroit lay organisation
chairmen charged that the
President’s proposal amounted
to ’’discriminatory exclusion'*
of private school pupils, and
in Saginaw, Mkh., Catholic
lay leaden said the proposal
to aid only public elementary
and secondary schools “fails
to respect the righto of all
children at the elementary and
secondary school levels.’’
In both Michigan dioceses
the spokesmen represented the
Councils of Catholic Men and
Women.
North Jersey Priests
In Bolivia Await
Bishop McNulty Visit
PATERSON Bithop Mc-
Nulty left Feb. 5 from Idle-
wild Airport for Bolivia where
he will peraooally erect the
pariah of Our Lady of Divine
Love in Caranavi and the par-
iah of the Annunciation in La
Pas.
The Bishop was accom-
panied by Rev. Joseph Cassidy
of St. Mary’s, Paterson, whose
brother, Rev. Charles Cassidy,
is one of three Paterson
priests assigned to the pariah
in Caranavi. The parish in La
Pas it being supported by the
Paterson Diocese.
ON ARRIVAL in Lima,
Peru, Feb. 6, the Bishop was
to be met by Father Charles
Cassidy and by Rev. Martin
R. Kelly, his former curate at
St. Brldget’a, Newark, who is
now stationed in Santa Cruz,
Bolivia, with the Society of
St. James. 7 i
The two North Jersey priests
were to present % Bishop to
Juan Cardinal Landazurl
Ricketts of Lima. From there,
they were to go to LaPas,
where Bishop Thomas
Manning, 0.F.M., of Coroico,
Bolivia, will greet them Feb.
«.
On Feb. 10. Bishop McNulty
will erect the parish of the
Annunciation at the invitation
of Archbishop Abel Isidore An-
tezsna y Rojas.
FROM LaFAZ, the Bishop
and his party will travel by
Joep over the rugged moun-
tain trail* to Caranavi, where
Father Cassidy, Rev. John
Hetmer and Rev. Arraand
Conte are stationed. Bishop
McNulty will erect the parish
there Feb. 17 and give First
Communion and administer
Confirmation for the first time
in the town. t
Ho will then go into the
mission stations of the parish
and will administer the sacra-
ments there too. He has Iwu
told to be prepared to con-
firm 2,000 people, all of whom
will be questioned by him in
Spanish.
SOUTH AMERICAN WAY - Bishop McNulty poses in the
white cassock he acquired for hit mittionary visit to
South America.
Building Special
Due Next Week
How many new churches,
schools, convents and other
buildings dedicated to Cath-
olic use have risen against
the North Jersey sky dur-
ing the past year?
How many millions have
Catholics poured into the
construction of these build-
ingsT
For answers to these
questions, as well as nows
articles, features stories
and photos built srouml
building In the Newark
Archdiocese and the Pater-
son Diocese, see The Advo-
cate’s sixth annual Building
Supplement next week.
Newark
Schools
Enroll
163,000
SOUTH ORANGE - Enroll
meet keeps going up to the
school* of the ArehdwcM* ot
Newark.
Figures released this week
for September. IMB, reveal
that there are U7.252 students
enrolled to the 342 grammar
schools of the archdiocese and
25,771 to the 55 tegk school*
located to Hudson. Bergen, Es-
sex and Union Counties.
The combined total of 1(3.-
•30 represents a jump at 3.-
«M over September. Ml. or
•bout a 3% increase The fig-
jTnrpfc T rtote. liSrtaSS'
CM of schools.
TWO NEW grammar schools
aad two now high schools
opened this year, white a fifth
school changed its name. The
new grammar schools are Our
indy at Perpetual Help, Oak-
land. with 443 students in
•even grades, aad St. An-
thony's. Union City, with three
mdes plus a kindergarten
class.
9MM at Angels, Newark,
took over the old St. Peter's
School oo Belmont Are.
The new high schools are
Uamo Catholic to Scotch
Plains mat k Joaeph’t. tem-
porarily located at Our Lady
at Mercy, Park Ridge. Union,
a coeducational school taught
by Sister* of St. Dominic of
Caldwell and Marist Brothers,
has 130 girls and 144 boys to
IU pioneer clast. Si Joseph’s
has 140 boys.
MUCH OF THE grammar’
school growth this year took
(dace to Bergen County. There
was a jump of 1.504 from test
September.
Union County schools have
40 more student* and Hudson
schools 342 more, but there
was a drop of M students to
the schools situated in Essex
County.
In high schools, Unto show-
ed the largest increase with
514, followed by Bergen with
307, Essex with 111 aad Hud-
son frith «1. For the first
time in several year*, the
freshman class Is smaller than
test year, largely due to the
increase in size in the upper
classes, leaving lest room for
newcomers.
There were 7,633 freshman*
students accepted this year,
compared to 7,72 b freshmen
entering to 1961.
THAT THERE will be no
slacking off In the future can
l»e shown by several other
figures.
The first grads this year hi
the largest in history. 13,360,
while kindergarten also show-
ed an increase to 10,400. New
schools are due to open in
several parishes this Septem-
ber and more are planned for
1964.
On the high school level,
Immaculate Heart Academy
of Washington Township, Un-
ion Cstholic, St. Joseph's and
the new girls’ school in Clark
will all be accepting new
classes in September without
graduating any students. Ro-
selle Catholic will take to a
big class and graduate just 33
boys.
Of the nine high schools
planned as a result of the Arch-
diocesan Development Cam-
paign, seven are open or near*
tog tha construction stag*.
$18 Million Redeemed
BuildingProgramRevised
To Provide 9th School
NEWARK—The pUat of the
Archdiocessn De» elopmeu
Campaign hare revised
to include nine h;jh schools,
on* more than oc.tmsUy an-
ticipated. Arehbn-p Bote ad
announced at a of 342
pastors. Jan. 30 si it* Robert
So* Table Fog* 13
Treat Hotel. TV irrhbishop
also reseated tha: U has con-
tracted for coastr. m n .
tarn at $4O miltio: t-.r the en-
tire budding ptog:j:-.'.
The meeting *l. held pri-
marily to report co in* prog-
ram at the camfsi.;* to the
matter of pledge rslirsu
The Archbishop Tanouarad
Uut over $l4 mill. .- baa been
redeemed out «f HI miUtoo
pledged. If* said hr .as pleas-
ed with the raauin to date
tM asked the pastor* to double
their efforts far the remaining
months at the campaign to re-
deem aa much of the pledge
total as poesibte.
OF THE NINE planned
High schools, four are already
to operation: Immaculate
Heart at Mary Academy,
Washington Township; St. Jo-
seph's, Mootvale (to tempo-
rary quarters at Our Ledy of
Marry. Park Ridge); Roselle
Catholic and Union Catholic,
Scotch Plains. The first is (or
girts, the next two for boys
and tbe fourth is co-tostitu-
UosuL
Signs were recently erected
on land donated by St. Aedan's
parish. Jersey City, designat-
ing it as the tit* of a school
for hoys. Simitar signs Identi-
fy the Paramu* site of a pro-
poned eo-institutional school.
wrttateilU for opening to Sep-
gSajaararig
MiMMMMU are expected
soon oo the construction at a
school far gtrls to tbe Bayonne
area and a coinstitutional
school to Essex County.
The building program also
includes four homes for the
aged and anew philosophy
house at Immaculate Concep-
tion Seminary. Darlington.
Archbishop Boland stated that
contracts would toon be let 00
one of the new’ schools and
on one of the homes for the
aged.
MSGR. MICHAEL J. CORR,
archdiocessn coordinator of
the campaign, told the pat-
tors:
"We are not involved to
this campaign for ourselves
but for those who come after
us. This is truly a labor of
seif-sacrifice. We ask all the
pastors present to renew the
spirit of the campaign and
lead their parishioners to this
most worthy undertaking.’*
The report 00 the redemp-
tion ot pledges was given by
Edward F. Dyss Jr. of Com-
munity Counselling Service,
executive director ot the cam-
paign, who stressed the fact
that well-organized and active
follow-up committees to every
parish will enable them to
realize as much of their
pledge total as possible.
In closing. Archbishop Bo-
land stressed the need for ac-
tive leadership on the pari of
the pastors to make the cam-
paign a success.
CAMPAIGN REPORT - Archbishop Boland is shown the
latest figures on the Archdiocesan Development Cam-
paign by Edward F. Dyos, Jr., executive director, and
Msgr. Michael J. Corr, archdiocesan coordinator. Also
prevent at the Jon. 30 meeting ot the Robert Treat Hotel,
were, left to right, Msgr. James A. Stone, executive secre-
tory of the campaign; Msgr. Jamas A. Hughes, vicar gen-
eral, and Auxiliary Bishops Costello, Dougherty and Stan-
ton. A total of $18 million in pledges has been redeemed,
the meeting of pastors was told by drive officials.
Educator Warns of Drive
To Scuttle Private Schools
NEW YORK (NC>—A Cath-
olie educator hat charged
there is a drive under way to
force noo public schools out
of existence through establish-
ment of a “moaolithic educa-
tional system” to the VS~
Magr. O’Neil C. D’Amour
makes the charge to an article
entitled “Federal Aid: Diagno-
sis and Prognosis.” to the
February issue of the Catholic
Educator. He is associate sec-
retary of the Department of
School Superintendents. Na-
tional Catholic Educational
Association.
ACTIONS TAKEN on the
federal aid to education issue
during the 07th Congress, he
says, “brought out with start-
ling clarity the intent of cer-
tain elements within our socie-
ty to destroy tbe traditional
pluralism in American educa-
tion and to replace it with *
monolithic educational sys-
tem.”
In analyzing the background
of this drive, Msgr. D’Amour
notes that “Catholic schools
... between 1040 and 1960
grew 110% while the public
schools grew only 43%.'*
“Non-Catholic religious
schools grew even more dra-
matically,” he continues.
"This disturbing evidence
that the people were beginning
to demand a religiously orient-
ad education tar their children
must have been upsetting to
the officials of the public
school associations.
"It is felt by many that
these officials have embarked
deliberately upon a program
designed to curtail the devel-
opment of such schools ...
Apparently unable to compete
in the open market place with
the religiously oriented
schools, they seek to retnova
these schools from the mar-
ket."
MSGR. D'AMOUR Single*
out the National Education As-
sociation as the key force be-
hind this program.
“If we as Americans permit
the (NEA) to seize control of
American education, there can
be only disaster in our fu-
ture," he says.
He urges Catholic educators
to present to their fellow citi-
zens the justice of the Catbolie
stand on educational aid.
Stating that the 88th Con-
gress “will react to the peo-
ple,” he continues: “We in
Catholic education must pre-
sent to our fellow citizens the
situation that confronts us
...
If we will show them the
things that we are trying to
do, if we show them the justice
of our position, they will re-
act"
"IT IS NOT that we should
seek to destroy public educa-
tion," he say*. "We seek no
such end. It is that we seek to
preserve American pluralism
in education, to preserve
American freedom of choice
to education.”
"These are the things,” he
concludes, “that we must
bring before our fellow citi-
zens and before our represen-
tatives in Congress during th#
coming year."
School Bible
Hearing Due
WASHINGTON (RNS) -
Oral argumenu on the con-
stitutionality of prayers and
Bible readings to the public
school systems of Maryland
and Pennsylvania will be beam
by the U. S. Supreme Court on
Feb. 36-27, it was announced
here.
The cases will be heard
consecutively, attaches of the
court said, with Maryland po-
sitions to be beard first
FEW CASES pending before
the Supreme Court in recent
years have drawn as much in-
terest from religious and civil
liberties organization*. This
was heightened by the wide-
spread controversy which fol-
lowed the court's 1962 decision
declaring unconstitutional a
Regenta-composed non-sec-
tarian prayer recited in New
York Stete’a public schools.
The Maryland case involves
an appeal at a Maryland Court
of Appeal! decision upholding
as constitutional the Baltimore
public school system's require-
ment that opening exercises
each day include a reading
from the Bible or a recitation
of the Lord’s Prayer.'
In the Pennsylvania case,
the court will hear an .appeal
of a federal district court de-
cision which ruled unconstitu-
tional a state law providing
for the reading of 10 verses of
the Bible each day in public
school.
On the Inside
...
DID MAN’S BODY evolve from that of
an ape? That topic ia considered
this week as The Question Box ser-
ieson evolution continues Page 8
A LETTER WRITER makes a point
about President Kennedy’s tax pro-
gram. See Page 9
CHRISTMAS was really Christmas to
Paterson priests serving in Bolivia.
Pag® 12
(Continued on Page 3)
Extreme Unction
Discovery of Ancient Relic
Indicates Age of Sacrament
; VATICAN CITY (NC) r-
E’Osservtiort' Romano has re*
ported discovery of an ancient
silver plate which gives evi-
dence that Extreme Unction
Was considered to be a sacra-
ment as early as the first cen-
tury after Christ.
The discovery was announ-
ced in Jerusalem. It is con-
sidered to be of great impor-
tance since most other evi-
dence for the antiquity of the
sacrament dates from (no late
fourth and fifth centuries.
Asa result of the new dis-
covery, the Vatican daily said,
it is evident that "as early as
the first century and while the
Apostles were still living. Ex-
treme .Unction was considered
a real grace-giving sacrament-
al rite.”
THE SILVER plate, measur-
ing 2-iys x 1 inch, was bought
from Arab nomads by A.
Spikcrman, director of the
Flagellation Museum of Jeru-
salem. Paleographer J. J. Mi-
lik dates the piste, which
has 17 lines of Aramaic cn-
garved on it, back to the first
century. Others have suggest-
ed that it was produced some-
time between 70 and 00 A.D.
L’Osiervatore Romano said
that a translation of the in-
scription showed that it “re-
ferred to the Judean Christian
ritual of the unction of the
sick, was recommended
and promulgated at a sacra-
ment by the Apostle James.
This means that this piece of
silver represents the most an-
cient ritual of Mother
Church."
Biblical scholars have found
a great similarity between the
inscription and the text of St.
James on which authority for
the sacrament is bated. The
inscription begins with an evo-
cation of the Angel Uriel and
followed by an oath and an in-
vocation of the name of the
Lord. The Apostle James in-
structs that in the cate of a
sick person, priests are to be
brought and are ‘*to pray over
him in the name of the Lord”
(James S, 14).
THE CEREMONY includes
questioning the sick person
and anointing him. Evidence
of its Christian origin is the
use of five crosses and two
signs shaped like half-moons
which are still used in the Cop-
tie Rite. There are also other
signs that stand for the llnly
Trinity plus two zigzag lines
representing water.
The Vatican paper said that
“without doubt these signs in-
dicated the number and form
of anointings which had to be
made and which varied later
through the centuries in differ-
ent rites and in different (Ho-
ceses.”
t The Inscription also speci-
fies, as does St. James, that
the ritual had the effect of
working for a physical cure
and for the forgiveness of tins.
As described on the plate, the
ritual ends with a reference to
the coming of Christ as a
Judge to reward the good and
punish the evil, as is also men-
tioned in the writings ol St.
James. ,*•
vComparing the words of the
inscription and those of St.
James, the Vatican City paper
noted that they were apparent-
ly written in the same region
and almost at the same time.
"Whereas the sacrament of
anointing is treated in the
text of St. James In a more
doctrinal form and in general
terms, in the inscription on the
piece of silver it Is appliedto a
special case and a rite it de-
teribed," n said.
Inter-Faith Clergy
Talk on Marriage
NEWPORT, R.I. (NC) -
The Catholic Information Cen-
ter is sponsoring a lecture
aeries in maiTiagc prepara-
tion that will include talks by
Catholic, Protestant and Jew-
ish clergy and laity.
The idea was sparked by a
group of Newport priests who
had met informally to discuss
bow they could implement the
desire of Bishop Russell J.
McVinncy of Providence for
more dialogue between Cath-
olics and con Catholics.
For all Peoples
‘Charter of Religious Freedom’
Approved by UN Committee
* UNITED NATIONS. N. Y.
fRNS) A proposed "Charter
if Religious Freedom" for all
peoples was approved unani-
mously by tha 14-member UN
on Prevention
M Discrimination and Preuc-
Mtaaritlas.
BeMn many fields, will be for-
warded to the UN Commis-
sion on Human Rights, and if
approved there, to the Gener-
al Assembly.
ALL RELIGIOUS freedoms
end rights enunciated in the
charter are subject "only to
the limitations prescribed by
law solely (or the purpose of
securing due recognition and
reepect tor the rights
and freedoms of others and
of meeting the just require-
ments of morality, health,
public order end the general
welfare of a democratic so-
ciety."
These limitations. act by
■oecrnmenu. ate further aub-
loti to review by the UJI..
which must judge whether or
dot they are "consiateat with
the purposes and principles of
the U. N. and the Universal
Declaration of Human
Rights.”
The charter also says that
individual and group religious
freedom and rights "may in
no case be exercised contrary
to the purposes and principles
of the UN." It notes that gov-
ernments and individuals may
appeal to the UN far arbitra-
tion.
Governments are called
upon by the charier to "grant
fimhnn to practice or not to
practice ones rtttrioa or be-
ne*. accnedteg to tha dictate*
of ana'a aeoactenc*. puhtKty or
privately.”
THE CHARTER then de-
clares Chat the principle of
freedom of religious beliefs
must be safeguarded to aueh
matters as educauoo, mar-
riage. divorce and annulment,
burial and cremation, dietary
practice*, loyalty oaths, con-
scientious objection to war,
and the coofessiooal or "con-
fidences "
Parents or guardians are to
be guaranteed Uie right to de-
cide the faith of thetr chil-
dren and to educate them in
that belief. Parents must not
be forced by'law to trad chil-
dren to public schools if they
wish to have them educated
in church-related institutions
In asserting that slates must
not Ipterfera with religious
weddings, the charter notea.
that this principle shall not in-
fringe on the government’s
“right to lay down the condi-
tions of a valid marriage."
Govcrnmcnti must respect
religious burial or cremation
rites.
The charter says that no
person may be required to
taka any oath contrary to hit
religion and conscientious ob-
jection to military service
mutt be respected.
The "sanctity of the confct-
* tonal" must be safeguarded
by public officials and no
clergyman may he forced to
divulge confidential Informa-
tion received in ministering to
■ person.
United NationsReport Hits
Anti-Religion Restraints
; UNITED NATIONS. N. Y.
fRNS) National laws which
har tourists from participating
in pilgrimages or prohibit en-
try because of religious coo-
gWcratioas were classified
here as infringements of indi-
aial rights in a report to theted Nations.
•The report was endorsed by
the Sub Commission on Pre-
vention at Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities.
More than 117 non-govern-
mental organizations present-
ed their views before the pub-
com misnon, which had work-
ed on the projecj since April,
ACCORDING TO the resolu-
tion, freedom to leave and re-
turn to one’s own country
and the right of foreigners to
exit from countries they have
visited must be respected by
all U.N. member states.
Cited to the report were
these instances of "infringe-
ment upon liberty":
*• "Quite a tow” instances
where nationals of a country
were prohibited from return-
ing to tbeir native land be-
cause they had embraced an-
other religion.
• One case in which mem-
bers of an unnamed "particu-
lar religious group” ere forced
tu renounce their nationality
upon emigrating—“thus mak-
ing their emigration irrevo-
cable.”
• Many instances were cit-
ed involving "general prohibi-
tions against religious pil-
grimages involving travel to
or from u country."
The report Mid: "When a
pilgrimage is an essential part
of a faith any systematic pro-
hibition or curtailment for pil-
grims to undertake journeys to
sacred places, or to leave
their own country or enter a
foreign country where the
shrine la located, would be a
serious infringement of the
right of the individual to man-
ifeat bis religion or belief.’’
Ask German Halt
Of Aid to Sudan
BERLIN (RNS) Catholic
mission authorities here have
urged the West German gov-
ernment to discontinue aid to
development projects in the
6udan because of "Infringe-
ments of human rights and at-
tacks on the freedom of con-
science and religion” in the
predominantly Moslem, Afri-
can country.
Vatican City News
Pope’s Talk Stresses Charity
VATICAN CITY (RNS) -
Charity as the basis of true
Christian living was stressed
by Pope John at a midweek
audience in the Clementine
llall oT the Vatican Palace.
The St-year-old Pontiff
spoke first to a group of
rits
and religious engaged
educational and welfare
work telling them "how much
depends an the exercise of
evangelical charity."
He said that "In continual
meditation on the life of Our
Lord Ues the course of true
charity and the sum of a truly
Christian life."
The various episodes in tbe
life of Christ "must find their
reflection in the hearts and
souls of the faithful and in
society and be sources of joy,
comfort and courage." the
Pontiff added.
THE POPE also announced
that he is seeding to countries
behind the Iron Curtain the
candles be received In a Vati-
can ceremony on the Feast of
the Purification (Candlemas
Day)
The candles were give to the
Pope as tribute by Roman
paster*.
Tbe Pope said he was tend-
ing tha candles to Iron Cur-
tain countries "so that they
may recognize the punty of
spirit found to all and that
mo may be more attentive to
what spreads troth. peace,
true justice and tbe reign at
Our Lord Jesus Christ."
Speaking la phrases that
sound of prophecy. Pope John
•aid:
"THE GREAT peoples of
Central Asia and ef tha Far
East, whose lights of rtvflus-
tton preserve undoubted trace#
ef Uw primitive divine rr.r:»-
Hah. wfi cue dap be called by
Providence to allow to pene-
trate the Ugbt of tha Gospel
which once burned on the
•bore* ef Galilee
"It will open the book of
the new history, not of a pro-
pie or • group of nations, but
ef all the world. We trii you
of It as with the hidden voice
of Uw spirit."
The Pope destined some at
Uw randies to be sent behind
the Iron Curtain to bum dur-
ing the celebration of Uw 11th
centenary ef the arrival of SS.
Cyril and Methodius, apostles
to the Slavs
Candles will also go. the
Pope said, to ambassadors
and ministers who have
recently been accredited to
the Holy See.
Pour of the candles
went to the tour churches
which are most Intimately
connected with the four re-
cently canonized saints SS.
Peter Julian Eymard. Anthony
Mary Pucci. Francis Mary
Groete of Camporosao and
Vincent PaltoMi.
A candle was sent to tha
children's hospital of Bambino
Gesu in Rome, and others to
the cathedral churches of the
dioceses of those nations
where the hierarchy has been
set up during Pope J(ton's
Experts on Call
VATICAN CITY (NC) - The
Second Vatican Council's ex-
pert consultants will be oa
cal) throughout the council's
interim work but will not be
summoned to Rome in a body,
the secretary general of the
council hat stated.
Archbishop Perirle Felici
•aid the council's 10 commis-
sions and Uw Secretariat tor
Promoting Christian Unity,
•which has the status ef a
commtsston, will usually con-
sult the experts by mail In
special riroumitiwees Uw pres-
ident of a rom mission can sum-
mon one or more experts to
Rome, he said.
•
No Transcript
Vatican cmr tsc) -
Arefchufcop Pericte Fetid, sec
rotary general ef Uw Secood
Vatican Council, said here that
H is impossible to scod a com-
plete transcript of the coun-
cil's first wiuce to tbe council
Fathers
The statement came amid a
report that Vetiraa authorities
were considering sending Uw
Father* such a transcript.
Archbishop Fetid added that
Uw transcript of the council**
preparatory phase has not
been finished yet.
•
MacmUlan Calls
VATtCAN CITY (NC>—Brit-
ish Prime Minister Harold
MacmUlan conferred privately
with Pope John for a half
hour Feb. 2.
The Vatican press office de-
scribed tbe Prime Minister's
call at the Vatican as "a cour-
tesy visit to Uw Supreme Pon-
tiff no the occasion of Hu Ei-
ccUepcy't visit to Rome" It
gave no account at Uw nature
of the conversation during Uw
audience. It was their second
meeting, tip Prime Minister
having called on Pope John to
November. 19*0.
•
Mosaic for Basilica
VATICAN CITY-Artuts to
the Vatican mosaic studio are
preparing a iq>by Al/2-foot
mosaic lor St. Peter's which
will be the basilica's first per-
manent image of St. Joseph.
The mosaic, which will have
taken a year to complete, is a
copy of a painting by Achilla
Funi. Milanese artist, which
depicts St. Joseph as a young
man holding the Child Jesus to
otw arm with a lily to his oth-
er hand.
New Home for
NCWC Priests
WASHINGTON (NC) - Con-
struction has begun here on A
residence for pru-sis assigned
to tbe National Catholic Wel-
fare Conference.
The three-story, reinforced-
concrete structure, which will
have accommodations for 20
priests, is expected to be com-
pleted by the end of this year,
according to Msgr. Paul F.
Tanner, NCWC general secre-
tary.
The building will have a
chapel, a central dining room
and kitchen facilities as well
as a bedroom study and bath
accommodation tor each
Driest
"IT SAYS' FEBEUARY IS CATHPLIC PRESS MONTH."
Tragedy in Ecuador
Mass Funeral Held
For School Victims
QUITO, Ecuador (NC)-A
mats funeral was held in the
Andean mountain town of
Blbiian for 105 children and
teachers who were killed when
the roof and walls of a Catho-
lic school collapsed.
Archbishop Manuel Serrano
Abad of Cuenca officiated (A
the Requiem Feb. S, two days
after the disaster- which af-
flicted virtually every family
In tbe town.
OVER MO children and
Sisters were assembling tor
an evening service to tbe
Heart of Mary school in Bibll-
an when the building'* rain-
drenched walls collapsed.
The calamity took the lives
of 100 children between the
ages of six and 18. Some B0
other students were injured.
The Sister superior of .the
school conducted by the Ob-
late Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament died at a result of
the collapse, as did four other
teachers. The remains of one
Sister were found In the
wreckage with the bodies of
three girls in her arms.
Reports Indicated that the
80-yrar old building had been
undergoing alterations, which
might have weakened tha
structure.
POPE JOHN, shocked by
the news of the tragedy, Im-
mediately tent hit blessing to
the stricken families.
The Pope ordered that an
undisclosed amount of money
be sent for the Apostolic Nun-
cio at Quito to distribute
among the most needy of the
bereaved.
People in the Week's News
John T. Crowley, Catholic
Relief Scrvices-NCWC director
for Aigerie, has become the
first American to be awarded
th > Medal of Merit of the Al-
giers Archdiocese.
Msgr. Stanley F. Zjawteski,
Vicar General of the Gary Dio-
cese. has been named a pro-
thonotary apostolic by the Pope.
William T. Downs, deputy \
administrator for the Michigan
Supreme Court, will succeed
Francis J. Coome* ss execu-
tive director of Catholic Char-
ities of Michigan. Coomes will
be director of the new Michi-
gan Catholic Conference.
Auxiliary Bishop George L.
Craven of Westminister, Eng-
land, has been named admin-
istrator of the archdiocese fol-
lowing the death of William
Cardinal Godfrey.
Augustin Cardinal Bea, S.J.,
president of the Secretariat lor
Promoting Christian Unity, will
attend a meeting organized by
the Association of Lutheran
Students in Copenhagen.
Msgr. James P. Shannon,
president of the College of St.
Thomas. St. Paul, Minn., waa
ridded to the board of direc-
tor* of the Association of A-
morican Colleges.
Brother Andrian Lewis of
Bishop Loughlto High School,
Brooklyn, national treasSrer of
tna Catholic Business Educa-
tion Association, will receive
that organization's Brotner
.
Leo Ryan Award for oufound-
ing service during an April
convention to St. Louis.
Rev. Thoms* Hayden.
8.M.A.. of Boston, has Oreo
named director of Catholic Re-
lief Services - NCWC in Ni-
geria.
Michael Cardinal Browne,
0.P., has been appointed a
member of th* Sacred Con-
gregation of the Holy Office.
Causes ...
Rev. Marie Ruble y Peralta,
8J„ of Dallas, Spain. Born
July 22, IM4; died May 2, ID-
-29. Sacred iCtagregation of
Rites studied his life with
view of introducing beatifica-
tion cause.
Brother Jerdate Mai, 0.F.M.,
of Buer, Germany. Born Sept.
11, 1866; died Feb. 20, 1922.
Congregation of Rites con-
sidered introduction of
beatification cause.
Rev. Louis .Peydetsus ol
Aremenleule, France, founder
of the Congregation of the
Missionaries of the Immacu-
late Conception in 1848. Bora
Aug. 25. 1807; died Feb. 13,
1882. Congregation of Rites ex-
amined reports on his writ-
ings in beatification, cause.
Rev. Enrico Rebuschlni of
Gradedona, Italy. Bora April
28, 1800; died May 10, 1938.
Congregation of Rites studied
writings in beatification cause.
Brother Pietro Marce of the
Missionary Sons of the Im-
maculate Heart of Mary
(Ciaretians), a native of Avin-
Jonet, Spain. Born Oct. 1,1854;
died July 17, 1827. Congrega-
tion of Rites studied writings
in beatification cause.
In Australia
Religious Proposals
For Schools Rejected
SYDNEY, Australia (NC>-
Educatioo authorities of the
State of New South Wales,
where one city's Catholic
schools closed down in a pro-
test move last July, have re-
jected recent education
proposals from both Protes-
tant and Catholic sources.
Catholics proposed a
"shared-time" plan, and An-
glican Archbishop Hugh Gough
of Sydney urged that religion
teaching in state primary
schools be extended to secon-
dary schools.
STATE MINISTER lor Edu-
cation Ernest WcUmtcll turned
down the request, and also
indicated Out a decision was
forthcoming on whether reli-
gfooa instruction given to state
primary schools would be
dropped.
State Director General of
Education Harold S. Wyodham
rejected, with WethereU's
backing, an appeal that Cath-
olic children be allowed part
time use of state schools for
instruction to certain subjects,
including science.
New requirements to secon-
dary schools adopted by the
New South Wales state govern-
ment at the end of last year
have added to the financial
burdens of the Catholic
Church's educational system.
The principal change in the
new syllabus it a lengthening
of secondary studies from fivo
to six years. Additional em-
phasis on science will require
installation of new laboratories
and equipment in secondary
sc bools.
The Education Department
rejected th* shared time re-
quest on the grounds that
state schools do not give any
part-time instruction.
Legislator Sees College Help
Key to Alliance for Progress
MILWAUKEE (NC) - Rep.
John Brademas o( Indiana
said here that I'N, govern-
ment programs for higher ed-
ureuoo to Latin America can
be the key to tbe long run
success at the Alliance lor
Progress
BftdllllAl, U>f
■atonal meeting at Urn Catho-
lic Conference on Internation-
al Student Problems, applaud-
ed new emphasis UR. Agency
tor International Development
(AID) officials are giving to
strengthening Latin American
universities to U>* technical
and economic fields
"THE UMY ERBITIK9 of
Latin America must produce
the engineer!, the agricultural
experts and the technicians es-
sential to drvsloping 2wh cen-
tury economic*." he told the
conference at Cardinal Strttch
College
Brademas said he was es-
pecially gratified at efforts to
mvnlve UR. land grant col-
lege* in cooperative program*
with Latin American univer-
sities.
' What every Latin Ameri-
can country Deeds," he said,
"is a University of Wisconsin,
a Purdue, a University of
Minnesota to produce better
farmers. more engineers,
more teachers and public ad-
ministrators."
The congressman, a mem-
ber of the House Education
and Labor Comtoiftee, said
that AID is now giving help
to nearly SO Latin American
contracts
with;24 UR. universities.
A SPECIALIST tn Brazilian
affairs told the group that, al-
though the Church to Brazil is
experiencing a "renaissance."
it it still in “great danger"
from its enemies
Rev. John William DeJong
ef the Latin America Bureau,
NCWC, described Brazil as
the "heart" of Latin America.
Among th* signs of a Cath-
olic "renaiasAOce" to Brazil
Father DeJong listed the
founding of 10 Catholic univer-
sities to the past 29 years; tbe
creation of 50 new dioceses
and 70 Catholic educational
rauio stations: establishment
ol 30 seminaries in the past
three years.
At the same time, however,
he said, the Church in Brazil
faces serious threats from
Protestant missionaries, spir-
itism .and communism. He
noted that an average at 550
Brazilians daily leave the
Church for Protestantism.
Fordham Unit
Named for Pope
NEW YORK (NC) - Pope
John has consented to give
his name to Fordhatn Uni-
versity's new crater for the
study of Eastern Christian
churches.
The renter, which has been
in existence for 11 years un-
der the name of the Russian
Center, will now be known ss
the John XXIII Crater for
Eastern Christian Studies.
Heretofore, tbe Jesuit
scholars staffing the center
were engaged in theological
dialogue primarily with repre-
sentative! of the Russian Or-
thodox Church to this coun-
try. Now they hope to open
dialogues with all branches of
Eastern Christianity.
Ban on ‘Nation’
Rescinded in IV.Y.
NEW YORK (RNS) The
Nation, liberal weekly, will be
available again in public high
school libraries of this city
after being banned for 12
years following a series of
articles attacking the Catholic
Church.
New York's Board of Ed-
ucation voted to lift the ban
at a meeting here. It alio
agreed to place on library
shelves, for the first time, the
National Review, an ultra-con-
servative weekly.
Released Time
Program Halted
MONTEREY, Calif. (NC) -
Tbe public school board here
has discontinued a program of
released time for religious ed-
ucation for children to the
Monterey City School District.
This also includes schools on
the Fort Ord military post.
In spite of more than 1.999
letters requesting extension of
the released time program,
aod only 27 opposing it, the
board made its decision by a
2-1 vote.
In August of 1962, the
board had decided to discon-
tinue released time after Jan.
25. and its latest action re-
affirmed that decision.
Nawman Group
Plans Courses
CHAMPAIGN, 111. (NC) -
Tbe Newman Foundation
at the University of Il-
linois here will offer five
credit courses to religion dur-
ing the spring semester. Rev.
Edward J. Duncan, founda-
tion director, announced.
The courses will be open to
sophomores, juniors and sen-
ior* and will be "mature pres-
entations of basic elements of
the Catholic Faith." Father
Duncan said.
A total of two semester
hours' credit will be given by
tbe university to those who
successfully complete the
courses, which are open to
non-Catholics.
Michigan Schools
Face Yearbook Tax
DETROIT (NC) - Michigan
high schools and colleges, pub-
lic and private, must add 4%
sale* tax to tbe cost of print-
ing tbeir yearbooks, according
to a ruling handed down by
the Michigan State Salea Tax
Commission.
A tax official said that since
schools buy yearbooks for re-
sale, and since the volumes do
not fall into the classification
of textbooks which arc exempt,
they mutt be taxed.
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IN NEW YORK, tho layman
who heads the archdiocosan
education committee said tho
admlnistration’s bill has “re-
grettably missed the mark."
"A plan that would excludo
hundreds of thousands, if not
millions, of elementary and
high school children because
they attend private schools
cannot be In the national in-
terest," said Lawrence X. Cu-
»sck, a New York lawyer.
“The administration should
correct its aim,” he said,
“Should it not, I have confi-
dence that Congress, If R de-
cides a program is needed,
will make the accommodation
Uut our country’s welfare de-
mands." '
THE EXECUTIVE secre-
tary of the Cititens for Edu-
cational Freedom said that the
administration’s federal aid to
education bill reflects Na-
•tonal Education Association
dogma. David LaDriere said:
“In cflcct, the administra-
tion Has made it clear that it
still subscribes to the National
Education Association dogma
that atate school* are ’estab-
lished’ by the Constitution,
that independent primary and
secondary schools are not part
of our American educational
system and that freedom of
mind and conscience are spe-
cial privileges of the rich rath-
er than the right of all."
CEF U a non-profit, non-sec-
tarian organisation of parents
and other individuals dedicat-
ed to freedom of choice in edu-
cation.
REV. WILL!AM J. Dunne,
S.J., an official of the National
Catholic Education Associa-
tion, lauded some aspects of
the President's proposal but
deplored the fact that much of
it was confined to aid to stu-
dents in -public stale-supported
schools. ’
“Near the end of his address
the President quoted a state-
ment from the Northwest Or-
dinance .of 1717 that 'the
means of education shall for-
ever be encouraged,*
*’
com-
mented Father Dunne. “U is
too bad that he did not quote
the whole sentence."
The first part of the quota-
tion. the priest recalled, was
"Religion, morality, and
knowledge being necessary to
good government and to the
happiness of mankind tha
means of education shall for-
ever be encouraged."
"Perhaps be did not think it
was expedient to quote the
entire phrase in view of the
fact that he was offering a foil
to help only part of the stu-
dents of our great republic,"
Father Dunne declared.
IN TESTIMONY before the
House Committee an Educa-
tion and Labor regarding tbe
Kennedy bill, tbe Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare
uid that a system of locume
Ux credits for parents of chil-
dren in private schools would
not be feasible.
Anthony J. Ceiefarezte told
the committee that such a pro-
gram would not “help tbe
lower economic groups.”
Celefarme made thl* reply
in a questionand-answer per-
iod that followed prepared
testimony.
Celehrezt* made no ex-
plicit refrreore in hu pre-
pared statement to the fact
that the administration foil
rules out aid to parochial and
other private schools for con-
struction purpose* and teach-
ers’ salaries.
NEW PLANS - Vary Rev. August BoSio S.D.b., Solesian provincial, points to a model
of the new building to be erected at Don Boko College, Newton. The viewers include,
left to right, Very Rev. Aloysius Bianchi, S.D.B., director of the college, Bishop McNulty
and Brother Fiore DaRoit, S.B.D., architect. The Bishop celebrated a Solemn Pontifical
Mass there Jan. 31 in honor of St. John Bosco, founder of the Salesians.
TV SYMPOSIUM - Msgr. Joseph P. Tuite, center, superintendent of schools for the Arch-
diocese of Newark, conducted a symposium on the use of television in Catholic
schools Jan. 28 at St. Anastasia’s, Teaneck. With him above are Rev. Francis Blum,
O. Carm., CYO moderator, and Fred E. Everett, president of the parish PTA group.
PR Department
For Don Bosco
NEWTON A Department
of Public Relations has been
established at Don Bosco Col-
lege by the board of trustees.
Rev. Anthony Spano, 5.D.8.,
was named chairman.
Father Spano has been a
member of the Don Bosco fac-
ulty for more than 20 years,
lie Is also the bead of the sci-
ence department.
Assisting Father Spano will
be Res- . Theodore Ciampi,
5.D.8.; Rev. Francis Klauder,
5.D.8.; Rev. Rev. Joseph Oc-
ciho, 5.D.8.; Rev. Henry Sar-
nowski, S-D.8., and Rev.
Emery Stegman, S.D.B.
FATHER SPANO
‘Extended Day’
Planned for Schools
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (RNS)
Some Catholic high schools in
the St. Louis Archdiocese will
extend the school day next
fall to make room for more
students.
Msgr. James T. Curtin,
superintendent of schools, said
one or more full class periods
will he added, and additional
teachers will be hired to ban-
die the added enrollment.
LAST YEAR,, Msgr. Curtin
announced a “five-year cur-
tailment" policy for archdi-
oceaan high school*—no more
high schools would be built or
enlarged because of the short-
age of qualified trackers.
Here is how the “extended
school day” will work:
One or more full class per-
iods will be added. Students
will come to school in shifts,
with some students starting
and finishing the school day
earlier than others.
The entire student body thus
will be at school for the cus-
tomary number of hours, al-
though all classes will not
start at the same time. Those
students who start lster wiU
finish later. Thu mesas the
school itself will operate an
hour or more longer than the
current schedule.
When the archdiocese's
"school containment" policy
was announced last year, a
number of public school offi-
cials expressed concern as to
how the overload could he
handled by the public high
school system.
Msgr. Curtin said Catholic
school officials want to coop-
erate fully with the public
schools.
Seton Hall
Lists Lecture
SOUTH ORANGE - Dr. H.
Bentley Glasa of John llopkim
University will deliver the
fourth of Seton Hall Universi-
ty's special science lectures
on Feb. 14 at 7:30 p.m. In Mc-
Nulty Hall here.
Dr. Glass one of America’s
foremost biologists, will dis-
cuss science's increased
knowledge and understanding
of genes and the enormous
control they exert over human
health and development
In addition to Seton Hall stu-
dents and faculty members,
administrative and technics!
personnel from industry, sci-
ence teachers from local high
schools and other members of
the community have been in-
vited to attend.
No Frilly Dresses
These First Communicants
Accentuate the Positive
SPOKANE. Wash. (NC)
-
Since last May there have
been no fluffy white First
Communion dresses at St.
Francis of Assisi parish here.
.
“Pretty dresses have nothing
to do with the sacrament."
Rev. John Fowlie. 0.F.M..
pastor, said. ‘There has been
so much fuss made about the
externals of First Chmmunion
that the youngsters didn’t
know what Communion was."
Nor do the Sisters instruct
the communicants in tra-
ditional fashion. Parents pre-
pare their own youngsters.
FATHER FOWLIE launched
the new program last 'May
and from then through Novem-
ber parents met with him for
10 periods of instruction, all
of which was passed on to the
children in their own homes.
At St. Francis the spiritual
life of the individual family
receives emphasis. The first
communicants do not receive
In a body. Each youngster re-
ceives when the pastor has de-
termined his readiness for
communion and not before.
Consequently, "we have a
First Communion almost
every Sunday at St. Francis,"
Father Fowlie said.
THE PARENTS who pre-
pared their child for reception
of the sacrament share in Its
reception The child and hia
family join in a procession to
the communion rail at the
Offertory. They place the
unconsecrated hosts in the
ci barium and receive them
iater at Communion when they
approach the rad before the
rest of the congregation to re-
ceive their special hosts.
Other distinctions are under-
scored. under the new pro-
gram. Potential first com-
municants go to Confession as
many as six times before they
receive the sacrament. Thus,
the two sacraments are sep-
arate and distinct in their
minds.
Most parents have expressed
appreciation for the new meth-
od and pride in having taught
their children.
The program b geared to
the individual child's read-
iness. One kindergarten young-
ster recently made her First
Communion.
All of this is a part of the
Franciscan priest's attempt
to make Church liturgy more
meaningful for his parishion-
ers within the existing frame-
work of the rubrics.
Tax Deduction
Flan Weighed
CINCINNATI, Ohio (RNS)—
The United Church of Christ's
Council for Christian Social
Action suggested here that Ux
deductions for parochial
school tuition may be one way
of reconciling opposing posi-
tions on federal aid to church-
related schools
In a paper dealing with fed-
eral assistance to education,
the council said the chances
of getting a “fair sod
adequate" education bill
through Congress would be
improved "if there were seri-
ous efforts to come to an
agreement on federal aid
among the religious group*."
"Such attempts at recon-
ciliation should he vigorously
pursued immediately," tha
council aaid. “One of tha
proposals worth exploring
would be tax deduction as a
contribution to religious and
charitable organisations tor
tuition paid for pupils attend-
ing parochial schools."
In IMB the council issued a
statement opposing any use of
public funds for parochial
schools. It favored health serv-
ices at government expense.
Parochial Students
Barred From Course
MEDFORD, Ore. (RNS)
Students of a Catholic school
have been barred here from
attending special Saturday
classes for “able and gifted"
high school students at South-
ern Oregon College.
Alf Mckvold. Jackson Coun-
ty school superintendent, said
pupils of St. Mary’s High
School could not be admitted
because state law restricts en-
rollment to public school stu-
dents.
ADVANCED CLASSES in
seven fields are held at the
college; they serve four school
districts in Jackson County
and are financed by the atate
and the districts on a SO-SO
basis.
Basis for Mekvold's ruling
was the 1962 decision of the
Oregon Supreme Court in ban-
ning distribution of free text-
books to parochial elementary
schools.
He olso noted the Oregon
law which prohibits use of
state funds for religious insti-
tutions, Implying that paro-
chial schools would benefit in-
directly If some of their pupils
were educated in special
courses at public cosl.
“It becomes a matter of
deep personal concern to me,”
Mekvold said, “when there
are Instances In which It is ob-
vious that there are Inequities
in education opportunities.
"But I am also firmly con-
vinced that maintaining fully
the separation of Church and
State is the surest way to pro-
vide better equality, as well
ac to assure the continuance
of free choice of worship for
all."
Says Public School Texts
DistortReligious History
WASHINGTON (NC) - A
Jewish spokesman said here
that most public grade school
social studies textbooks fail to
take an objective view of reli-
gious history and have “defi-
nite sectarian tendencies."
The charge is based on a
study of 120 leading textbooks,
according to Samuel Dalsim-
er of New York, chairman of
the program committee of the
Anti-Defamation League of
B'nal B'rith,
The texts, he said, favor
Protestantism over Catholi-
cism and Christianity over Ju-
daism. They alto Ignore the
pluralistic nature of American
life, he added.
DAUIMER’S announcement
•aid:
“In their treatment of the
Reformation, many anti-Prot-
estant measures of persecution
are detailed but similar steps
taken by Protestants are not
discussed.
“The Reformation is pre-
sented as a battle in which the
forces of good freed them-
selves from the forces of evil,
rather than as a product of
the peculiar social and politi-
cal conditions of the time."
Dalslmer also said that the
textbooks neglect Jewish his-
tory and Judaism after the
Bible period. In addition, he
reported, the relationship of
Jesus to the Jews is “often
portrayed In a manner too su-
perficial to dispel misconcep-
tions underlying sntl-Seml-
tisra.
Says Schools
Up Land Value
NEW ORLEANS (NC) - A
real esUte expert said proper-
ty values are "immediately
stabilutrd and increased when
food b purchased for a church
and school in a residential
•res.”
Daniel F. Sheehan Sr. of
St Louis, who was Installed as
president si the National As-
sociation of Real Estate
Board's annual convention
here, said that upon purchase
of property in a residential de-
velopment for location of a
church and school "the (ta-
rn and immediately steps up
values for property in that
area.”
Sheehan, a leader in civic
and archdiocesaa affair* in Si.
Louis, said there is a demand
both by people with young
children because of the acces-
sibility of school and by older
couple* because of the near-
ne*a of church.
“The demand for resale is
al*o increased." be said.
Priest
, Layman
Seton Hall Names
Department Heads
SOUTH ORANGE - Two
new department . chairmen
have been named at Seton
Ilall University.
Rev. Edwin V. Sullivan will
head the new department of
sociology and Dr. Eugene V.
Peirik will bead the physics
department, Msgr. Thomas W.
Cunningham, vice president m
charge of instruction, an-
nounced.
THE SOCIOLOGY depart-
ment b currently part of tho
department of social studies.
Effective July 1, the depart-
ment of social studies will he
known as the department of
history and political science,
with Dr. George Reilly re-
maining as department chair-
man.
*
Father Sullivan, a native of
Eastport, Me., b a graduate
of Kearny High School and Se-
ton Hall University.
Father Sullivan took
hla theological studies at im-
maculate Conception Seminary
and was ordained in 1946 Ha
was assigned to Seton llill
Prep and while there earned
his master's degree in an
cmlogy at Fordham.
Father Sullivan took
graduate work at New
York University and received
hb doctorate from the Uni-
versity of Ottawa.
Father Sullivan has been
chaplain of Marylawn School
since 1946.
He b also moderator of
the Sctoo Hall chapter of the
National Federation of Catho-
lic College Students and a
member of the President's
Committee on Civil Rights.
Dr. Petrik, a resident of
Ridgewood, is a graduate of
Fairleigh Dickinson University
and received hb master’s and
doctorate from Columbia. He
came to Seton Hall in 1960
after serving on the faculty it
NYU.
While studying at Col-
umbia he held two Science
Manpower fellowship*.
DEPARTMENT HEADS - Rev. Edwin V. Sullivan and Dr.
Eugene V. Petrik have been named chairmen of the de-
partments of sociology and physics. respectively, at Seton
Hall University.
Suit by Archdiocese
Judge Reserves Decision
In Hohokus Zoning Case
HACKENSACK - Decision
was reserved this week by
Superior Court Judge Charles
W. Broadband in tbe appeal
by the Archdiocese of Newark
against a toning ordinance of
the borough of Hohokus
Arguments concluded in the
ease Jan. 3! and it waa ex-
pected that it would be at
least two weeks before Judge
Broadhurst announces hb de
data.
THE CASE CONCERNS a
20-1 2 acre plot of land pur-
chased by the archdiocese in
1960 for use as a site for a
boys* high school. After tbe
archdiocese announced iu
plans, the borough council
passed a inning ordinance
amendment to bar all but Sun-
day schools from the area in-
volved.
The baric point of tbe arth-
diocese'a case b that thb rep-
resented selective and spot
toning At; pomi brief also
contended that it was an im-
proper use of police power,
was not in accordance with
New Jersey statutes and con-
stituted discrimination be-
tween public and private or
parochial schools.
JOINING WITH the arch-
diocese in the suit was Grace
D. Brown of 11 Prescott Rd,
Hohokus. who sold the land,
which formerly waa tbe site of
the Chestnut Ridge Riding
Club. Tbe club burned down
in tbe summer of i960 and
could not be rebuilt as it wum
a non-conforming use. The plot
is located on Wcarimus Rd.
in an area where Hillsdale,
Washington Township and Sad-
dle River border on Hohokus.'
Joining in the borough's side
as intervenor defendants were
seven citizens, part of a com-
mittee formed to oppose the
building of the school. They
were represented by Merritt
Lane Jr. of Newark, a former
member of the States Games
and Chance (Bingo) Commis-
sion. Arguing the case for the
archdiocese was Frederick J.
Gassert <jf Newark. Hohokus
was represented by borough
attorney Samuel M. Lyon Jr.
Tax Levied
On Nuns
LANSOALE. Pa. (RXS)
Should Catholic Safer* sworn
to poverty be taxed at iadi-
riduals to support the pufotc
school district in which they
work and Uve?
Thb question has spurred
confroeersT in the
School District which holds
that the Sisters must pay the
SUM head tax assessed
against residents.
Board members, however,
have agreed to submit tbe
question to the Penasylvanfo
State Board of Education
after some taxpayers bad as-
sailed tbe tax assessments as
“inequitable ”
INVOLVED In tbe ease are
Franciscan Sisters who live in
a convent maintained by St.
Stanislaus’ Church and teach
in the pariah elementary and
high schools
Peter Scully, Philadelphia
banker. represented tbe
Sisters at a school board meet-
ing. “State law provides Mich
exceptions for indigent per-
sons.” he said.
School Board President Ver-
non D. Lauchmen noted that
the State School Code says the
local board has the authority
to decide who U "indigent and
qualified for exemption.”
Archbishop's
Appointments
SATURDAY. FEB. 9
4 p.m.. Blessing of rea-
•rated school. M. Cecil-
ia’s, Kearny.
SUNDAY. FEB. ta
3 p.m.. Holy hour. Boy
Scoot Sunday. Sacred Heart
Cathedral
SATURDAY, FEB. IS
19:3* am. solemn Pon-
tifical Mats commemorat-
ing tbe golden jubilee of the
priesthood of Msgr. John J.
Hark, St Matthew's Ridge-
field
Federal Aid.
..
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Cardinal Wyszynski: The Church in Poland Will Survive
PHILADELPHIA (NC) -
Poland’s Red regime headed
by Wladyalaw Gomulka has
tailed to live up to its 1956
agreement with the Church
and is stepping up its war
against religion, Stefan Car-
dinal Wyszynski has charged.
The Primate of Poland
spoke in an Interview with
Christine Hotchkiss published
here by the Saturday Evening
Post.
The interview was granted
In Rome before Cardinal
Wyszynski returned to War-
saw from the ecumenical
council.
The Cardinal declared:
“The agreement that 1 ne-
gotiated with Gomulka six
years ago last October has
been ignored. . . Hardly any
of the promises have been
kept Instead, a powerful ad-
ministrative apparatus has
been mobilized to fight us.
Its tentacles spread every-
where.”
SPEAKING OF POLAND’S
SO million Catholics, the Car-
dinal stated:
“We form the roost powerful
body of dissent in the Soviet
empire. . .and the struggle we
are engaged in is affecting the
balance of the cold war.
.
. So
far we are holding the line,
but the pace of the onslaught
Is quickening. Our existence
is a shattering proof of the
failure of the communist doc-
trine.”
Cardinal Wyszynski contin-
ued:
“A recent decree. . .compels
every employee of the state
to refer every matter concern-
ing a clergyman. Church or-
ganiution or,religious order
to a special government
agency called the Office for
Religious Beliefs. It makes no
difference whether this in-
volves an application for a
building permit, a driving lic-
ense for the local priest or an
allotment of coal for a con-
vent. . . The policy of the
Office for Religious Beliefs is
quite simple ‘no* to every
request.
"Then there Is the financial
pressure through taxes. . .ex-
orbitant levies are now being
extorted from us. There ia no
money to pay it.
"But the government to re-
lentless. In one parish the
furniture of the village priest
has been seized in payment
for so-called ’back (axes.’ In
another, a priest’s bicycle and
his writstwatch were confis-
cated when internal revenue
agents were unable to locate
the preposterously high sums
ol money they demanded. . .
“Our clergy Uvea in con-
stant (ear of cvictioo. For the
state confiscates everything
buildings, furniture, livestock,
farm produce. . . .The stu-
dents in a seminary in cen-
tral Poland recently found
themselves sleeping in
drawers used to store clerical
vestments. Every other piece
of furniture had been seiied by
the tax collector.”
THE CARDINAL spoke of
the Red regime's war against
the Catholic press. Ha said:
“Strict censorship. . is ap-
plied to all circulars, pam-
phlets and church publications
essential for the dissemina-
tion of faith and the routine
functioning of Church adminis-
trative bodies.
The PoUsh Primate also de-
nounced the government’s sup-
pression of religious education.
He declared:
“In Its effort to create an
atheistic society In Poland. . .
the government has suspended
religious teaching In school.
Thb has been the moat serious
violation of the 1956 agree-
ment. Poland is 99% Catholic,
and close to of the par-
enta have gooe on record de-
manding that religion be a re-
quired subject to schools. But
today toe state trie* to prevent
even the teaching of catechism
to children. Complicated per-
mits are needed to open a
’meeting point* after school.
The refusal to never direct.
but the building is declared
’unsafe to case of Are,’ or
some other technical flaw to
discovered.
. .
"OVER THE .LAST six
Kara
the tension has Indeed
en great. . .but the climac-
teric was not reached. Neither
I nor Gomulka will allow It. . .
1 have never yet told them
’all or nothing.’
“At times I am forced to
make big tactical concession*,
like withdrawing a nomination
for a Bishop, or substituting
one name for another. But I
can’t risk having all my Bish-
ops arrested. The administra-
tion of the Church would col-
laps*. and worship would be
seriously Interfered with
if the worst come*, It to better
to preserve a flicker than to
extinguish the flame altogether
“It is all part of the balanc-
ing act that Gomulka and I
are engaged in. We un-
derstand each other
thoroughly. . .We both firmly
believe that an explosion has
lo be prevented at all costs.
"POLAND IS Avery young
country; almost half of its
people are under 30 years of
age and they are inflamm-
able, like timber.
. . To most
of them Catholicism and
patriotism are one. Imagine
what would happen if a popu-
lar revolt were lo break out!
The Russian armle* which-en-
circle us on all tides would
march in. An ocean of blood
would flow. Our youth would
be lost. No! I wiU not allow
Poland to suffer the fate of
Hungary. There must be
peace. . .
“The fierce battle I am en-
gaged In just now to to pre-
vent a mass biological suicide
of a nation. . .
‘lf abortions continue at the
present fast-growing rate, the
population of our country will
be drastically reduced within
the next » year*. There to no
economic necessity for this
Cardinal Wyszynski de-
tcribed tot method* of dealing
with his country's communist
ruler*.
“I FREQUENTLY take one
line of defense, knowing that
I may hate to withdraw to
tb* next
...
| don’t mind It
Our survival depends on our
knowledge of the changing
communist tactics. One has to
foresee their moves and try
to match them, it to not al-
ways wire to denounce Im-
mediately anew hostile law.
for example. These laws
change and often cancel each
other after a time. I remain
Inflexible only in matters of
faith.
.
.
“My life’s purpose to to be
with my people no matter
what the cost. I prefer to re-
main to prison in my own
country rather than to be free
In exile or have a high ec-
clesiastical office abroad. . .
I am rather In a hurry to get
back, for the pressure to on us
■gain in full force.”
Asked if he to afraid of Red
retaliation because of his
stand against communist ef-
forts. the Cardinsl anwwered:
“I NEVER think of It. . . It
to true that I get thousands of
letters every dsy begging ml
not to travel at night, or to use
armed guards to toe palace.
I would not think of it for a
moment. Why, I never even
lock my door at night to my
bedroomI I know I am under
the protection of our Lord and
of the Holy Mary, His mother.
That to the best guarantee for
my safety.
“You ask me, what does the
future hold? I don't know. But
I know that the Church in
Poland will survive, and with
It a degree of freedom for our
Dconle."
Rural Life Group
Asks Tax Study
OMAHA, Neb. (NC) The
National Catholic Rural Lite
Conference executive commit-
tee has urged a “continuing
re-evaluation” of govern-
ment domestic programs “in
view of the current heavy tax
burden.
The NCRLC body made the
recommendation in a policy
statement adopted at its win-
ter meeting here.
THE COMMITTEE said
that "to long as It is not feas-
ible to reduce the costs of ar-
mament. we urge a continuing
re-evahialioa of the domestic
burden they create, particu-
larly those which private or-
ganizations could supply-”
The statement recommended
that ia cases where sales taxes
are necessary, “food and oth-
er essential items should be
exempt."
It said cart should be taken
to avoid taxing a particular
product more than once and
commented that “a graduated
land tax. increasing with the
size of holdings, is generally
in the interest of the common
good.”
Post Sticks to Story
.
YO*K “ De*ptte a denial from Warsaw that Cardi-
mjmm h*d granted an Interview to “any American
periodical, the Saturday Evening Post said it would stand
by the story described in the accompanying article
'‘°,l!r *32:" the Post said. “Is authentic. Anyone who
***** Poetical situation in Poland can easily understand
in* denial.”
e*me *?. 10 * «*u«ry from the
Inter-CathoUc Press Agency, a NeVr York organization which
* pCci
X
lei
L
n reli l!iou * *°d cultural news concerning Toluml.
"On the instruction of His Eminence the Cardinal Pri-
mate. of Poland declares that His Eminence Stefan Cardinal
Wyszynski did not grant any press interviews to any Ameri-
can periodical.
A Saturday Evening Post spokesman told The Advocate
that the author of the article, Mrs. Christine Hotchkiss, knew
Cardinal Wyazyoskiin Poland and had Interviewed him on
semal occasions before the recent interview in Rome. Mrs.
Hotchkiss, now a resident of New York, has written other Post
artictes and was assigned to do the story on Cardinal Wyazyn-
ski, he added.
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HOUSE BLESSING - Archbishop Boland blasses a room in the new shelter for un-
married mothers in Newark on Jan. 31. With him is Msgr. Patrick J. Trainor, acting
executive director of Associated Catholic Charities.
10TH ANNIVERSARY - The Catholic Men of Wayne marked the 10th anniversary of
that township's Nocturnal Adoration Society with a dinner at Donohue's Restaurant
Jan. 29. Bishop McNulty was guest of honor. Shown above are. seated, left to right.
Msgr. Edward J. Scully, pastor of Immaculate heart of Mary, Bishop McNulty and Jo-
seph Spendley; standing, Edward Mulligan, James Timmerman and Vincent Rinaldo.
Advice From Radio Moscow
Comrades Warned on Baptism:
‘Barbarous Religious Rite'
BERLIN (NC) - Are yoa
feeling run down? weak? wret-
ched? Moscow Radio has
found the answer: You were
baptized!
Moscow Radio told Rs Us-
teners Jan. 20 that christening
"can cause irreparable dam-
age" to a child's health. Be-
sides, it has discovered that
people in communist Russia
today live more than twice as
long as Russians did before
the Red revolution, when near-
ly everybody was baptized.
Wbat’s more, Moscow Radio
has found that the awful ef-
fects of the "barbarous reli-
gious rite” of Baptism can be
dramatic—even years later.
HERR'S WHAT the statfoa'a
"Man and Nature" program
had to say about the wboU
lurid buiiofu:
“An ambulance, sounding its
bell, speeds through the streets
of a town. A man suffering a
heart attack is being brought
to a hospital. He Is young,
about 25 years old. but his
heart makes the doctors shake
their heads.
' ‘Did you have any illness-
es in childhood?'
’“Yes. when 1 was smaQ
baby, 1 he replies la a weak
voice. 'I was 10 after the
christening. I do not know
what the illness was. My par-
ents did not like to talk about
it*
"The doctors examine the
patient, and they are sorry far
him. In spite of Us age. he is
already an Invalid. His heart
is hopelessly damaged. The
cause of this was a barbarous
religious rite, the christening,
the purification of man from
"THE SENSELESSNESS of
this church rite is absolutely
clear to every sound-thinking
man. Is the christening per-
haps useful la tome way?
Some believers hold, for In-
stance, that people who have
dnVy alar.
been rhristrewd live loafer.
However, this aasertten can be
easily refuted with (be help A
statistic «.
"In ;>re-r«volutionsry Rise-
sis. christening was nearly
universal, but the average life
spas was 32 yean. Now. whew
only believers christen their
children, the average length <f
life of the people In our coun-
try has increased to • years.
This means that the cause
does not Ue in the religious
rite hut in the great achieve-
ments of the Soviet regimo—-
the increase in the well-being
of the working people and the
successes scored in health
services.
"Christening not only fails
to guarantee long life to a
child, but. on the contrary. It
can cause irreparable damage
to hit health. We know of a
number of cases when the
three immersions in cold wa-
ter caused serious colds with
complications and even
death!"
Bishop to Speak
To Friendly Sons
PATERSON Bishop Mc-
Nulty will speak at the 18th
annual St. Patrick's Day din-
ner of the Society of the
Friendly Sons of St. Patrick
Mar. 17 at SL Nicholas. Pas-
saic.
Msgr. Philip J. Coyne, pas-
tor of St. Nicholas, is spiritual
director of the society. Ed-
ward J. Poster is dinner chair-
man.
St. Catharine's
Honors Pastor
GLEN ROCK St. Cathar-
ine's parish held a reception
recently for its pastor. Msgr.
Albert P. Mooney, who was in-
vested Is a domestic prelate
Jan. 10.
Msgr. Mooney U the found-
ing pastor of SL Catharine's,
having come to Glen Rock tl
years ago. Presentations were
made by the parish, by the
children of the school and by
the four young men of St.
Catharine’s studying for the
priesthood.
Christian Cooperation
Urged by Cardinal
BOSTON (RNS) - Richard
Cardinal Cushing of Boston
said here that Protestants and
Catholics must work together
to benefit the aocial order, the
nation and world peace "on
all levels which do not demand
ot us the denial of the faith
that we have."
The Cardinal appeared in an
hour long telecast with Metho-
ds Bishop James K. Math-
ews, president of the Masaa-
chusetta Council of Churches.
Their conversation, carried
by a Boston station, waa en-
titled: "Christian Unity:
Dream, Plot or PoaaibilityT"
To Hear Engineer
JERSEY CITY - A. Paul
Limbach, chief engineer for
Slerling Extruders Cos., Lin-
den, will address the SL
Peter's College Pre-Engineer-
ing Club Feb. «.
St. Vincent’s
Admissions Up
MONTCLAIR Admissions
at St. Vincent's Hospital wont
over the 5,000 mark in 1982,
Sister Claro Dolores, adminis-
trator, has snnounceid.
There were’ 5.121 patients
admitted last year, an increase
of 8% over 1981. Total patient
days were only too over last
year, Indicating progress in
shortening the aversgo hospi-
tal stay of patients.
The number of babies born
at the hospital dropped from
775 to 715, paralleling the
downward national trend.
Variety Night Set
At St. Benedict’s
NEWARK —a Parisian
theme will feature the annual
r'fi? 7
.
N J.fht *Ponsored by the
Fathers' dub at St. Benedict s
Prep Feb. It.
There will be an hour-long
stagerevue, rooms and lounges
throughout the school will be
themes. Proceeds
wiU go toward the ttO.OOO
pledge made by the Fathers*
ttob to the St. Benedict’s
rnp Redevelopment Fund.
Chairman is Patrick Gum
Spanish Gasses
Begin in Dover
the
Most Holy Roeary Mission
her* began Spanish classes
* *» • Period of eight
«*ks-Itaw. Vincent E. Rums,
administrator, announced that
interested la asked to
contact the church.
Msgr. Clark to Note Golden Jubilee
RIDGEFIELD- Msgr. John
J. Clark, pastor of St. Mst-
thew’s Church here, will cele-
brate the golden anniversary
of his ordination to the priest-
hood at a Solemn Pontifical
Mass of Thanksgiving to be of-
fered by Archbishop Boland on
Feb. 18 at 10:30 a.m.
The Mass will also be the
occasion for the installation of
Magr. Clark as a protonotary
apostolic, to which rank he
was raised by Pope John
XXIII In December. The
preacher at the Mass will be
Msgr. Henry G.J. Beck of Ini
maculate Conception Semi-
nary.
MSGR. CLARK has been
pastor of St. Matthew's for 38
years, during which time the
parish has grown from 100 to
alraoat 1.200 families. He open-
ed the first pariah school in a
prefabricated building in 1927
and built the first permanent
school in 1983. A second, sep-
arate building, was construct-
ed in 1950 and now houses pri-
mary grades and kinder-
garten. with the upper grades
in the old school. Anew
church was erected in last.
A stroke suffered in 1959 has
limited Msgr. Clark's aetlvi-
Bes. though he still retains
three archdiocesan ports—sec-
retary ot the Building and
Sites Commission, srchdioces-
an consußor and spiritual di-
rector of the Bergen County
Holy Name Federation.
MSGR. CLARR U a native
of Massachusetts and received
his early education there. He
followed an older brother, An-
drew, to the then Diocese of
Newark to atudy for the priest-
hood. Rev. Andrew Clark was
ordsined in 1907 and died in
1932. Msgr. Dark was ordain-
ed six years after bis brother.
Ilia early assignments wera
to St. Michael's, Jersey CHy;
Immaculate Conception, Eliza-
beth, and St. Rose of Lima,
Newark. He came to St. Mat-
thew’s in 1925 as its second
pastor. In 1919, he was named
a domestic prelate by Pope
Pius XII and, in 1959, he re-
ceived an honorary Doctor of
Laws from Soton Hall Univer-
sity.
Hla leadership qualities were
tapped at an early age. While
still a seminarian at Seton
Hall, be served as overseer <■(
the reconstruction of the sem-
inary building there, which
had been destroyed by fire in
1910. He waa also prefect of
the seminary, a position which
then included the task of dis-
ciplinarian of Seton Hall
Prep. He excelled both in stud-
ies and on the baseball field.
. MSGR. CLARK has been an
Inveterate reader and, before
his illness, a tireless walker.
His Journeys often took him to
Jersey City or New York, with
one of his Kerry Blue terriers
at his heels. He also kept a
vegetable garden and chicken
coop which helped supply the
rectory table. His family still
runs a farmers’ market In
Hinadafe, Mass.
It was hla habit to hire, par-
ish boys to assist in the gar-
denial and at feast one of
them has found this early ag-
ricultural training quite valua-
ble. He is Rev. Martin R. Kel-
ly, one of several St. Mat-
thew's boys to go on to thn
priesthood, who is now serving
with the Society of St. Jamea
in the mountains of Bolivia.
JOINING WITH bis curates
and parishioners at the Feb. (8
celebration will be fellow
members of the clergy, town
officials and the many friends
he has made through the years
from all walks of life.
Assisting at the Mass will b«
Msgr. James A. Hughes, vicar
general, archpriest; Msgr.
Thomas F. Curry, pastor of St.
Joseph’s, OradeU, deacon, and
Rev. Thomas F. Lynch, first
assistant at St. Matthew’s,
subdeacon.
Archbishop Boland will be
principal speaker at the dinner
which will follow in the school
auditorium. A presentation
from the parish will be made
by Frank Cahil.
MSGR. CLARK
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THIS TOWARD THE PURCHASE Of
idea. Sin
JOHNSON
PLEDGE
WORTH
D
TWn .>€>#+> Rde—e4 O*V» NkPrir dNo tried.Celh,
Cardinal Bea Upholds Right ofReligious Freedom
hollowin g is tht text of *n ttUrtst givtn by Angmlin
Cnrdmnl Bet, S. ]., prtsidtni of tht SteriHrUi for Promoting
Cbriititn Unity, Jon. 13,1963,
Taking hit cue from the well
known saying of the ancient
X»atln poet, "trabit sua quern-
que voluptes” (Pleasure at-
tracts each one), St. Augus-
tine said, with his usual sense
of reality and depth, "if the
senses have their joys, will
not the spirit have its own."
And he explained, "What
more does the human spirit
want than truth?"
And he who had sought it
among all the currents (of
ideas), along all roads in Af-
rica and in Italy, knew a lot
about this desire!
But this magnificent and
most profound tendency of
jnan does not pass, despite
twists and turns, since man
seeks truth painstakingly!
I WAS TOLD of a crafts-
man, or owner of a small bus-
iness, who said to a priest dur-
ing a friendly conversation:
"You see, Father, I imagine
philosophy as being some-
thing like the pathology of
thought."
Certainly this is' not lh«f
case, but it must be admitted
that in more than one instance
the history of philosophy
leaves this tragic impression.
Is it then surprising that
precisely the love of truth and
the search for truth has been
more than once in history, and
is still, always, every day, the
cause of disputes, of conflicts,
of dashes and sometimes even
of the most painful and im-
placable strife of one man
against another?
THERE ARE, for example,
people who Identify truth with
their own thought or with
those who think aa they do,
on matters which are in
conflict with others. In-
stead of this, one should know
how to put oneself "fo the
place of others," that is to
say, to understand the other’s
point of view, which Is ilka
placing oneself in another's
place and seeing things as he
sees them.
One should also understand
that reality has a thousand
different aspects, a thousand
different facets, while the
mind of the individual man,
even though he may be most
gifted and Intelligent, notices
barely one or very few. -
OBVIOUSLY, this does not
•mean that we wish to act as
that judge of ancient times
who sat in court agreeing in
turn with both the conflicting
parties.
And then when his yo-.,g
son who played at his feet—-
what beautiful patriarchal
times!—observed judiciously:
"Papa, it is not ponetbte that
both sides are right)" he an-
swered calmly: "You also
are right."
No, It is certainly not a
question of similar makeshift
expedients It Is a question of
a real and binding love of
truth, but it Is precisely this
truth which admonishes us to
bear in mind also the limita-
tions of our knowledge and
recognise also that side ot
truth which others see, with-
out denying, however, that
which we ourselves really
know about truth.
NEITHER IS IT a question
of leveling out everything, the
true and the false, in the
name of respect for another
man’s point of view, holding
that all assertions —as is
sometimes stated bluntly
are equally true and equally
false. T'
This is a most Important
point in this modern world,
where we are surrounded by
a real chaos of ideas, where
also sound firmness In affirm-
ing truth, both In respect of
purely human knowledge and
of religious faith, Is easily
taxed m being intransigent
fanaticism and. therefore, ab-
horent.
Yet modem man really
thirsts for certainty, for sure
and definite know ledge. But
on the other hand, the real
love of truth require* us to
recognize it wherever we
come across it, wherever it
may corns from, and there-
fore also requires a readiness
and effort to hear the voice of
truth wherever It makes Itself
beard.
THE DIFFICULTIES and
disputes are derived also from
the difficulty to explain the
truth through the human
language. This is without
doubt a magnificent gift of the
Creator which given us the
possibility of opening our
mind for others, of communi-
cating mutually among our-
selves spiritual blessings,
knowledge and mutual love.
But at the same time bow
imperfect, how changeable
ana how limited it often our
knowledge of this gift I
This engenders s thousand
misunderstandings. This hap-
pens even in the sacrosanct
field of religious faith.
It is known that the Catholic
Church is rather conservative
when it Is a question of the
formulae in which her doctrin-
al heritage have been express-
ed. Yet, the Holy Father him-
self explained at the time of
the solemn inauguration of the
council that the truth, of which
the Church ia the custodian,
must be explained to the mod-
em world in a now language,
that is, in the language of the
men of today, the only one
they can understand.
And the Holy Father gave
this reason for it: oaa thing is
the idea and the other Is to ex-
press it concretely in words.
Therefore, while preserving
faithfully Um pure doctrine,
it can be expressed by other
concepts, according to the
mentality and to the language
o! men (i'Otservstore Ro-
mano, Oct. 11, ISO. p. J).
ANOTHER ERROR of
misunderstood love of truth
were the painful wars of reli-
gion, when attempts were
made In the name at truth to
Impose with force certain
convictions oa other men,
while overlooking a no test
fundamental point of the tove
of truth, namely, the freedom
of man.
This freedom means the
right of man to deride freely
and according to hte own coo-
science regarding hte own des-
tiny. From this freedom is
bom the right end duty of
man to follow hte own coo
science, tad it it the duty of
the individual and of society to
respect this freedom end
right that man has to decide
for himself. You are awars
that the Secretariat for Pro-
moting Christian Unity pre-
pared a project oa this them#
tor evemmabon by the tam-
ed.
To whoever might wish to
object, stating that error hat
no right to exist, oat nerd
only answer that error It
something abstract and is
not. therefore, a question of
right But manta. even when
be errs mvmriMy. which it to
say without being able ta cor
met bimaatf. the subject of
rights. It U, therefor*, his duty
and hi* right to SwUow hi*
oanenteM* and it Is elan hi*
right Out this independence be
respected by ail.
having considered
thus a few forms of Um possi-
ble errors of the tore of troth,
tot us ask what Is Um best
way of evotdiag Um listed
obstacles and so many others
that thres tea love and th*
quest for truth? Tht best way
U without doubt real charity
toward one's neighbor.
Take for example maternal
love, or Um love of a real
friend. See how much this love
teaches us to place ourselves
effectively m the place «f Um
ether person, to consider his
point of now. to ondoavor to
understand what ha thinks,
what there is of truth in what
ho thinks, to otrtvo to under-
stand his thought or to make
oneself understood, using al-
ways other words, compar-
isons sad concepts. See how
love respects with bmtvo-
tence the loved one sad,
therefore, also hte opinions.
Why all this? Precisely be-
cause there la love, because,
as St. Paul said "chanty la
patient. Is kind ...It rejoices
with Um truth; bears all
things, believes all things,
hopes all things, endures all
things ...” (1 Corinthians IS,
4-7 ...
BUT HERE At.so we must
unfortunately add a wanting
immediately.Bowaro of snares
and abberations.
The examples which we
have just mentioned worn us
of these. It te so way, for ex-
ample, for maternal lovt to
become imprudent, soft, to
transform itself into a harm-
ful weakness, Incapable at re-
fusing anything, thus ruining
Um most beloved child!
Why dote this happon? Be-
cause, among other reasons,
one does not take Into account
the truth of certain principles
Inherent In ressorting, In com-
mon sense, etc; because in
this case charity is not com-
bined with the effective love of
truth.
Both are therefore neces-
sary : the love of truth end the
love of the individual, Uut Is,
charity toward one’s neighbor.
Both united harmoniously,
each in lu own place and ac-
cording to its importance.
United thus, they can in fact
unite men and create har-
mony in a most efficacious
manner.
IT 18, IN PACT, a question
of the union of men In their
moet profound tendencies,
such as the love of and the
quest for truth, and real be-
nevolent love. What greater
union Is possible, la fact, than
when one spirit kindles anoth-
er and one te lighted by th*
flame of another; when one
heart warms another And is
warmed by the spirit of bis
neighbor, by hte love?
But the whole difficulty de-
pends on knowing how to com-
bine both tendencies harmon-
iously, on giving to each Its
own place, ite own Impor-
tance, without harming one to
the benefit of the other.
THE LOVE OF truth with-
out charity become* Intolerant
and te repulsive. Charity with-
out truth te blind end cannot
endure. An authoritative Prot-
estant writer aaid refer-
ring to Christian doctrine on
original tin, Uut te on the con-
fuaton existing In man as a re-
sult of the tin of the forbear-
ore of Uw human race that
ooe at the nefarioue conse-
quences of original sin Is pre-
cisely th* way In which man
can dissociate truth and
charity.
It te therefore up to us to
reset la order to correct coo-
stsntiy more, tod. again end
agelo, this tragic eonfuiim
which exists in our nature. At
tbte point one must ask eoe-
eeM where one must seek the
help, th* light end the strength
tot this straggle which te so
oeeanUel to Ufa.
Story religion which knows
root prayer direct* an to-
wu* seeking In God. hte Cre-
e«er, not only material bless
but, above all, the moot
pnAtead end aoaeoUai biota-
U*a tor Uw aonl; the tetelh-
gtocw end wisdom which help
bias to direct hte Ufa wen. It
te. therefore, by restoring ta
Ond our Creator that w* will
seek the harmony which te so
difficult to achieve between
the tor# ol truth and chanty
IN HU BROADCAST raes-
sage of Dee a. the Holy Fa-
ther said:
"Of all the blessings that
Ido and history have to offer
toe individuals and families
sod nations, truly the most
Ptoctews and important is
Thn echo of thee* word* te
*boprsoa at all terms, to all
cowntrte* and amoan xR mo-
ttooo. showed that thn Pop* In-
terpreted fully the mind of
modern man. of a humanity
harassed by the prospret of
new
wart sad thirsting tor
peace.
But today we are also aware
that this peace dors not de-
pend only—sad I would al-
most say primarily - on th*
legislators of nations, but on
Urge sections of the people
themselves
It te urgent, therefor*, to
build this peace with love,
practicing th* lov* of truth in
charity
. . .
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the deal that can’t be beat!”
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U. S. Choice Beef
Custom cut into enough delicious
Sirloins. Porterhouses, roasts, stew,
beef, chopped beef, etc. to serve ban*
quet meals to the average family for
four months. Flash-freezing, freezer,
wrapping and delivery Included.
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NEW JERSEY'S FAMOUS AND OUTSTANDING BEAUTICIAN SCHOOL
NOW OFFERS TO
STUDENTS, BEAUTICIANS AND SALON OWNERS
TEACHING STAFF
Mrs. Ida Malzono Thorough, indi-
vidualized basic training for Froshmon
and Juniors.
Mrs. Charlotte Burris Concentrated
salon sales, management and speed
performance for Seniors.
Directors: Mr. Anthony and Mr.
Monte participating as well.
Mr. Joseph Sedita Supreme ad-
vanced hair styling for graduates!
beauticians and Salon Owners. (Hfs
New York following is terrific.)
PARENTS Easy payment plan
will fit your budget. No lntere»t
charge addedl,
OMO
OHO NEW CURRICULUM
Aptitude testing for period of one
month before being fully accepted
into school.
Strict study of theory In order that
graduates pass State Examination
with our well-known High Grades.
Theory taught easily and Interest-
ingly.
*
Weekly tests and report cards. Par-
ents appreciate knowing progress.
Mature students enjoy youthful pro-
cedure. All phases of beatification
work covered^
STUDENTS Day or night ses*
•lon*. No High School Diploma
necessary. Free Placement Bu-
reau.
BEAUTY CULTURE
COLLEGE
188 lUJSON ST.
PATERSON, N. J.
CALL AR. 8-4850
POR INTERVIEW
PARENTS - Our Student's Pro-
gram available for your child
age 13. Consult us only by Inter-
view.
STUDENTS Selected and well-
screened student body held to
small classes give you the best
results.
COMO GRADUATES ARE IN DEMAND! ENROLL NOW!
• CARPET
• LINOLEUM
• Tilt
,• ’.i• •. rj.., ■r. , .
40 yeore of eervlcing Catholic
Imtitulioni
223 0M took M„ Wostwood
Opp' faccack Volley Hocpltal
Telephone, 444J1005101
HONOR EMBLEM SCHOOL
D
usrr£sr
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—W
317 LAKIYItW AVI.
•Nat* ■. MM
CLIFTON, N. J.
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Gift her with
Home-Made
Chocolates,
the sweetest present of
thorn alii
Specially packaged In
In heart (hoped
gift boxes.
GENEVIEVE’S
Cards • Gifts
174 RAY ST.
GARFIELD, N. J.
Op** * AMst PJA.
lunOay I A M. «• 7 P.M
Not If your valuable aro In
a Safo Dopoßlt Box
at Pamrapol
Birth & marriage certificate*,
deed*, dltchorge gapers,
bond*. bill*-of<*ai*. securities,
to* record*, mortgage*, few.
•Iry, family heirloom*, your
will
. .
. keep them SAFE In
one of our MAIN FLOOR Safe
Deposit Boxes. Priceless pro-
tection for leu than 2c a day.
Choote from 3 convenient
»ixet storting of $5-50 a year,
to* included.
SAVINGS & ASSOCIATION
Ml MOAPWAY et 40ft. St.. BAYOHNI. M. J.
Fldeul 9-4400 • Oetfr. 9 to 4; MIm. Out
E/ASEST SERV/CE
1963 CHEVROLET
Impalas • Corvairs
Chevy II • Corvettes • Trucks
LEASE *tt CHEVROLET'S & CADILLACS
ALL OTHER 13 MAKES
NEW LOW RATES
* 1» • L AMUoSNO. rmMMI
3085 HUDSON BOULEVARD
JERSEY CITY • 016-8000
4 »W» North cl Jco.ccl Sow*
Op." t*M. *3l 9 • W.A fc s■!. 'HI 4
10 EXTRA
INTEREST DAYS
0TIMES A YEAR
with a TC* Savings Account
Every single month’s a bonus month at The Trust Company. Make
your savings deposits during the first 10 days of any month-earn
interest from the first of that month-on balances of $lO or more. Start
with as little as $5. Come In to any of our 12 offices (open Monday
evenings 6 to 8 P.M.) - or save by mail. We pay postage both ways.
r>:.
The
Trust Company
of New Jersey
Jersey City
Hoboken
Weehawken
Union City
West New York
Secaucus
Utmber FoWral Dfpoilt
I Murone* Corporation.
Prayers Requested
For Protestant Meet
MONTREAL (NC) - Paul
Emile Cardinal Leger of Mont-
real, has urged Catholics to
pray for divine guidance for a
World Council of Churches
meeting to be held here in
July. 1
“We cannot romain indiffer-
ent to these efforts," Cardinal
Leger said of the Protestant
and Orthodox World Council.
The Council’s Commission on
Faith and Order will hold its
fourth major meeting in Mont-
real July 12-26. Some 500 Prot-
estant and Orthodox theolo-
gians from many countries arc
expected to attend and to dis-
cuss religious unity and other
topics.
REV. IRENEE Beaubien,
S.J.. president of the Montreal
archdiocesan Ecumenical
Commission, said Cardinal
Leger has instructed that body
to give any assistance possi-
ble to the World Council com-
mission in connection with the
July meeting.
Father Beaubien said or-
ganizers of the World Council
meeting have sought the col-
laboration of local . Catholic
leaders who have been par-
ticipating in ecumenical dis-
cussions with non-Catholics for
the past four years. He also
•aid it is possible that the
Holy See will have official ob-
servers at the July meeting.
CARDINAL LBGERS ap.
peal for Catholic prayers for
tbe World Council meet-
ing was made in a Chair of
Unity Octave message.
“We must pray the Father
of Light to enlighten our Chris-
tlan brothers and to guide
their deliberations," the Car-
dinal said. “Let us not forget
that if these brothers do not
fully share in our faith, they
nevertheless are our brothers
in Christ and they also labor
under the inspiration of the
Spirit in the quest of unity."
Montreal is a major center
of ecumenical activity. Among
the activities are monthly
meetings between Catholic and
non-Catholic theologians, an-
nual days of prayer in which
Catholic ami non-Catholic lead-
ers take part and special
courses to prepare Catholic
laymen for active intrrrcli-
gious “dialogue."
Knights to Present
Citation to Advocate
JERSEY CITY - Joseph R.
Thomas, managing editor of
The Advocate, will receive a
citation on behalf of the paper
from George E. Davis, deputy
grand knight of Pauius Hook
Council. K. of C.. on Feb. 14
at the Columbian Club
The presentation will be
made at the regular council
meeting, which Thomas will
address on “Catholic News '*
The program is being held in
observance of Catholic Press
Month.
European News
Joint Fund Drive
HAARLEM, Holland (RNS)
—Plans for a joint Catholic-
Protcstant church building
campaign are being studied in
this country.
An announcement said pre-
liminary discussions have al-
ready taken place, but no final
decision has yet been made.
It said existing campaigns
for collecting funds may be
merged, with donors indicating
the particular Church pro-
gram they wish to support.
Another possibility, the an-
nouncement said, would in-
volve concentrating on sepa-
rate denominational cam-
paigns. conducted during one
short period and accompanied
by a national over all propa-
ganda drive.
• _
Priests Transferred
PARIS (NC) Two Jesuit
prison chaplains who public!v
protested the amnesty granted
to two former Gestapo lenders
who were serving life terms
in a Paris prison have been
removed from their posts at
the request of the Minister of
Justice by the Jesuit provin-
cial.
Rev Andre Legouy and Rev.
Joseph Jaoucn were relieved
of tbeii duties as chaplains at
the Fresncs political prison.
They had written to the lead-
ing daily, Le Monde, to pro-
test the government’s pardon
of Gen. Karl Oberg and Col
Helmut Knochen, who had
been major Gestapo leaders in
France during World War 11.
They were accused of sharing
major responsibility for the
cruelties inflicted on im-
prisoned and tortured Jews.
•
Subsidies Listed
BONN (NC) - The West
German government's subsi-
dies for religious communities
will total $5O million during
1962, it was announced here.
The allocations which do
not include allotments from
church taxes are roughly
according to the proportions
of religious adherence among
tbe people: 40.8% going to
the Evangelical (Lutheran)
Church; 39.1% to the Catholic
and 12.5% to others.
•
Neic Polish Bishops
WARSAW (NC) - Pope
John has named three new
Bishops for Poland —one of
them a 76-year-old priest who
has long been in charge of the
little part of the old Archdio-
cese of Vilna still remaining
in Poland.
Magr. Adam Sawicki, who
has served aa Vicar Capitular
of the Polish part of the Vilna
Archdiocese since 1955 —and
had been vicar general of the
See before that was named
titular Bishop of Turres Con-
cordite. He remains in charge
of the Polish part of the Vilna
Sec. which la in northeastern
Poland on the Soviet border.
The other new Bishops are
Rev. Jan Majdanakl. rector of
the major seminary of the
Wlodawek Diocese, who was
named Auxiliary Biahop of
Wloclawek, and Rev. Waciaw
Skomorucha, vice rector of the
major seminars- of S’-V ce.
who »*s nim- t Aax.l -ry
Bishop of Saieice.
•
Family Program
BARCELONA. Spain (NCI—
Participant* in Spain’s first
national family life meeting
here called for fostering Bible-
reading in the home and great-
er stress on the fact that par-
ents have the preeminent re-
sponsibility in the education of
children.
Other resolutions called for
• Cultivation of the sacra-
mental rr.i-e .if marriage as
the basis of family- sanrlifica
lion
• Greaier stress on ihe
rights aid duties of the fami-
lies aa Jiving cells of the
Church.
• Training on the moral au-
thority of parents.
Pastors' Pay Hike
ROME (NC) - Tbe Italian
Chamber of Deputies has ap-
proved a 30% increase in the
slate-paid salary allotted to
Catholic pastora.
The raise, passed over the
objections of communist depu-
ties. would boost pastors' sal-
aries from the present $4350
a month to $56.80 a month
The increase, on approval by
tbe Senate, would coat Italy
about $2.5 million a year.
SCHOOL ADDITION - Construction will begin soon on this
two-story addition to St. Theresa's School, Kenilworth. It
will contain eight classrooms, visual education room and
library, as wall as additional storage space. The building
will be fireproof throughout. Architects are Convery, Har-
nack and Trotta of Newark.
U.
S. NewsRoundup
Pennsylvania Bars Tax on Mass Bequests
PHILADELPHIA (RNS) -
Pennsylvania law clearly
exempts from taxos bequests
for Massea made to religious
organizations, a Philadelphia
Judge ruled here.
President judge Charles
Klein of Orphan's Court held
that no taxea could be as-
sessed against that part of an
estate devoted to such be-
quests.
INVOLVED WAS the estate
of the late Miss Katharine
Harrigan. In her will, she
made specific bequests of $2OO
each to four Catholic organisa-
tions. asking each to say 100
Massea for the repose of her
soul-
Judge Klein said gifts to
“Any corporation, unincor-
porated association or society
organized and operated exclu-
sively for religious f> . . pur-
poses'’ were wholly exempt
from transfer inheritance
taxes.
“A trust for the saying of
Masses for the soul of the
settlor or of other persons."
he said. “Is charitable, since
the religious benefit to he de-
rived from the saying of such
Mihh, !«, scrolling to the
doctrines o’ the Roman Cath-
olic Church, not confined to
the particular soul* hut ex-
tends to the other members of
the Church and to the rest of
the work) '*
•
Birth Plan Change?
SPRINGFIELD. 11l (NC) -
Changes in the membership of
the lfrman Illinois Aid Com
mission may affect implemen-
tation of its plan for birth con-
trol measures among public
relief recipients
Ct, Otto Krrner has named
Orev new commissioners One
ex officio membership has
changed.
This row p-wfcirea anew
lineup of five for the plan,
four against and one uncom-
mitted. A 5-5 vote would kIU
the policy.
Tbe previous membership
adopted tbe proposal by a 6-4
vote in early December. The
Plan is to use tax funds to dis-
tribute birth control devices
and to pay related medical
coal* fur public reliefer*. It is
seen at a means of cutting
welfare costs.
When the policy was ap-
proved. the commissioners
•greed that it would not go
into effect until they had
passed on staff recommend*.
lions for implementing it.
Building Program
PROVIDENCE. RJ. (RNS)
—The Diocese of Providence,
which embraces alt of Rhode
Islaod, announced plans here
for a $9 million capital proj-
ects and charities program.
Funds raised through pledg-
es over a 30-month period will
be used to finance restoration
of the Cathedral of SS. Peter
and Paul, construction of as
many as eight Catholic high
schools, and expansion of St.
Joseph s Hospital. Providence.
Ukrainians Adopt
Gregorian Calendar
PHILADELPHIA (NC) —All
parishes within the Ukrainian
Catholic Archeparchy at Phil-
adelphia will bo using the
Gregorian calendar this year
or next.
Up to now, some parishes
have used the Gregorian cal-
endar. while others have used
the Julian calendar.
THE GREGORIAN calendar
was Introduced by Pope Gre-
gory XIH in 1582 to correct
error* in the Julian calendar,
authorized by Julius Caesar In
46 B.C. The Gregorian calen-
dar is. in general use through-
out the world. There is a 13-
day difference between the
twb calendars.
Msgr. Michael Poioway,
chancellor of the archeparchy,
said the changeover to a uni-
form calendar Is being carried
on gradually throughout the
jurisdiction. The majority of
parishes in the archeparchy
use the Gregorian calendar.
The Archeparchy includes
Ukrainian Catholic parishes in
eight states, including New
Jersey.
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The Non-Catholic Campus
Some startling facts and figures were
revealed by Michael Novak in a recent
articlein The Commonweal, “Catholics in
College.” How many of us would have
supposed that half-a-million young Amer-
ican Catholics are enrolled in secular col-
leges and universities, that three out of
every five are working for degrees at non-
Catholic campuses?
THE REASON'S for these facts are
various: inability to enter a Catholic col-
lege, proximity, lower tuition, specialized
fields in secular institutions. It would be
unjust as well as uncharitable to censure
offhand any young Catholic who is striv-
ing to educate himself on a non-Catholic
campus.
Nevertheless, these half-million Cath-
olics represent a problem, a very impor-
tant problem for Church leaders. Only
one in 10 of these undergraduates is af-
filiated with a Newman Club. Are the
rest attending Mass, receiving the Sacra-
ments regularly?
Mr. Novak suggests that attending
college In a non-Catholic atmosphere rep-
resents no greater danger to the faith
than working in an office or elsewhere in
our secular world. To some extent he Is
right, yet the college years are formative
years, significant years when one can es-
tablish oneself as a strong, active Catho-
lic for life, or become a mere withering
branch of spiritual ineffectuality.
WHAT CAN BE DONE to enable our
students in secular campuses to be better
Catholics? Newman Club moderators
should make an even greater effort to in-
crease membership. Local pastors should
keep this group especially in mind, by
adapting the sermon scries to a positive
Intellectual approach, which would offset
any attacks against the faith these stu-
dents might hear in class.
A whole apostolate is to be found
among Catholic students on non-Catholic
campuses. The young intellectuals of to-
day will be among the nation’s leaders to-
morrow.
We dare not neglect them!
Help Wanted: Teachers
Ask any curate what poses his great-
est problem and undoubtedly his answer
will be the Confraternity of Christian Doc-
trine classes. He experiences exasperating
moments in promoting attendance, in
maintaining discipline after students final-
lydo come; he has problems getting volun-
teer teachers in sufficient numbers to
give adequate instruction. He may even
face veiled antagonisms from various
sources, because Catholic children attend-
ing public schools are second-classcitizens
of the Church so far as many are con-
cerned.
- THE CONFRATERNITY probably
suffers from being “status-poor” com-
pared with other parish organizations. But
Pope John has indicated that he regards
it as almost the eighth sacrament, the
choicest form of Catholic Action. It is the
one Church society that comes to grips
with the forces of materialism, cynicism
and outright evil in present day life. For
that reason, it needs Catholic-trained lay
leaders in the forefront to ward off the
forces of sin that would overwhelm reli-
giously unarmed youth.
Many of our Catholic high school and
college graduates undoubtedly feel a de-
sire to share their religious experiences
with others. Very often, the challenge of
undertakings in foreign fields proves fas-
cinating; actually, however, they don't
have to go out of tbelr own backyards.
The glamor of outside mission endeavor
Is lacking, but the satisfaction of bringing
youth to the knowledge and love of God—-
perhaps for ths first time—is there,
through the local parish confraternity.
Imagine introducing wide-eyed
youngsters to the story of Christmas with
all of its deeper meaning and spiritual
values. Imagine pushing home the mes-
sage of the Crib and the Cross to con-
fused, troubled youth—presenting them
with a God so concerned for thqm per-
sonally that he gave His life for them
that their own lives might have meaning.
THESE ARE THE concepts which
are Ingrained in the minds and hearts of
our Catholic school graduates; these Ideas
are too wonderful, too explosive to be
kept bottled up In one man’s soul: they
demand release, propagation, diffusion
throughout a neighborhood, throughout a
parish. Our Catholic youth let their
Church down if they persist in keeping
the good news of the Gospel locked up in
themselves. The primary, supreme pur-
pose of the Church and ita members is the
salvation of souls before all else. Today
the layman cannot fail to answer the call.
The Popes have blessed lay cate-
chists with many Indulgences; their great-
est blessings, however, will be the young
souls to whom they come bringing Christ.
Saint of Catholic Action
On Nov. 15, 1952. the Bishops at-
tending the ecumenical council were
given a very special privilege by Pope
John XXIII. His Holiness invited them to
a consistory and permitted them to vote
on the proposed canonization of Blessed
Peter Eymard, Blessed Anthony Pued,
Blessed Francis Croese of Camporosso
and Blessed Vincent Pallotti. Many of the
Bishops, including Archbishop Boland and
Bishop Stanton, had the joy of assisting
at ths joint canonization of the first three
in St. Peter’s Basilica on Dec. 9.
BLESSED VINCENT Pallotti was
canonized on Jan. 20, 1968, to accommo-
date the immense crowd which wished to
be present at the ceremony. How explain
the popularity of the saint who left this
world 112 years ago? He was a Roman;
the first Roman to be canonised in a long,
long time. He had lived his whole life of
55 years in Rome. From the age of 20,
he had served the people of Rome. His
name and his works of charity had come
down from generation to generation of
Romans.
Vincent Pallotti was blessed withs
wise spiritual director who told him as
a youth that he must mix with others and
learn how to be a leader. While a seminar-
ian, he became a member of a religious
sodality which taught catechism and per-
formed apostolic works. He was given
charge of peasants staying inRome.
Ordained a priest In the Basilica of
St. John Lateran. and awarded degrees of
doctor of philosophy and doctor of theolo-
gy by the Roman University, be was im-
mediately appointed to the faculty. Ten
yean later he resigned that he might be
free to dedicate himself completely to
other forms of the apostolate among the
clergy and the laity.
SEEKING A REVIVAL of faith and
charity at a time when hostility to re-
ligion was spreading among Italians. St.
Vincent Pallotti laid the foundations of
the Society of the Catholic Apostolate. He
wished to bring together like-minded per-
sons of the secular and regular clergy, the
religious Sisterhoods and the laity and
co-ordinate their activities, spiritual and
temporal, for apostolic purposes. A cen-
tury later, Pope Plus XI called Vincent
the precursor of modern Catholic Action,
not only in substance but also in name.
The Catholics of Rome who flocked
to the canonization of their fellow-Roman
were joined by spiritual sons and daugh-
ters of St. Vincent from the five conti-
nents of the world.
Those in our area who wish to
honor the saint may attend the Solemn
Pontifical Mass which Archbishop Boland
will celebrate In Sacred Heart Cathedral
on Sunday. Feb. 24 at 3:30 p.m. as a
tribute to tha priests and Sisters of the
Society of the Catholic Apostolate who
are serving God and the Church In the
Archdiocese of Newark.
Blessed Elizabeth Ann Seton
Two years before the signing of the
Declaration of Independence on July 4,
1776, another memorable event took place
—•Elisabeth Ann Bayiey was born in New
York City.
She was an ordinary baby girl, but
she was to become an extraordinary wom-
an.
This was the memorable time of the
birth of a memorable child, in whose
blood ran the best of the past and the
highest hopes of the future. Her lineage
was of the Old World, but she was of
rooted American stock; and before her
short life should be over, she would have
made her mark on anew nation, and on
the ancient Church that had come to con-
vert it. She was to be one of its con-
verts.
IT IS REMARKABLE that a child
should symbolise So completely a land
and its people. By blood and marriage,
Elizabeth Ann Bayiey was connected with
the cultures, the religions, the families
that had made New York and indeed i
great part of tha Colonies. Elizabeth's
family tree was a Blue Book of the times.
There were Pells, Ven Cortlandts and
Roosevelts, Le Contes, and De Peysteri.
Rash, indeed ludlcroua, would have been
the forecaster who would hsva dared to
predict that not only a Catholic convert
would emerge from such a background,
but the founder of a great religious com-
munity of woman.
The future Mother Seton was bap-
tiiad as Episcopalian. She married Wll-
11am Magea Baton, Jan. 28, 1794, and be-
came the mother of five children. She
was a fervent Proteatant, active in the
parochial and social affairs of Trinity
Church, New York. It is interssting to re-
Srt, in the light of the prejudices of cer-n non-Catholic groups of today, that
chic and popular club-woman Betty Seton
was one of those who petitioned the New
York State legislature In 1797 for a li-
cense to run a raffle for her favorite char-
ity the Widows and Orphans of New
York.
TWO YEARS AFTER the death of
her husband, Elizabeth Seton was re-
ceived into the Catholic Church in 1805.
She had 16 more years to live. During
that time she achieved her life’s great
work *- the founding of the Sisters of
Charity.
In December, 1062, Elisabeth Ann
Seton became “Blessed” by decree of
Pope John XXIII. If it be with the will
of God, may she soon be known as SL
Elizabeth Ann &Atnn
Being Wholly Informed
Evangelists Describe
Christ’s Public Life
By FRANK J. SHEED
Andrew and Joke'left John
Uv Baotia,. wbote diactpte*
they bad been, abd west wtth
J#»us-oot to Ilia home (a Su
anih, (brer days away, but to
wbaiavtr shelter He bad Mead
(or HimawU near the Jordan
There they stayed with Him
that day. Ii u characteristic
ifeat John dor* out (,«■ u*
to* word oi tbe ronveraotion
But it wet decan«
Andrew weal to Bod hi*
brtther Simon and tatd: "We
bate found the Chris*!" Simon
went bark wuh bim. to be told
by Jeans that wberea* m»
name waa Simon, he abeuid be
called ratal ter, a* we aay,
Peter). Tbe word meant no.
Simon moot bat* beta
puttied At that moment be
did bet bum the point at the
new name
Ol R LORD'S public life bad
bosun How ions era* u to
U*S? Three yean, wa aay
ecetideoUy. But not one at the
Cvangelau teiU ui u ao
many word* I bey tempiy had
nut our irlereil in date* and
auefe. Matthew and Mark and
Luka five u* almost no indica-
tion at all —one mi*fet be
left with ihe impression that
everythin; happened eitbin
one year John. wriUns •
good SO year* alter tbe laat oi
them, put* u* straight about
that. Ha mtolioa* three
Patch* - (enats of Pinmr.
Pram now no, wa ihall be
coo corn ad with what tha
Evangelist* ten oa of the
public life. But they aet us an-
otbar problem Just aa they
bava DM out mteraat in date*,
they do hot mind much about
the ord«r of events Tbelr
whole concern la with what
Our Lord did and uid; but
tiny arrange thins* according
to tbe pun they had In their
owr mind tn the contraction
of Unit Gospel.
Tha result is that they do
not all give tbe isms order of
happenin'. The main lines are
clear, hut scholars do not al-
ways agree when n particu-
lar detail comas. I shall follow
the arranicmcnt of the great
Dominical, scholar, Pare La-
grange.
IN OUR READING we ahall
bo erise U we concentrate upon
each thing that Our Lord did
and each thing that He aakl.
These things are priceless,
whatever tbs order. Wa are
reading the Oospeli to meet
Him, to reepond to HU per-
SUttlttp.
What effect haa Jeaus pro-
duced upon ua thus farT I
think it It no exaggeration to
•ay that, in the modern eensc,
He haa shown almost no per-
sonality Thera is a cryptic
answer to HU mother when He
Was II and another to John at
Hi* baptism when Us ws* SO;
there are three test* from
Deuteronomy which lie quota*
to Salsa adding two word* of
HU own ("Begone. Ssua'**».
He had impressed the team*)
men in tbe Temple •• a clever
boy. He was obedient to Hi*
parents and the town approved
of Him Ik bad fsstad *j day*
to the dmert
Re-read the early chapter*
rt Luke What picture
emerges? He wa* devoted to
Hi* heaverl> Father; He *»t
resolute, not to
Ik* way; what He had to say
He said briefly. Make a tut of
aU the qualities you associate
with Christ Our Lord, then see
how few He has shown so far
But—tht-te qualities that
(prtng to your mtod when you
flunk at Him: bow did you
com# by them' tty meeting
Him us Ik GoapeU for your-
self, or oi:Jy by hearing great
sermon# about Him ami took-
tag at picture* by great mas-
ter*»
For Vocations
Members of the Apos-
tolate for Vocations cun
gain b plenary Indulgence
under tha ordinary condi-
tions on:
rob. u. reset of the Ap-
parition at Lourdes
Once a week, for reciting
daily, with piety, and pray-
er for vocations approved
by the •coleiiaitlca) au-
thority,
A partial indulgence of
300 days may be gained for
each act of charity or
piety performed for the In-
tention of fostering voca-
tions to the priesthood.
Profit Sharing
Threat to Reds
By LOUIS F. BUDENZ
If more of our publirttu
were critically verted to the
Mirxist-Lesiaift tUsttrt. they
would know that they should
not esusa us u> crumbU before
tbe present day rommuntu
line
We would not ace the Wash-
ington Post ißsucuntiag s na-
tional campaign to restore fav-
orite nation treatment to Red
Poland and Red Yugoilavta.
as It did Jan 22.
We would bo told. too. that
profit-sharing u not only mer-
itorious in itself but U also an
antidote to communism
WE WOL'LD BE informed
what the V. 8. Communist
Party uid when It endorsed
Khrushchev's position against
Red China. This "peaceful"
parly declared it “must now
speak plainly and bluntly,
conscious of iU national and
international obligations, as
the Marxist-Leninist party tn
the heartland of tha world's
most powerful and arrogant
Imperialism.”
ThU "powerful and arro-
gant imperialism” U our-
selves. the United States of
America. These words are
moreover a pledge of eternal
"data warfare" against this
nation.
ThU U merely a rubber
stamp edition at what Khru-
shchev promised Peking in his
December address to the Su-
preme Soviet.
KVKBT COMMUNIST
knows that “an ImparUlUm”
ar. set forth by Lenin in hu
•imperialism: The Highest
SUga of Capitalism,” Is origi-
nally that combination of
banking and industrial capital
which is popularly called
“monopoly growth.'' The
struggle among these “monop-
olies" for markets and mater-
ial, Lenin charged, caused
modern want. It is now in the
fight against “the mono-
Silas" that the commu-ita hop* to induce ua to help
them promote the spread of
communist ruU.
Accordingly, there took
place in recent months two
outstanding communist con-
ferences on economics. One
was held In early September
under the Joint auspices of the
World Mandat Review and the
Moacow institute of World
Economy and International
Relation*. It waa concerned
with “Problema of Modern
Capitalism and the Class
Straggle.”
ThU symposium was at-
tended by “Marxist schol-
ars” from at least 21 countries,
inoludlna tha UJ. Ita conclu-
coo waa, briefly: "The need
to intensify the
struggle
against monopoly capital wa*
the kay note of aU the cootri-
bettont ’’ Then it was said:
"The unity of the working
claa*. unity of aU the forte* of
the anti monopolist move-
meats on a national and in-
teraalsooal Kale is impera-
tive."
IN TItLS “anli-mooopoly
movement." in which the eom-
muaiafa ahall often bang onto
the akin* of gemu dc reform-
er*, era note the same old ef-
fort to trick us with needed
reforma to order to help the
communiat lloa. ThU is stnk-
mgly shown by JM. Budish
of tha U. 8. communist* He
explained how “the powerful
-mi-monopoly alUanc*'' could
b* used to Influence govern-
ment policies, and to "replace
the cold war by a policy of co-
existence
''
These Ideas, plus Uw other
demands of the line for our
disarming, are to be mingled
with move* to "help poor
farmer* to maintain them-
•elves" and to “shorten Uw
working hour* and aupply
lobs for Uia unemployed.”
From this we take note ol
the great Importance of profit-
abating aa a reform measure
here. It U not Included among
these “reforms" which Uw
communist* are to promote.
The introduction of reaolutions
in favor of profit-sharing In
every organisation that might
be affected by Red Infiltration
would cut Moscow's followera
Off from Ute rest.
Beyond that, the proposal
has a great merit in itself.
We can therefore be thankful
that Pope John XXIII has bad
the wisdom in hU Mater et
Magistra (Christianity and So-
cial Progress) to stress profit-
sharing tn big Industries so
strongly. We can do likewise.
February Intentions
The Holy Father's gen.
eral intention for February
That those who are tak-
ing part In the council may
seek, with mutual charity
and undaratandlng, the uni-
versal good of Uw Church.
Tha mission intention sug-
gested for the Apostleshtp
of Prayer by the Pope lit
That the rulers of newly
Independent African na-
tion! may reallie that tha
Church promote* eoctal jus-
Uco.
TheQuestion Box
Bodily Evolution
Still Not Proven
Q. This week Rev. Hassell
G. Ruffino, Ph.D., of the Dar-
lington faculty concludes his
scientific and philosophical
look at the evolution proposi-
tion with a consideration of
the human specie*. Next week
your editors will mske a theo-
logical appraisal of the ques-
tion based on the fact* pre-
sented thus far. Father Kuf-
fino writes:
A. Not so long ago oven to
discuss whether mankind
could be included In an evo-
lutionary process was judged
to be naturalistic, material-
istic, atheistic, pagan. But by
now the initial shock of this
suggestion has worn off. In a
sense, the inclusion of man
would reveal him as the true
crown of creation, and not
simply a superior creature
playing out a part in a thea-
ter with which he has no real
relationship. Hence, I will in-
dicate this week how such a
proposition concerns a valid
and Uctt scientific effort.
Since I have already made
clear that the spiritual human
soul could not be the direct
product of material evolution
(in fact, it la directly created
by God each and every time),
our present consideration
more properly concerns the
evolution of the human body,
and not “man" as such.
AS IN THE CARE of ooo-
buman evolution, as described
last week, the study of human
evolution begins in a suspicion.
The similarities between men
and pongidae (the generic
terra for ape*, gorillas, chim-
panzee* and the like) are evi-
dent to everyone But science
points even to similarities
which are not commonly evi-
dent and are really quite star-
tling Men and poogidse hvvc
similar digestive system*, cir-
culatory systems (to tbe point
where blood trantfustoc* arc
possible between men and
pongidae'), respiratory *y»-
tcm». intestinal tracts, ntn-
ou» systems, muscular *r-
arrangement*, and menstrual
cycles and gestation perioi*
However, important dlsslml-
lantie* must also be admit
ted Men walk erect and thu*
hsve a physiological structure
which mskes this possible
Tbe pongidae walk stooped,
even uunc their front legs for
support thus they have a dif-
ferent morphological and ana-
tomical structure. In men the
bead is os the top of the body
trunk; in pongidae tbe bead
i* in front of the body The
human hand Is t generalized
limb, where** the "hand" of
the pongidae u a claw, a
hind-foot, fitted especially for
climbing
In msn the center of the
nervous system is in the cere
brum (top of the skull); In
poogidse the nerve center u
facial The average human
akuli capacity is 1.400 centi-
meters. in the pongidu* It
reaches a maximum of 6%)
centimeters The shape of the
human jawteeth structure is
V: in the oongidae it is U-shap-
ed
Granting these difference*,
despite even striking similar!-
ties, th* body nf msn could
not b* evolutively related to
the pongidae.
' BUT BCIKNCB, viewing the
possibilities, probabilities and
certainties of the evolution of
non-human form*, ha* been
encouraged to investigate fur-
ther by more direct methodv
Science aak* if there was a
time whan the differences Just
noted were not so pronounced,
ao that closer relationship
would be indicated and com-
mon origin possible Using
physical anthropology (paleon-
tology applied to man), geol-
ogy and the like. It has found:
• Many fouilt of the Cro-
Magnon man and Uka forms
dating to 40,000 year* ago.
They were very similar lo
modern man, but less refined
tn appearance.
• Two types of Neander-
thal man, a less perfect form
of 100,000 years ago, and a
more perfect form of 80,000
yeari ago.
• The anthropes, indent
human forms displaying Im-
portant similarities to tha
pongidac. The Sinanthrope
(Peking man) lived 350,000
years ago; the Pithecanthrope
(Java man) lived 400,000 years
ago; the Meganthrope (early
Java msn) lived 450,000 lo
500,000 years ago.
• The anthropoids repre-
sented by the Australopithe-
cine. These forms lived more
than 500,000 years ago. TVy
are usually considered as non-
human forms but show some
similarity to the anthropes. in
fact, they have a greater simi-
larity to human form than to
present day pongidae; at least
they seem to have walked in
a quasi erect position.
HAVING FOUND these fos-
ails which seem to show a
gradual and almost complete
line of development, can sci-
ence now affirm the evolution
of the human body as deim-o-
strated and certain? Serious
difficulties prevent any hottest
scientist from so doing.
An almost-eomplete line of
development is not a complete
line! The Meganthrope-Pithe-
canlhrope could not have had
its immediate origin in the
Australopilhecine. Where are
the connecting forms? Evi-
dence further indicates in
some instances an inversion
of the succession of forms
from more perfect to less per-
fect, which ia contrary to the
very neture of any evolution-
ary process
Finally, the conclusive foree
of the present evidence Is too
often dependent on the cate-
gorization of the scientists
themselve* Tbe situation in
itself is actually quite compli-
cated and even confused.
The proposition of human
evolution it in a »tale of llux
at the present time But I r*n
offer some conclusions found-
ed to what we have so tsr.
According to the current evi-
dence, indications and direc-
tions favor the evolution iaa
we defined it) of the human
body But granting the meth-
od* and principles of science
itself, until further evidence is
discovered and certain diffi-
culties resolved, it doe* not
seem strictly demonstrated a*
certain or even probable that
the human body developed in
a strict evolution from the
pongidae.
To some this conclusion may
seem conservative. I feet tnat
It is more faithfully scientific.
One final word even were
strict evolution to be demon-
strated some day. philosoph-
ical)) »peaking the infusion of
the human soul into a beast
U out of the question. And a
human being actually born of
i beast is even more out of
the question. Some special di-
vine Intervention in any evo-
lutionary development of the
human body itself seems nec-
essary At thu point I leave
the final word to our two the-
ologians next week
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Presidents Tax
Bill Criticized
Charles J. Doerrler,
Jersey City.
Editor:
In the name of tax reduc-
tion and reform, the Preal-
dent has asked Congress to
enact another new tax law.
He isn’t asking for a withhold-
ing tax on dividends and sav-
ings bank interest as he did
last year.
His latest proposals, how-
ever, should cause great con-
cern to those taxpayers who
detail their Expenses on their
tax returns, particularly those
who own their own homes and
contribute to the support of
their Churches and other
charities.
. .
Since 1913, interest and
taxes (with few minor excep-
tions) have always been al-
lowable deductions, as have
charitable contributions. Now.
the President asks the Con-
gress to limit such deductions,
as well as all others including
medical expenses and casual-
ty losses, to only that part
Which exceeds 5% of income.
On the one hand, the Presi-
dent recommends a reduction
in the very high tax rates
(ranging from 20% to 91%)
now prevailing, over a three
year period; but. as an offset,
asks for an immediate limita-
tion on deductions.
A couple with two children
and their own home, with an
income of $lO,OOO »-i normal
deductions of Sl.sOO, would
pay $1,196 for 1962, $1,298 in
19W, $1,162 in 1964 and $1,094
in 1963.
Our hypothetical couple, in-
stead of getting a Ivx reduc-
tion in 1963, actually will pay
$lO2 more than in 1962 and
must wait until 1965 to get
$lOO reduction from the tax
paid in 1962.
The President himself es-
timates that his recommended
limitation on itemized deduc-
tions will cost taxpayers about
$2.3 billions. As this whole
sum will fall on taxpayers in
the year 1963, It Is quite ob-
vious that those penalized by
the limitation on deductions
stand to lose, except those in
the very low tax bracket.
There is a side effect to
this proposal for a limitation
on expenses. I sincerely be-
lieve that most taxpayers (es-
pecially those in the higher
brackets) will take a sharp
look at the amounts they or-
dinarily contribute for the sup-
port of the Church and its in-
stitutions. There may be add-
ed troubles in redeeming
pledges to the Arcbdiocesan
Building Fund until the Con-
gress decides what kind of a
tax law it will give us for
1963
. . .
I am against the President’s
proposals unless they are
amended to be a true tax re-
duction measure, one that will
really stimulate, the economy
which was his first idea.
Racial Equality
An Urgent Need
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Director, Social Action Dept., N'CW'C
The National Conference on
Religion and Race, 1 suggest-
ed here last week, was one of
the most successful interracial
meetings ever held in the
U.S. and one that marked a
significant turning point in the
history of inter-faith relations
in this country.
1 think the majority of the
delegates would agree. How-
ever, the conference has been
criticized by some observers
on two counts.
The charge has been made
that Negroes and Negro or-
ganizations were not adequate-
ly represented, and it has been
alleged that the conference
program did not adequately
reflect the seriousness of the
race problem in the US. and
the urgency of solving it.
THE FIRST criticism is the
easier one to deal with. To
some extent, it would appear
to be based on a misunder-
standing. It is my information
that the invitations committee
went to elaborate lengths to
make sure all interested
groups would be adequately
represented.
Unfortunately, however,
some of the organizations
which were invited—and this
includes some of the leading
Negro organizations failed
to respond, possibly because
they did not realize at the
time how important the con-
ference was going to be.
THE OTHER criticism is
more important and more dif-
ficult to handle.
I think the criticism is
largely unfounded or at least
exaggerated. It is my impres-
sion that the conference not
only took the race problem
very seriously but that it nev-
er would have been convened
in the first place if the people
responsible for organizing it
had not been thoroughly con-
vinced that a quick solution to
this problem is most urgent.
However, the impatience of
those who allege that the
conference was too com-
placent about the race prob-
lem ought to be given careful
consideration, especially by
those of us who belong to the
so-called white race.
It is almost impossible for
white Americans to see the
race problem as vividly as
Negroes see it, or to share
their impatience with our
painfully gradual efforts to
eliminate the evil of racism
from every sector of Ameri-
can life.
SOME OF THOSE who have
criticized the conference for
Its real or alleged failure to
come to grips realistically
with the race problem are
supporting their criticism
with quotations from James
Baldwin’s “Letter From a Re-
gion in My Mind,” which was
first published several weeks
ago in The New Yorker. It
has since been reprinted as
one of two essays in a book
entitled “The Fire Next Time"
(Dial Press, New York, $3.50).
Baldwin’s famous "Letter,”
for all its bitterness, is re-
quired reading for -white
Americans. They will not en-
joy reading it (no one enjoys
having his conscience exam-
ined so ruthlessly by one of
the victims of his sins) but,
hopefully, it will do all of us
white Americans a lot of spir-
itual good.
No other book I can think of
Is better calculated to im-
press upon the dominant white
majority why the American
N'egrO is so frustrated by our
policy of gradualism and so
determined to find a compre-
hensive solution to the race
problem right away not in
1970. not next year, but to-
morrow and, if possible, to-
day.
THE EASY WAY for white
Americans to answer Baldwin
would be to write him off as
an impractical visionary or an
embittered demagogue, But
that would merely aggravate
a problem which has already-
reached the staggering propor-
tions of a national and indeed
an international crisis.
The best way to answer
him would be to try to do the
impossible to try to solve
the race problem as soon as it
is humanly possible. Time’s
awastlng, as the very title of
Baldwin's book reminds us.
His title is taken from an old
Negro spiritual which ends,
ever so ominously: “God gave
Noah the rainbow sign, no
more water, the fire next
time!”
Benedictines
In'Authors'
Rev. Gregory Schramm,
O.S.B.
Newark.
Editor:
On tho occasion of Catholic
Press Month and the Diamond
Jubilee of the Interna-
tional Ansclmianum, a survey
of the 966 writer* noted in
“Catholic Authors” by Rev.
Matthew Hoehn, 0.5.8., gives
testimony to the world-wide li-
terary influence of clerics, kc-
ligious, laymen and laywomen
in the field of letters.
The two volumes of contem-
porary biographical sketches
were edited by Dom Matthew
to facilitate his own library
work and that of other school
librarians in the areas of
Catholic reading and writing
in English. ..
A closer examination of his
sketches of the clerical writ-
ers reveals the names of 39
Benedictines, of whom 13 aro
described as alumni of the Col-
lege of St. Anselm in Rome.
In other words, one third of
the Benedictine writers in the
r.nglish press during the years
1930-1952 were educated in the
International Benedictine Col-
lege in Rome, founded in 18S8
by Pope 14*0 XIII. . .
This one third proportion
seem* remarkable in so far as
no courses in authorship and
journalism are on the An-
seimtanum curriculum of
some hundred courses. Never-
theless. some fine authorship
formation and activation must
be credited to this confedera-
tions! Benedictine institute.
It seems the dynamic spirit,
ths pervasive genius and the
enduring vision of the great
Leo XIII, also known as the
First Modern Pope and the
Encyclical Teacher of the
World, has motivated these
alumni from every country of
the world to express their An-
aelmianum treasury of science
and piety in their native Cath-
olic press, for the peace of the
world.
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God Love You
Mission Lands
Dominate
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
Consider three Important
councils of the Church, and
you will acc how the world
has shifted.
At the Council of Nicca In
325, there were 318 Bishops
present; only six were from
Europe. At the Council of
Trent (1545-1563) there were
only IS Orientals; the council
was predominantly Latin or
European. The Council of the
Vatican in 1870 was practical-
ly all European there was
not a single Bishop from Af-
rica or Asia.
NOW CONSIDER this Sec-
ond Vatican Council. There
are 977 representatives from
North, South and Central
America. Asia hat 360 council
Father!; Africa, 296. Europe,
which had dominated since
Trent, now has only about 112
more than the Americas, or
38% of the total representa-
tion.
The shift is to the mission
world. Of the new representa-
tions (Asia. Africa and the
Americas), only one country is
rich the United States It
is enough to make us tremble!
When the average American
Catholic spends $36 a year on
cigarettes and gives the Hoiy
Father, who asked that he be
aided “first and principally.”
anaverage per capita contri-
bution of only 27 cents a year
to help all of the poor missions
of the world, there is cause for
examination of our national
eonscience.
We must give thought to
whether we have a right to
build great churches, schools,
convents and libraries without
giving at least onetenth of
1% of that sum to the mis-
sionary Bishops of Africa and
Asia, some of whom slept
three in a room at the council
because they could not pay
for their own quarters We
must give thought . and we
must art!
PKIF.STS: educate native
seminarians; send Mass sti-
pends to poor clergy through
■be Society for the Propaga-
tion of the Faith; rut out the
brass knobs cm doors in new
gymnasiums and send the lico
to lepers in Korea. Widows
and widowers remember the
Holy Father and his own So-
ciety in your wills. Write us
for details
Youths: deny yourselves five
cents worth oi pleasure a day
and. at the end of the month,
send the $1 SO to the Pontiff**
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith Secretaries: take up
collections In your offices.
Catholics: your duly is first to
the poor in the Church, and
then to the neh We beg God
that you will share our worries
WHi UIVK YOU to a mis-
sionary for $l6: “The Society
for the Propagation of the
Faith has done so much for
us here in Brazil that 1 want
to show my gratitude This of-
fering was my Christmas
present. Please use it for all
those who received no Christ-
mas presents.” To Mr. X for
$500: “Use it as the Holy Fa-
ther sees fit.” To Miss A.G.L.
for $2O: "In thanksgiving for
finding a good place in a pri-
vate home when I wai ready
to leave (he hospital.”
Send us your old gold and
jewelry—the valuables you no
longer uae but which are too
good to throw away. We will
resell the earring*, gold eye-
glass frame*, flatware, etc.,
and use the money to relieve
the suffering in mission lands.
Our address: The Society for
the Propagation of the Faith.
366 Fifth Ave., New York.
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and address
it to Bishop Fulton J. Sheen.
National Director, Society for
the Propagation of the Faith,
366 Fifth Ave., New York, or
to your diocesan director:
Bishop Martin W. Stanton, 31
Mulberry St„ Newark, or
Msgr. William F. Louis. 24
DeGratse St., Paterson.
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Wife Feels Responsible
For Relatives ’ Trouble
By REV. JOHN L. THOMAS, S.J.
Aithtsnt Protestor of Sociology, St. Louit Vuienity
My wife comes from a family that specializes in bickering and fighting, and since
she is very sensitive, she gets bounced back and furth in their quarrels like a yoyo. No
matter what she does, she gets accused of showing partiality. I tell her she can’t
please everybody not in that tribe, at least! She agrees, but then gets terribly up*
set over their spiteful bickering and feels as guilty as if she were the cause of it.
How would you handle the situation?
You must start out by re-
cognizing that the major
source of her difficulties is
her confused sense of conflict-
ing family loyalties and ob-
ligations.
WHAT ARE THE major fac-
tor* in her confusion? First,
there U the nature of her fam-
ily obligations. Asa wife and
mother her primary obliga-
tions are to her husband and
children ail others are sec-
ondary.
Although she owes special
love and esteem to all her
relatives, as an adult it is up
to her to determine the fre-
quency and extent of her as-
sociation with them. None of
them have any direct claim
on her m tht* regard. She
needs to think through this
point thoroughly, for she now
feels obliged to associate with
them at any cost and is un-
necessarily disturbed when
they accuse her of partiality.
Furthermore, your wife must
learn to distinguish between
Christian love or chanty and
affectum. Chanty must be uni-
versal and can be claimed by
all, affection necessarily is
bmited in scope and must be
earned rather than demanded.
Your wife feels guilty when
the loses her affection for one
or the other of her quarreling
relatives. This explains why
she’* a "tucker tor theold ’you
don’t love me’ routine," though
under the circumstances they
have forfeited any - claim to
receive her affection.
Failure to distinguish be-
tween charity and affection
it a common source of guilt
and painful confusion in fam-
ily relationships, because sen-
sitive members often believe
they must feel affection for
others even though these
others have destroyed any
basis for it by their conduct.
FINALLY, ALTHOUGH it is
easy io understand why your
wife it disturbed at the thought
of all this fighting among her
relatives, she should carefully
analyze the nature of her con-
cern in their affairs. It seems
to me that she has not yet
f&und herself as an adult Tins
is revealed in her anxiety to
please everyone, her sensitivi-
ty to obviously unjust criti-
cism. her reluctance to take
a stand based on reason rath-
er than emotion, and her sense
of frustration resulting from
the refusal to face the hard
uncomfortable reality that her
relatives display some distres-
sing traits and conduct.
If you are patient. 1 am
sure you can help her think
through this situation success-
fully At present she is still
over-dependent on her reta-
tives and not adequately emo-
tionally weaned from her fam-
ily.
Help her (o realize that her
future fulfillment and happi-
ness must come primarily
from the new family unit that
you are now in the process of
building together. This must
be the focus of her primary
loyalties and the source of her
self-assurance and security.
Archbishop
'Tithes' Priests
DUBUQUE, lowa (NC)
Archbishop James J. Byrne
of Dubuque is a clergyman
who believes in practicing
what he preaches, even
though it may hurt.
In a recent message.
Archbishop Byrne recom-
mended serious considera-
tion of the practice of tith-
ing the giving of a tenth
of one’s income to church
and charitable causes.
Recently, the prelate an-
nounced “a tithing program
of my own” allowing one
priest from the archdiocese
to go to mission work in
Latin America every time
a 10th priest is ordained
here.
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Bankingservices for the
family are a National
State specialty. We look
upon them as basic
"housekeeping" aids to
make the homemaker’s
job easier, and the
family more secure.
Come in and meet the
friendly, experienced
people at National State,
they will gladly help you
use our banking services
to your beet advantage.
23 banking offices serving Essex County communities
uite
The tilAßtllHlD lII}
NATIONAL STATE BANK
OF NEWARK
Irvington • Orange • Millburn-Short Hills
West Esuex-CaldweU
M«nWrrw«nj D*pot it Intunmm Orpanllam
To the Salesman
who does not YET have
New Jersey
Blue Cross Blue Shield
During 1963. one out of every seven
people in New Jersey is almost
certain to have a hospital bill,
accompanied by medical or
surgical expenses.
Book Reviews
The Progressive Priest
RIGHT REVEREND NEW
DEALER: JOHN A. RYAN, by
Francis L. Broderick. Mac-
millan. 290 pages. $5.95.
Francis L. Broderick’s title
may be apt no one em-
braced the New Deal with
greater enthusiasm than Msgr.
Ryan, first head of the NCWC
Social Action Department
but it is still an awful burden
for any book to bear. Choice
of the title, however, is not
without its irony for the term
"Right Reverend spokesman
for the New Deal" was or-
iginally one of scorn coined
by Rev. Charles E. Coughlin.
Father Coughlin and Msgr.
Ryan frequently came to grips
verbally and In print, for
Father Coughlin, as many will
remember, was the spokes-
man for what would now be
called the ultra-right. That
Father Coughlin was even-
tually silenced should be indi-
cation enough of which way
the winds of change were
blowing in the Church. And
yet the liberal-conservative
wrangling is as intense as
ever although the conservative
view no longer has a clerical
spokesman the equal of
Father Coughlin in the sire of
the audience he commands.
•THERE WAS A TIME,
though, when Msgr. Ryan,
erbo died Sept. 16, 1945. had
Reason to fear that he himself
might be silenced. Many of the
Rleas he advocated would still
be considered radical today.
In the period 1900-1930 they
were enough to risk episcopal
censure. In some respects, his
program was more radical
than that of the aodalists.
He was in favor of govern-
ment ownership of all public
utilities, government land buy-
ing on all levels (on the fed-
eral level for the retention of
mineral rights, on the local
level for public housing), the
abolishment of stock and com-
modity speculation and the
elimination of all taxes except
those on land, income and in-
heritance, all of which he
would lay on with a heavy
hand.
MSGR. RYAN was born in
Vermillion, Minn.. May 25, 18-
69, one of IX children of an
immigrant farm family. Or-
dained in 1838 he was sent to
Catholic University for the-
ology studies and then re-
turned to the St. Paul Diocese
as a seminary teacher. In 1915
he returned to Catholic Uni-
versity as a member of the
faculty and became the na-
tural choice to head the Social
Action Department when the
NCWC was organized after
World War I. Forced to re-
tire as a teacher at the age
of 70, he remained with the
NCWC until his death and waji
the prime drafter of the
hierarchy’s 1919 and 19W
statements on social questions.
Broderick writes from
a sympathetic stance but
never without documentation.
Nor does he play down Msgr.
Ryan's shortcomings his af-
finity for political maneuver-
ing, his dryness as a teacher,
his failure to Investigate
causes before lending his
name to them (failure which
caused him embarrassment
from time to time), his indif-
ference to the Jesuit labor
schools and the spiritual ele-
ment of social reform.
In many ways, though, he
was ahead of his time. In 19-
37 he expressed the opinion
that “America is in fsr less
danger from the preachings of
the communists than from cer-
tain professedly anti-commun-
ist propaganda, which is in re-
ality directed against social
justice,” an opinion which
would draw the fire of
rightists even today.
Broderick's view that Msgr.
Ryan “was the peerless leader
of progressive social thinkers
who wooed the (American)
Church from individualistic
fear of the state as the agent
of encroaching socialism and
won it back to an acceptance
of the state as an instrument
of tlic common good,” teems
justified on the record.
Broderick has given us an
excellent record of Msgr.
Ryan's accomplishments and
in so doing has thrown illumin-
ation on a chapter of the
Church's history in the US.
Joseph R. Thomas.
Solid First Novel
Jerry Costello
Costello
THE SAND PEBBLES, by
Richard McKenna. Harper-
and Row. 595 pages. $5.95.
Back in the twenties, when
the action in this book takes
place, U. S. sailors tagged a
ship and her crew with a nick-
name faintly resembling her
formal designation. That was
bow the San Pablo, a tired
Old Yangtze River gunboat
Captured from Spam some 25
years before, came to be
known as the Sand Pebble,
and her crewmen as Sand
Pebbles.
'Jake Holman became a
Sand Pebble the hard way.
Burning with a love for the
machinery he tended, he In-
sisted on passing his mechan-
lesl knowledge along to one of
the engine-room coolies. It
didn’t tit well with the other
Sand Pebbles. Jake bed e herd
time getting need to treating
the coolies with the casuaLln-
difference of the other crew
members, and he somehow
understood but never quite
accepted the notions of what
made face and what lost face
in the eprs of the Navy
and the Chinese.
“UNDERWAY OR at an-
chor. the Sand Pebbles ran
sis shingly through their drills,
and they strolled and lounged
•long the clean teak decks,
themselves nest and clean in
white shorts, barbered and
weil-fed and rested
... in
control of things. That was an-
other part of bow it felt to be
a Sand Pebble '
Holman found it difficult to
look at the ungainly gunboat
without the urge to laugh.
"The trick was to see the San
Pablo at the Hunanese saw
her, who had never seen other
kind* of warships The trick
waa to forget shout the world
outside Hunan. Then you were
a Sand Pebble in your heart.”
THE LUXURIOUS life of
omnipotence on the river and
of conventional liaisons in the
treaty ports came to a grad-
ual halt with the steady rise
of the Kuomintang. (The revo-
lutionists were Gearwheels to
the Sand Pebbles, because of
the serrated-edged sun which
was their insignia.)
The frustration of fighting
back without arms on or-
ders from Washington took
its toll in morale among the
Sand Pebbles, and when the
coolies went ashore for good
under pressure from the Gear-
wheels, the cooking and bar-
bering and laundering and
cleaning they had performed
was left largely undone.
The ragged Sand Pebbles
needed only an armed conflict
to restore their spirits, the
captain reasoned, but when
even that prospect evoked
nothing but threats and defi-
ance, the Sand Pebble seemed
certain to go down in naval
annals as the first U. S. ship
to mutiny.
THERE IS ACTION in abun-
dance in "The Sand Pebbles.”
the 1963 Harper Prize novel.
But there la also a great deal
more.
There is an unforgettable
picture of China itself, of the
Chinese and their way of life
It is not simply a matter of
physical description, although
McKenna’s talents in that di-
rection are noteworthy. His
gift for story-leUiag or for
triiing this story, at any rate
places the reader in the
heart of the situation.
There is a picture of pre-war
service life that matches that
of ’’From Here to Eternity."
and to his great credit McKen-
na permits the sinful Sand
I'ebhles to commit their
transgressions off camera.
There is a wonderfully-
drawn character in Jake Hol-
man, who loves and is power-
less to express the emotion
except by doing his job.
•'THE SAND PEBBt.ES” U
never sensational and Dover
pretentious. It Is • soUdty-
VTltten book foe adult readers
who enjoy ■ good talc thought-
fully told
In hu first novel. McKenna
has a work which may one
day rate a place along with
the best novels American writ-
ers have produced.
New Plays
Rn itu tJ by Josh T. Sour if
Decision at Toogo Excit-
ing, provocative Blackfriara'
drama about Christian coun-
ter moves to hail the Red
drive in Africa. Family.
Hollow Crown. The-Enjoy-
able, beautifully handled pro-
gram of human-interest glimp-
ses of successive British mon-
arch*
Natural Affection Sugges-
tive. very sensual play about
a woman forced to choose be-
tween her wayward son and
her paramour. Raw dialogue
and general mood of bleak
hopelessness.
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Wild One
Allegory in Africa
NEW YORK - The Black-
frisrs' Guild has set the story
of SC Paul and SC Stephen m
an African jungle and come
up with an interesting play
that is a Christian allegory
and at the same time a
topical drama of modern polit-
ical upheaval.
In J. J. Geogbegan's “Deci-
sion at Tongo.” Paul the per-
secutor is the communist po-
lice commander charged with
preparing or more accur-
ately purging the way for
the complete Red takeover of
an African nation. Stephen, the
martyr, is a native priest who
fearlessly unmasks the politi-
cs! struggle in iu simple
reality: good pitted against
evil.
THE ACTION, though realis-
tically played by men in mod-
ern military dress against a
htsh Jungle background ac-
companied by wild bird calls.
closely parallels the Gospel
account of Paul, hia divine
visitation on the road to Da-
mascus, his blindness and hia
conversion All the actors are
Negroes except one, who por-
trays the spirit of the Irish
missionary who had labored
among the people until hia
death, and who had told the
story of St. Stephen to the boy
who grew up to be Father
Stephen.
Arnuard L Mitchell is a tine
Faul, although hit kind face
Is a giveaway about his future
conversion even when be i(
mouthing Red propaganda tar*
studying the newest purge list.
Joseph Lambe is ascetic illy
lean and outspokenly inspired
as Father Stephen. Horace
Foster Jr. is suitably’ arrogant
as the murderous M ato<
Jack Basie as the departed
Father Patrick manages to
suggest heaven’s sceoes by
his very scrubbed tohiminoti-
ty appearance and serene de-
livery Phillip Eden is a wiry
guerrilla trader driven by Use
memories of cruelty perpetrat-
ed by the communists in their
recent takeover of his own
country, and Ramon Couzen
makes Yasu a pathetic Figure
in the bandages of his tor-
luges, yet a strong one serene
in his Faith.
Kenneth R. Itihbert and Jo-
seph Priestly as Bed soldiers,
and Robert Imbrie and Her-
man L. Fitzgerald as guerril-
las, round out the competent
cast Direction is by Elton Ells-
worth. and the very fine Jun-
gle setting it by Allen Edward
Klein.
BEV. THOMAS F. CABEY,
O P , director of Blackfriars'
the oldest offßroadway
theater describes the play
as a partial insight into the
tragedy of the Coogo. suggest-
ed by the iwa New Year's
Day maxsßcre of 19 Holy
Ghost Father* in Kongo!*,
northern Katanga
The twoact drama ii to run
through March 17. evenings
(cacept Sunday and Moods))
at IU with matinees at 2 »
on Saturday sand Sunday s.
K<-*rrsatiano Circle T4C3B
It* worth seeing .Anise
Mar Hackle,
PERSECUTOR VS. MARTYR - In photo left, Arnuard L. Mitchell portrays a modern Paul,
a communist who persecutes Christians and later dies with a crucifix, being given to
him here by Ramon Couzen as Yosu. In right photo, Joseph Lambe (left) is a modern
Stephen, martyred for his Faith, and here reunited with his teacher, an Irish missionary
ployed by Jock Basle. Scenes are from "Decision at Tongo" now playing at Blackfriars'.
Theatre, 320 W. 57th St., New York.
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Film People
Have a Gripe
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
Film Industry apeakera are
addressing religious, civic and
parent-teacher groups In var-
ious states. They quote recent
films approved or recom-
mended for families or ado-
lescents and complain that
most of them lost money.
They say that those who pro-
test against “bad” movies,
rarely invest in "good” ones:
that parents who demand that
films be classified so that
"adult” dramaa are not
shown to their youngster*, do
nothing at all to guide their
offspring to shows that are
more suitable.
THE LEGION of Decency
now frequently recommends a
film that is morally and artis-
tically superior. The film
spokesmen suggest that this
makes no difference.
For many years theater
men have been telling me that,
after booking a “family” or
"Catholic" attraction, they arc
denied any help by diocesan
director*, pastor or Church
groups. The industry has a
point here. We should all do
everything we can to spread
the news about worthwhile
movies.
SOMETIMES, as with "The
Reluctant S*L .' a film high-
ly rated by the legion (a book-
ed Into so-called "art” thea-
ters whose reputations offer
no inducement to family
groups. Need the film people
ask themselves why it fails to
do the business it deserves?
When “family” pictures like
“Jumbo" or “The Music Man”
draw fair crowds in the key
cities but bring indifferent re-
sults elsewhere, movie people
wonder how an unsophisticat-
ed story gets by with the more
sophisticated crowds but fails
where tastes arc supposed to
be more simple. The answer:
Hollywood has created sharp-
er hostility in urban and rural
areas.
The "scorched screen" poli-
cy. which pandered to the sen-
sation-seeking element, caused
the loss of confidence and es-
teem, which the bulk of the
family audience now must
take time to recover. It will
take quite a lot of decent pic-
tures to do it.
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Make Your
Reservations
NOW
for
Communion Breakfasts,
Parties, luncheons
and other
Group Affairs
Special
BANQUET
ROOM
Facilities
at these
RISTAURANTS
LONG ISLAND
141*57 Northern Bhrd.
(•tParsons Blvd.) Flushing
INdependence 1-9713
Roosevelt Field
Shopping Center
Garden City
Phone: Pioneer 7-7566
NEW JERSEY
Garden State Plaza
Paramus
Phone: Diamond 3-3633
Ash (or the Manager. He will be
pleased to provide complete details.
“Tha Public Appreciates Quality”
Gracious Elegant
Dining Decor
Superb French Cuisine
Lunch
Cocktails '
Dinner
Party Facilities
MAISON
BILLIA
RESTAURANT
1260 Terrill Rd. Scotch Plains
FA 2-8242
Cloud Monday!
FR*I ULT PARKING FOR 500 CARS
AMERICA'S MOST EUNDERFUL RESORT-MOTEL
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On tha Ocean at 163rd Street"
MIAMI RKACM M, FLA.
FREEi 21"TV, Pool Chal*«* 4. Beach Male
Entertainment h Danclngnlghtly to 2
WiitalorFREE Brochure*or »aeyour Travel A*ant NA
NEWARK OFFICE: MA 3-5314
CwAirch & Mats Information
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9:00 P.M. to 12.30 A.M.
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Markot St., at tha Boulevard, East Paterson, NJ.
Featuring Alternating
ORCHESTRAS
Directions:
Driving South on Garden State Parkway, Exit 158
Driving North on Garden State Parkway, Exit 137
(One Minute from either Exit)
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To remember and be remembered
\oo^^m..'. theexquiaile decor, our famous
continental cuiiine, the superb French eerrice. Every glam-
orous detail arranged with impeccable taste. Select from 20.
beautiful function rooms, all fully air conditioned. Accom-
modating from 10 to 1500 persons.
BROAD STREET AT LINCOLN PARK. NEWARK, NEW JERSEY^
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People come to
enjoy Henry Lam’*
delicious Chinese
Dinners at
NEK row Tc
Gardarv
* Onim to take out
A CociUiK itmd.
A SeimitioM »n«Tt*d
WE
CHALLENGE
YOU
TO FIND
BETTER
FOOD
ANYWHERE!
£ 2k 1 i-
,
Whee VJ»* At* -*i Mentj.* Sperto. NJ.
FAMOUS FOR lIS FOOD
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FULL COURSE
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LAKE MOHAWK
SPARTA, N.J.
DINNERS
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
LUNCHEON
American • German • Swiss Cuisine
Op** I Ooyt Jutf 4 A,J from 12 neon till ri *»irtg
CIOSIO TNUtSOAYS
FREE PARKING
Alt COMOfTIONID
lMP»tll«r m KOMI MAM
Ravioli Cavatelli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925-31 West Sid® Ave.
Fim ItVtNTO
Jersey City. HE 3-4945
RESjj
Get Out of l our Shell at the
Qutth Irnuk
I delightful change of pace for
DINNER and COCKTAILS
Catering to Parties A Banquets
American-Continental Cuisine
Your Host: 417 NenMMd a**.
"Clel" Grabouski WEST ORAHOt. N. J.
lUwml 1-ZS4J
DlMrt Out* »»d Amiurin Ciprru Credit Carile A creeled
THE ROUNDERS RESTAURANI
Invites
you to enjoy its superb
Prime Ribs of Beef
Per lceen*lle« Cell ClHai 1-454} R* ut* 17, F«wm NJ.
GOLDEN LANTERN
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
OILieNTFUi. SARLV AMIIICAN ATMOSFMSKft
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1900 East Edgar Road, (Route 1)
LINOSN, N. J.
"KINGSTON RESTAURANT"
DININO IN THE FINtST TRADITION
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As Tee'll like
ftfor
Your Pleasure
JOHN J. MURFHY. Meet
THE BRASS HORN
Banquet Rooms Available fat
All Occasions • Open Dally
Cherry A W. Orand lit. Itiiaheth.N i
U.S. Once Mission Field
,
Now Biggest Contributor
The centennial of the death
of Pauline Jaricot, foundress
of the Society for the Propaga-
tion of the Faith, will be ob-
served this year. She founded
the society In France in 1822.
Because of it, more than $7
million came from Europe to
missions of the U. S. from 1823
until her death in 1862.
Today the society is the Holy
Father’s mission-aid society,
organized in every diocese in
the world for the support of
the missions.
The U. S. was the main mis-
sion field of the Church when
the society began, while today
it contributes more than 69%
of the money collected by the
society. This money went last
year to help 150,000 missionar-
ies, members of 300 orders,
1.200 hospitals, 300 leper colon-
ics, 1,700 orphanages, 3,400 dis-
pensaries. 55,000 mission
schools, 53 million aged and
orphans, school children in
700 mission territories, 142,000
teachers, 500 doctors, 5,000
nurses.
All over the world Catholics
this year arc observing the oc-
casion as a duty of gratitude
to Pauline Jaricot, responsible
for so much progress in the ex-
tension of God’s Kingdom on
earth. Secondly. Pauline Jari-
cot is presented to the youth of
today as an example of gen-
uine lay apostleship.
Catholics of the U. S. are
asked this year to be more
generous than ever to the so-
ciety. It provides at most 20%
ot the support of the 700 mis-
sionary Bishops all over the
world; much more help is
needed.
Mission Appeal
In Elizabeth
Bishop Stanton will make
an appeal on behalf of the
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith on Feb 10 at
St. Anthony's, Elizabeth,
Rev. O Dominic Battistel-
lo, S.D.B, pastor.
Bishop Stanton thanks
Father Battistcilo and oth-
er pastors of the archdio-
cese far making these ap-
peals possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St„ Newark 2, N. J. Phone (238308.
Honrs: Dally, 0 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 0 a.m. to IX.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt Rev. Msgr. WUUam F. Louis
24'DeGrasse St., Paterson 1. N. J. Phone ARmery 4-8408
Honrs: Daily, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.: Saturday. 8 a.m. to It.
Donttionj to the Society for lit Propagation of tb*
Faith are income tax deductible.
Guam Venerates
Image of Mary
The people of Guam have
venerated for over a century
Our Lady ot the Camarin as
their own Island madonna.
Found floating near the reef
between Memo and Cocos Is-
land. the statue of Mary was
rescued from the ocean by a
group ot Spanish soldiers.
First the statue was put into
a little niche in the soldiers'
barracks at L'matar. (The
Spanish word "camarin’* was
used to refer to this niche or
shrine. Thus the name “Our
Lady of the Camarin.’’) Later
the statue was brought to
Agana and placed in the cathe-
dral.
During a procession in 1815,
the float on which the statue
was carried caught fire.
Flames raged around the fig-
ure and eventually burned all
the trimming on the float, but
Our Lady's wooden image was
unharmed. Today the century-
old statue of Mary stands
above the high altar ot the
Dolce Nombre de Marta Ca-
thedral. She Is the, patroness,
the guardian, the mother of
Guam and the Guamanian*.
The Guamanians ask our
prayers to Mary for their wel-
fare and safety in possession
of the Faith.
A Call for Help
In Tanganyika
In a village of Tanganyika
when the cry ’’Whano’’ is
heard, everyone ia obliged to
take up the alarm immediate-
ly and rush to help the person
being attacked by a wild ani-
mal.
Recently this alarm system
saved the life of the catechist's
youngest child in Busubi mis-
sion. When the child screamed
the watch dogs began to yelp
and the men sounded the
warning. The frightened leop-
ard ran off, leaving the child
unharmed.
While ’’Whano" is a call for
physical help, there is always
the call, silent or otherwise,
for the sort of help needed by
ail people who are poor and
who want to be good and do
good.
'Today We're Not
Going to Eat...'
Notes from one who lived in
the slums of Latin America
(from "Child of the Dark,” by
Caroiina.de Jesus; Dutton) go
as follows: "A child died in
the favelta He was two
months old. If he had lived be
would have gone hungry.
”... 1 feel very cold. I put
on three jackets and people
who see me oa the streets
say: Oh. bow fat you’ve got.’
The era has passed when a
person can put on wteght.
’’ ... In my opinion the mer-
chants of this great city are
playing with the* people like
Caesar when he tortured the
Christians. But the Caesars of
today are worse than the Cae-
sars of the past. The others
were punubed for their faith,
end we, for our hunger. In that
era those who did not want to
4te had he Map teeing CtwM*
but we cannot stop loving eat-
ing.
"... ’Mommy, when I find
a dog fit tut him.' When I got
home I was starving. A cat
came around meowing; 1 look-
ed at him and thought: ‘I nev-
er ate a cat. but if he were m
a pan covered with onions aod
tomatoes. I swear I'd eat him.'
Hunger ia the worst thing in
the world. I toM the children
that today see were not going
to eat. I lay down but I
couldn’t sleep. I heard a noise
inside the sick; it was a cat
1 laughed because I didn't
have e thing he could eat.
Then I felt sorry for the cat.”
St. Gregory the Great said
"The rich kill the poor when
they retain the means that
could save them death."
While we cannot go down to
Latin America to remedy the
position of so many poor', we
can give to the missionaries
who can help the poor, and we
can pray that their sufferings
may be eased.
10 More Priests
In Mission Work
BOSTON (NC) A depar-
ture ceremony will be held
Feb. 24 In Holy Cross Cathe-
dral here for 10 more priesta
who have volunteered to serve
as missionaries in Latin Amer-
ica with the Society of St.
James the Apostle
Richard Cardinal Cushing of
Boston, will preside at the
ceremony.
FOR NEW INFIRMARY - Archbishop Boland breaks
ground Feb. 2 for on infirmary end residence for aged
Sisters ot the Felician Motherhouse of the Immaculate
Conception in Lodi. Holding the Archbishop’s crosier is
Rev. Joseph landowski, O.F.M., chaplain at the mother-
house.
Persecution Tempo
Rises in Vietnam
SAIGON. Vietnam (NC)
Communist pressure against
religion in north Vietnam a
felt more keenly every month,
according to reports reaching
here through Vietnamese m
Cambodia
It is estimated that there
are now about 3co priests m
the communist ruled north.
The last foreign missionary
priest, expelled late In 1980.
said that there were eight Viet-
namese priests then in prison
The number of Catholics is
said to be about 750.000. at
most
PRIESTS %RE too few for
the needs Many of them are
ok) and tnftrm. Mass it cele-
brated in the churches, but
poeate are restricted in their
move men*, i eien for urgent
pastoral needs People in out-
lying districts die without the
sacraments because the po-
lice hinder priests from going
any distance outside their vil-
lages on sick calls.
Bishops are not allowed to
travel around their dioceses.
AH seminaries except one,
apparently, have had to close.
Two Bishops elect tor Thanh
l*oi am) Lar.gton dioceses, are
still prevented by the authori-
ties from receiving episcopal
consecration
None of the North Vietnam
Bishops were allowed by the
Hanot government to attend
the ecumenical munctl or even
to receive the letters convok-
ing H-
Father Lally
Off to Japan
SOUTH ORANGE - Rev,
Campion Lally, 0.F.M., of thia
community has been assigned
to the Franciscan Major Sem-
inary in Tokyo, Japan, aa a
professor of moral theology.
Father Lally recently com-
pleted work on his Licentiate
in Sacred Theology from Cath-
olic University and his Master
of Arts degree from St. Bona-
venturc University. He hsd
been in this country since Jan-
uary, 1961, after six years of
missionary work in central
Japan.
Father Lally’s address will
be SL Anthony’s Seminary, 370
Tamagawa Setamachi, Seta-
gaya-ku, Tokyo.
Trenton Priest
Joins Missions
MAPLE SHADE. N. J. _
Rev. Francis X. Donovan, an
assistant at Our Lady of Per-
petual Help parish here, has
become the first priest of the
Trenton Diocese to be released
for a five-year term of duty
with the Soeiety of St. James
in South America.
Father Donovan, ordained in
1950, has also served the Tren-
ton Diocese as a curate at St.
Peter’s, New Brunswick, and
aa chaplain of the Newman
Clubs at Rutger* and Doug-
lass. He ia a graduate of Xav-
ier High School, New York,
and Holy Crow College aod
took his theology at Mt. St.
Mary’a Seminary, Emmita-
burg, Md.
Protestants Aided
VADUZ, Liechtenstein (NC)
—A special collection taken up
by the Catholics of this tiny
principality has raised <5OO to
aid a Protestant building
project.
AID Accepting
New Applicants
PATERSON - The Associa-
tion for International Develop-
ment baa announced that ap-
plication! are being accepted
from Catholic single men and
married couples between the
ages of 21. and 45 for a train-
ing period starting June 24.
The 15-week program will
end Oct. 4 and includes
courses In leadership,.spiritual
growth and the Christian life,
world problems, Christian so-
cial teachings and the role of
the layman. Upon completion
of the stateside program, ad-
ditional training in language
and culture ia provided over-
seas.
FOUNDED IN 1857, AID’S
interest covers the emerging
nations of Africa, Asia and
Latin America. It has placed
its recruits in Basutoland, Bo-
livia, Chile, Colombia, India,
Japan, Korea, Malaya, Mexi-
co and the Near East. Within
the next year, it plana to open
operations in Brazil and Ni-
gerla. Service terms are for
three years from completion of
training.
Interested persons who hava
training or experience in
teaching, social work, econom-
ics, business administration,
sociology, teacher training,
agriculture, credit unions, co-
operatives, community devel-
opment, physics, chemistry or
math may write to AID, 374
Grand St., Paterson,
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EQUITY
SAVINGS
KEARNY AVE. CORNER Or MIDLAND AVE
KEARNY, N.J.
Help Students to Become Priests
$1 00 Win MAINTAIN A STUDENT FOR ONE DAY
.
°
Will YOU HELP HIM ALONG?
In our Divlnt Word Seminar!** In India; Philippines
and Japan, we have a number of students preparing
for the priesthood. MANY ARE VERY POOR and need
financial help to continue their studies.EMI
Sw.
i
TIAR OPP
Deer Fathen
Enclosed find $ for sponsoring e student
to the priesthood for day*. A
KAMI (ptMM prl*t)_
HOT HIM TO REACH HIS SOU
INDIA: A ROSE FOR ST. THERESE
I HOI 1.0 UAVU. the world oirr to pleach Thy asms . . .
"TboaiU c.AUard nctrr I* Imu her ro«»*»l II l.litrai. (to
LITTLE ILOM U, .bo «r*U Uhm
word*. 1. todsy rATRON of MIS-
SIONARIES. No* imUmt Cirmrtll*,
NUter Mirla f-mmo. writes trial
ER.N AKI I.AM. INDIA: H b 47 years
UK* st Mtnr'l Cawvent bat Wra
started . . , Hi are 71 dtbri la UUa
kocse. Hi m a blab school. two
hostel* *Bd aa orphanage . . . Oar
earnings so fir bar* Wot ipoal lor
these sorts! works . . . Hi iro o*4
abl« to mob* i proper bouse for Oar
I*l Oar ftatarUl rondlUoa 4w*l
•Buw in la do Ibit . . . Ho w* ippronb
•ar benefactor* wltb ai hum Mr request that they may kindly
blip Shirr Marta Fraureoca s tbaprl will ml 11.H4.
Who raa raahl Ibt appeal of the*# self-sacrtflclng sitters?
. .
.
A per I ret work for Ibaa# drooled la *T. THERESE! Hhr aa4
•rad yowr daaitloa. Ip brr honor, now?
5t
71r H*V fcMorl Mmm Ah
PALACES IN KIV.ItOM COME
"And hr who flvn a child a troat
Mikra )oy-b«U* ring on Heivrn’i ttmf.
And ba abo give* a child a hem*
Builds palaces to Kingdom comr*
—John Masefield
Your donation of 5« a day or $1 a month to our ORPHAN'S
BREAD CLUB will make Joy-bells ring emong prints and Sit-
tar» looking aftar children on our mtanora. Lrprr children,
blind children, all aorta of children hrrift of parents and look-
ing hopefully to our mlsaionartea for their daily bread. Those
MISSIONARIES can only look to us. and ue In turn looking to
YOU.
CIRCUS TIME
EROM MARSAPEQUA. N.Y. *• learn a group of young
friends held a cirrus:
"Admission was 4c. Enelooed la 15# We
hope this Money will be need for a needy
eanaa."
Indeed 14 will! And wo hope year ludlrnre enjoyed the par*
formatter aa much aa see enjoyed recelreng your latter and
genetotta contrtbullon.
THE MITE AND THE MIGHTY
trary weak wa have Just about 500 words to toll you our
story—a story that would Ml many hooka. On this column thou-
sand* of prlesU. Sisters, brother*, hundred* of thousands o!
PALESTINE REFUGEES, and goodness knows how many sick,
helpless adults and children depend for thalr main lupport . ..
Your STRINGLESS GIFT helps ui send the aid where moat
needed . . Your membership in our association ($1 a year foe
etngle persons; 93 for a family) keep* us going . . . $lO gives a
refugee family a food package for a month's subsistence
.
. ,
S3 gives on# of them a blanket ...All thU help comas from
you In small and big gifts that work miracles of aid. Please
keep It coming and understand that 600 words don’t lot us say
thanks as much aa wa would like to!
In your will, kindly remember our association. Official title:
THE CATHOUC NEAR EABT WELFARE ASSOCIATION.
Dear Monsignor Ryan: •
pliaaa find for
Nam*
Strait
CllF State
mfUeavBstQlissionsji
CATHOUC NIAt BAST WIiFARI ASSOCIATION
4to Uxlngtuw Av. of 4Ath S». N#w YWt!?, |J 1
Zona
....
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SHEND A WIIKtND WITH OOD
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
Conducted by tb# monks of
Joint Fool's Abbey
Floats moke rotofvations eoHy
Writ# foe Information lot
DIRICTOR OF RETREATS
Qvhn of Feoce Rot root House
If. Fool's Abbey. N owlon, NJ.
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS WY 1-2266-47
11*441 *>4*. »004 (Oppmit* Mol). Croti) Ns. Arlis^wi
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
4 Rmm<h
wVy AlWrf H. Hepptr r» tk« Uryttl
iftonvfodvw •# in Ntw J«r»oy
• W« pent #m Nr nnHiNN •
Nviftf »l vp H JO*, by wK»|
• AJI vtA ti by U««l »Nm
cvtitn A wrytn ktn o* Mf
pW*«, *%w»»**§ y*n •! bwiiAi
• omi tf»« mpmpriol
b#f* vs w*rb progr»t«o*.
• W* hovo et ovr plant • Ury*
af mmftmi. snobImg
in »• <«mpWfo j9wr (Knn on
Atrl Mfita.
InTime of Seed
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understandingservice is in accord u ith
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
BERGEN COUNTY
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbtter 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
»> KIPP AVCNUC
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATloi 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD • BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbord 7-3050
VOLK FUNERAL HOMES
TEANECK: TE 6-0202
BOGOTA, HU 9-2202
JOHN J. FEENEY 4 SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMUEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK. NJ.
HUbbord 7-1010
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOO. N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
ESSEX COUNTY
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N. j.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
HOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood. Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave,
Eot! Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
CODEY*S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Hueltenbeck
Director
ESmk 2-1600
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
DECAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
GEORGE AHR A SON
700 NY! AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESjox 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
641 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
1 MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
440 SANFORD AVENUR
NEWARK, N. i.
ES»e* 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORonge 3 0348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOMS
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY.
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
GRACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVIUE AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
GORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N. J.
ORonge 2-2414
L. V. MUHIN A SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0660
HUDSON COUNTY
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9 1456
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jersey City, N. J.
Chariot A. Stovoni,
Manager
DElawaro 3-6446
LAWRENCE 0. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
SW 8-8114
NECKER-SHARPB
FUNERAL HOME
525 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-0820
UNIon 7-0120
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. & HUDSON BIVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion 7-0373
WIUIAM SCHLEMM, INC
7200 HUDSON MVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
WIUIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
james a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
WILLIAM SCHUEMM, INC
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HEnderson 4-0411
MORRIS COUNTY
BERMINGHAM
FUNERAL HOME
249 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WHARTON, N. J.
FOxcroft 6-0520
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Nework Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plains, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 7-0141
OORNY & OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRescott 7-3002
UNION COUNTY
MIUER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. j.
Elisabeth 2-6664
OORNY & OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
P*r Hitln# In tWi Mctlon coll The Advocate, MArket 4-0700■
Paterson’s Mission
Christmas in Caranavi
PATERSON - The town of
Caranavi, Bolivia, had its first
Christmas Midnight Mass last
Dec. 25 and Rev. Armand Con-
te said, “How different, how
new, how really close to Christ
this was ... ”
Father Conte is one of the
three priests of the Paterson
Diocese who made Christmas
Mass possible at Caranavi
and ita outlying areas. The
others who were sent by Bish-
op McNulty to staff the Boliv-
ian parish are Rev.. John F.
Heusscr and Rev. Charles
Cassidy. They’ve been in Car-
anavi since November.
Christmas In Caranavi
meant decorating with palm
branches chapels that look like
stables. It meant birds sing-
ing Glorias at open-air
Masses. And ragged, humble
people carrying a statue of
the Nino (Child) through the
darkened town.
“CHRISTMAS AWAY from
the States is quite an exper-
ience,” Father Conte writes.
“The preparation is very mod-
est; there are no splashy win-
dow displays. There is no
snow; it is very warm here at
this time of year.
“But as we rode along the
45-kilometer dirt road to Alco-
che—the outpost of our parish
the stars were ornament
enough. The stars really do
ahine bright here unmolested
by neon lights and auto
beams. Ours was the only
car on the road going to Santa
Fe and Alcoche.
“Father Heusser (the
group's superior) said Mass at
the mother parish of Carana-
vi," he continues, and Father
Cassidy at Alcoche. which is a
new settlement and 90% Cath-
olic." Father Conte's Maas
was celebrated at Santa Fe.
which he describes as "8&%
Adventist."
"In each of these places,”
he notes, "it was the first
time Midnight Mass was
celebrated. The people call it
'Missa de Gallo' Mass of
the Rooster.” He adds that
roosters do crow that early in
the Caranavi area.
“THE PEOPLE came
through, not with poinsettias
or pine trees or artificial orna-
ments. but with beautiful red
wild flowers and palm
branches to decorate each of
the chapels where Mass was
offered." Father Conte writes.
“ lie re at Caranavi, almost
miraculously, the people pro-
duced a Bambino 1 should
say Nino for the crib.
“A procession with a child
representing Mary tnd anoth-
er for Joseph formed at the
church and walked through the
plaza and main street of the
town bark to the church, and
many people attended this
first Midnight Mass of Cara-
navi,
"During our Mass,” he re-
calls, "our thoughts were with
our Bishop and people in Pat-
erson ... How different, how
new, bow really close to Christ
this was. People attended not
with new outfits or shiny
Jewelry or corsages. There
were no toys or candy or mon-
ey gifts ... just the 'renaset-
miento de Cristo’ the Birth
of Christ.
"How close to His stable,
how close to His poverty, hu-
mility and brotherly love.
After the Midnight Mass all of
the people in church came to
adore the Nino Jesus, and
then walked over to Use Padre
to give the customary Bolivian
•abraso' (embrace) to wish
him the blessings of the
Christ Child "
FATHER CONTE'S letter
continues: “Next manung we
traveled to the other extremes
of the parish to San Pedro.
Santa Ana and Chojna, where
the people have been without
Mass for many years. In
fact, in one place it was the
first time a Mass was cele-
brated.
"We celebrate the Holy
Mysteries under a tropical tun
with flowers and trees for nat-
ural ornaments and the voices
«* the birds staging Glory to
God ta the Highest
... no well
trained choir or concregattea.
“But bow they need Christ.
How they need a Utile love and
attention. Farming the hills of
Bolivia {amities are scattered
ui small colonies with 150 or
3* or more famiitei forming
cooperatives on government
land. They must be reach-
ed
...
"
Father Conte says that well-
trained and equipped non-
Catholic missionaries are
‘
reaching" the people already
in this land that is Cathobe by
heritage. But he adds: "We
feet confident that with the
backing of the people at borne
end us a short time with more
workers, a lot ran be done to
save these people for the
Church.”
TV’BMNG TO the economic
condition of Bolivia. Father
Conte wrofe. "I can t begin to
describe the poverty and sick-
ness. the anemia and malnu-
trition. the tuberculosis and
blindness It is staggering.
"The lark of education in
religion, health, economy, re-
sponsibility and fraternal char-
ity keeps the tide of progress
dammed up Bolivia has
been described as a beggar
titling on a mound of wealth.
This country has great poten-
tial . . , like the proverbial
sleeping giant.”
W HIS LETTER about
Christmas at Caranavi. Father
Conte thus touched upon all
the reasons why be and Fath-
ers Heusser and Cassidy are
there
"The obstacles are great."
he admits, "but the Lord
wants this and will send help
and encouragement to those
who work here."
THIS STABLE...Fathers Heusser, Conte and Cassidy are
pictured with the palm-decorated Christmas crib in their
church at Caranavi, Bolivia.
AND THIS ONE...Corono-
vi's church, pictured here, is
very like a stable itself.
Prelate Feeds Hungry
Stew for 2,000
SAN FIGANCISCO (NC) -
Ladling out plates of savory
stew for hungry men is s re-
warding experience. But after
an hour or so, it become’s tir-
ing—even for the Archbishop
o! San Francisco.
So Archbishop Joseph T.
McGuckcn filled just one more
piste. He took it to a table
and sat down between a re-
tired prizefighter and a dis-
abled seaman.
It was a special occasion at
St. Anthony’s Dining Room,
which is San Francisco's big-
gest charitable enterprise
The Archbishop was on hand
for the six millionth meal.
ONE OK THE prelate's din
ner companions was Eddie
Murphy, erstwhile "king of
the four rounders." He man-
aged to blurt out: "Who
would've thought Id be here
with 2,000 other guys and be
served by the Archbishop?
And him telling me how I lost
to Tony Cello and Frankie
Click! And the Archbishop
saying to me, ‘Eddie, you
must have beaten somebody
ot you wouldn't have been the
king of the four-rounders'."
St. Anthony's dining room
was opened 12 years ago by
the Franciscan Fathers and
serve 500,000 meals a year.
Scriptural Rosary• •'>• <
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Second Joyful Mystery
.
THE VISITATION
Our IX Father
Now Marywent into the hill country./
And she entered the house of Zachary
and saluted Elizabeth.
-W
Luk, 1:39,40
HailXMary
When Elizabeth heard the greeting of
Mary, the babe inher womb leapt/
And shewas filled withthe Holy Spirit
« Luki 1:41
HailX Mary
And she cried out, ’Blessed are thou
among women/
and blessed is thefruit of thy womb!*
■w Luk, 1:42
Hail IX Mary
’And blessed is she who has believed/
because the things promised her by
the Lord shall be accomplished.’
HailSVtay
And Mary said, ’My soul magnifies the-
Lord, and my spirit rejoices in
God my Savior;/
foe he has regarded the lowliness of
his handmaitL*
L. Luk, 1:46-44
Hail IX Mary
Part 2
Tor, behold, henceforth all generations
shall call me blessed;/
for he who is mighty has done great
things for me.’
~ Lukt 1:44, 49
Hail IX Mary
'And holy is his name;/
and his mercy is from generation to
generation ontho* who fear him.*
X ) Luk* 1:49,30
HaillXMiry
He has shown might with his arm/
he has scattered the proud in the
conceit of their heart.'
Lukt 1:31
HailXMary
He has putdown the mighty from their
thrones/
and has exalted the lowly.’
~
Lukt 1:52
HailX Mary
He has filled the hungry with good
things/
and therich he has sent away empty.’
~ Lukt 1:53
HailXMary
Glory be to the Father, and to the Son,
arid to the Holy Spirit./ As it was
in the beginning, is now,
and ever shall be,
world without
end. Amen.
Editor'sNote; This is one of the 15 decades
of the Scriptural Rosary, a modern version
of the way the Rosary was onceprayed in
the Middle Ages. We are presenting the
complete Scriptural Rosary 'in 15 install-
ments as a service to our
readers. You are
Invited to save these meditations for future
use. Or you may obtain the complete set in
Illustrated prayer-book form by sending 51
to thenonprofit Scriptural Rosary Center,
6 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois.
Greeks' Holy Mount
Where Hermits Live Like Solitary Eagles
By REV. GEORGE A. MALONEY, S.J.
NCITC Sru i Strt #i#
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The main goat of my wan-
derings on Ml Athos was Ka-
rouita. The southernmot! up
of the 35mile-loni peninsula
jutting Into the Aegean Sea.
Karoulia is the area that has
attracted the most serious
minded monks of At ho* from
all times
The area once railed the
"desert" was settled well over
a millennium ago by the first
monks who came to Atho*.
probably exile* from Pair inn
lan monasteries, in their thirst
for greater solitude and more
prayer.
Her* U» hermit* still hr*
Lk* eagles oa lop of sheer
rack with the heaven* also*
aboea and the swrgtag sea be-
low.
“Karoutia” In Greek means
the pulleys The monks on the
farthermost precipice would
lower baskets by puiley
ropes to the sea below in hopes
that passing fishermen might
give them a bit of bread
THE MUST IMl'Kt.vdV K
hermit 1 suited after a four-
hour walk that afternoon was
Father Nikon, the Kuxuan
hermit and relative of Helene
lvwolsky. my farmer Russian
teacher at Fordham Inner
aity. He ia 97. but mentally
he la very alert. He can twitcn
with ease from Russian to
English to French.
Father Nikon was a high-
ranking czanat officer of a
noble Russian family. When
the Revolution broke out in
Russia, he fled to Europe and
traveled extensively, living tn
France, Italy, Germany, the
Far East, but spending most
ot his time tn England
When he spoke English ta
me, it was with a clear, trim
accent: he usually began. ”My
dear, the thing, you see U...”
He came to the Mount in
1935, unable to find happiness,
he said, in people or In travel.
He proved to be one of the
very few monks vyell-educatcd
and eager to keep up his intel-
lectual formation by reading
broadly.
OUR CONVERSATION
turned to the possibility of
Christian reunion. "No, my
dear, it ia a thing utterly, ut-
terly impossible," Father Nik-
on said.
I suggested that dogmatical-
ly, there are no differences
that are irreconciUable “No.”
he protested, "it ia more than
dogma and words. It la a
whole difference of life, a
different approach to God. No.
Orthodoxy can never unite
with Roman Catholics!"
I »aw that arguing would be
useless. I wanted to take his
photo, especially to show Miss
Jswolsky in America, but he
objected strongly not so
much from religious humility
as from ahame to show him-
self to the world In his physi-
cally reduced condition.
TIIE NEXT MORNING at 8
I set out to tackle the real
Karoulia, heading for the Rus-
sian hermits living in the most
hidden crevices dug into the
cliff* side above the sea.
The way was really danger-
ous; a foothold, sometimes
hardly recognisable, had been
dug into sheer rock, with a
chain running up and down the
cliff as the only means of sup-
port.
As I was cautiqualy making
my way, I met * monk de-
scending quite nimbly with a
bundle of tin roofing tied to
his back. He was Serbian but
spoko Russian with litUe diffi-
cutty, Stcphano* wa* hi*
name and he hid been on the
Holy Mount for only five year*
When *e reached the houx
at the bottom of the itrrp
path, be laid the tin roofing
down He had earned it down
for one of hu neighbor*, too
eto to make the dangerous
cLmb He pointed out another
hut
"That belong* to another
Russian. Seraphim He 1*
very learned, having been in
Kutua an engineer Bui if you
meet him. you muvi tad teU
him Uui, for he u very mod-
e*t and humble about hi* ta!
rota and he would be offended
that 1 laid yon."
RTEPMANOS showed mehi*
chapel and garden He was
the only hermit at Karoulia
who had a plot of ground, and
mart of it tit devoted to rac-
ing flower* for hi* chapel. He
began making tea for me when
Seraphim came over to help
him repair the chapel
Their cooveraauoo on the
»ptrttua! We wa* movt edify-
ing; I felt very *mali indeed
before »uch ascetic* The*
sleep only a few hours. bo
more than four, and ipend all
the re*t of the day and night
tn prayer Only on Sunday»
and great feartday* do the
monk* come to Stephano*'
chapel for the laturgy And all
they eat it dry bread and a
bil of wild fruit. especially
that of cactu*. where** for
drink, they are content with
rain water.
From solid rock it i* dif-
ficult to garner a living. Steph-
ano*. who had studied
agronomy in Yugoslavia, had
carried the aoii from the back-
land* to form hi* "rock" gar-
den.
HERE HERE ASCETICS
who took seriously St Paul *
admonition "(o pray al
way*." I wa* eager U> hear
their view* toward Catholic*.
They repeated the stock
charge* that 1 had heard
from *o many Greek monks,
such a* that Catholic* had
changed the Creed by affirm-
ing the procession of the Holy
Spirit from the Son as well as
the Father.
Another complaint was
against the Catholic practice of
g:ving Holy Communion under
one species only: “Catholics
refused to obey Christ when
He told us to drink His
Blood." This type of arguing
was not pleasant, but it was a
way to get at the baric
thoughts of these holy ascetics
toward Catholics. When I left
wc kissed each other three
times on the cheek in the tra-
ditional Russian manner.
They could overlook the the-
ological differences that sepa-
rated us and treat me as a
brother in Christ. I was deeply
touched by their sincere char-
ity toward me when we spoke
ot the spiritual life; and com-
pletely bewildered by their
closed minds when we spoke
of theological and psychologi-
cal differences.
I CLIMBED A bit higher to
visit Alexander, the last to ar-
rive hero from Soviet Ru*»U,
although ho was very old. lie
was alone and almost blind.
11c showed me his small chap-
el.
After lighting an oil lamp
before the icon ot Our Lady
he did three prostrations that
evidently were most taxing for
him.
lie asked me if 1 could aend
him some money because no
priert would offer the Liturgy
in his chapel and give him
Holy Communion tmle** be
paul him 50 drachma* < about
SI T5) each time. It wa* im-
possible for him to climb to
btephanov4 chapel. whereat
Stephana* would not come to
him. rtating that because of
hi* own unaonhmet* be want-
ed to celebrate on)* on Sun-
day* tnd on great learts.
THEN I VISITED the Greek
hermil Chrytortom. one of the
wont deeply spiritual n-.onk* 1
, rrei on all of Vl! Atta>«
Hr brought me to hi*
“rave." a deep hole under Use
cliff connected to hi* house It
aa* too damp to live in. but
here Chrywvrtom spent hi*
night* and long period* of th«
daj m mental prayer He
■poke with a urnpic charm
about the spiritual life and the
various rtep* of prayer
leading ta contemplation HU
knowledge that I wa* a Catho-
be pnett made aodifference.
He was beyond all pcltinets,
for be regarded al! men from
God* vantage point .A* we
parted, he wa* mairtent that
we continue our friendship by
correspondence
A day later I went *m foot
to wek out Father Kphrarm.
• ho belong* to a group of her-
mit* »ho Jcjd * unique Ufe of
solitude
THEBE MONKS live tn sep-
arate tavusc*. usually twts
monk* together. In place of the
traditional Church service* of
tile Divine Office that are *ung
or recited daily by all other
monk* on Mt. Altai*, these her-
mit* ob»er*e their own tched-
ule which allows a maximum
time for mental prayer
Kphracm sleep* four hour* a
day At 7 SO p m. he and hi*
disciple* enter their chapel
and begin their long night vigil
of prayer not reciting the of-
fice. but the Jesu* Prayer,
"laird. Je»u* Christ, Son of
God, have mercy on me a
sinner" at first orally, then
privately, whieh lead* to a
more effective, silent prayer.
'
At midnight Kphrarm cel-
ebrate* the Liturgy with his
disciple Joseph singing and re-
ceiving Holy Communion
daily, a thing unheard of
among other Athonite monks.
Then they rest for a few hours
until 4 a m. when they begin
their work and their carving
of wooden crucifixes. They eat
once a day toward noon and
then in the late afternoon
they sleep for a few hours un-
til 6 p.m.
I WAS PRESENT for this
Liturgy which came as the
climax of so many hours of in-
timate, affective prayer. As it
was Saturday, the traditional
day to commemorate the
dead, Father Kphraem stood
before the skull of the found-
er of this colony. Father Jo-
aeph. and sang a litany for the
respose of his soul, all the
while incensing the skull.
The Greeks have a matter-
of-fact realism toward death
and the human body. After
three years the grave of a
dead monk is unearthed and
the bones stores in a common
"pile" while the grave ia pre-
pared for the body ot the next
dead monk.
Ephraem ia in his early 30‘a.
He radiates a spiritual happi-
ness and simplicity that exert
a strong influence on all who
meet him. With him there
could be no conversation about
differences between Orthodox
and Catholics. He was interest-
ed only in union with God. And
this intimate union gave him a
profound love for all men.
v
He, along with Father Chry-
sostom, reflects the acme in
true Orthodox spirituality, a
spirituality which surmounts
ill nationalism, all scctarian-
t»m, finding it* richness in a
common source of Christian
asceticum found in the one
Church of Chrirt before the
schism of 1054.
THF.SE HERE SOME of the
hermit* 1 met in the environ*
of Karoulia They convinced
meof two sinking facts Firrt.
that in proportion to an Ortho
do* monk* growth in true
contemplation and union with
God. grow* hi* love for hi*
fellow Christian brethren, es-
pecially far Catholic* And hi*
prejudice*, inherited from long
centuries of not directly know
ing Catholics, arc surmounted
only by a complete immersion
in God
The second conviction i* that
of the purity of the spirituality
of these monk-hermit* in their
effort* to imitate the teachings
ot the Fathers of the Desert.
Along with this purity kept
alive for centuries in hidden
hermitages on Mt Atho* there
comes a direct contact with
the one Churth that at the
time of the development of
true hesychasm literally,
quietness knew no schism
and reformation no "Ortho-
dox" in the modern *ense and
no Protestantism
Time Waits
For Baby
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
Like the sound of vword on
shield there »ai a ringing
note of defmding-lhe-drfensc-
les* and of upholding Die right*
of the put upon In my wife *
voice.
She had been reading my
column* (for a change) and
now the wanted to know how
it came about that I hadn’t
written a piece welcoming our
aeventh grandchild.
The question, it seemed to
me, contained it* own answer,
mathematically final. After all
—seven! The well of my inven-
tivene** had run plumb dry.
Mary answered with a ques-
tion that started the waters to
flowing again:
"Aren’t you forgetting the
part about The baby's name?
And the part about hi* birth-
day?"
SHE HAS RIGHT at usual.
She was opening my eye* to
a good story that 1 had been
looking at and not seeing.
The story boils down to this;
a couple of old early Christian
wilderness saints have perpe-
trated a practical joke on me
that took 23 years to get to
the point.
1 can almost hear the old fel-
lows chuckling as they with-
drew to some obscure corner
of the next world to scheme
U up.
PICTURE ME, then, 23
years ago, at the wheel of our
pre-war car, taking Mary to
a maternity hospital.
Consider my feelings as I
heard her saying that she was
sure something had gone
wrong; she wasn't going to
pull through —and neither
was the little one who was
even then striving to join our
family.
I told her that for once the
waa all wrong. I was entirely
confident that our prayers
would be granted. She would
be fine; ao would the baby,
and it would be our first boy.
I HAD GUESSED hU birth-
day with precision, and had
noticed that it fell right be-
tween the feasts of two famous
desert hermits St. Paul and
St. Anthony. I had made a
pact with them. If everything
turned out right, I would name
our son Paul Anthony.
My mistake, of course, waa
In not discussing the matter
with Mary. After Paul Anthony
arrived, she and the nurse in
the delivery room, decided up-
on a came Joseph Krancts.
I apologucd to my berrattj,
explaining something they
prohabiy knew anyhow that
in the naming ofcfiildrcn. man
proposes, woman disposes.
SEVEN YEARS later, an-
other son was born to us, and
this time there was a firm
agreement that he unuld be
Paul Anthony. But just as he
arrived, somebody else ar-
rived —a friend named Jim,
home from four years with the
combat infantry in the Pacific.
Soldier Jim was elected god-
father, and son No. 2 just had
to be named lor him.
By thi* time, 1 was begin-
ning to wonder whether the
hermit* would be putting my
name on the blacklist up there.
SPIN THE WHEEL of life
now. and let 23 years pas*.
Bchohl our son Joe at tha
wheel of his car, taking hia
wife Ann to a matemitv hos-
pital.
Lake his father before him,
he had a name in his bead.
But it was a girl's name. A
girl was what he was ex-
pecting.
A boy was what he got. And
his wife was prompt with a
name. Yep Paul Anthony.
So now the hermits and I
are on speaking terms again.
Indeed, 1 suspect that I'm one
of their favorite persons. You
don’t play a 23-year joke on
somebody you don’t like.
LET'S SEE what was the
other thing my wife mentioned
about this baby? Oh yes; he
was born on her birthday.
When those old hermits con-
spire about something, they
forget nothing.
It is even rumored in some
circles that young Paul An-
thony might grow up to look
something like his paternal
grandfather. I don't believe it
for one moment. Paul and An-
thony may be jokesters, but
they wouldn't do that to a
helpless little kid. After all,
they’re saints.
Charity Stamp fame
BONN (NC) - The Federal
Ministry of Posts here has an-
nounced a stamp issue sup-
porting the German CathoUe
Bishops’ annual Mlsercor fund-
raising campaign to fight fam-
ine and disease in the world.
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”
APRIL 7th
Bishop's Performance
and Reception ...
for Information
regarding this
EXTRA ordinary
occation . .
.
call
Father English
at SHerwood 2-8819
A RELIGIOUS DRAMA
WILL NOW BE PRESENTED
IN OUR NEW
$200,000 AUDITORIUM AND STAGE
1050 SEATS
441 Main (near Slater St.) Paterson, N. J.
Presented by
ST. BONIFACE PASSION PLAYERS
Performances for Grammar
and High School Students
SATURDAYS AT 2:30 P.M.
March 10, 23, 30 - April 6,
Admission 50c; Adults $l.OO
TWO-HOUR
PERFORMANCE
SPECIAL
GROUP RATES
Performances for
Adults
SUNDAYS AT 2:30 P.M.
March 17, 24, 31 - April 7
Admissions: $2.50 - $1.50
BISHOP S PERFORMANCE FOR THE BENEFIT OF
DIOCESAN DEVELOPMENT FUND
MONOSAKY CHAIRMAN. tT. HV. MIOI. WILLIAM t. lOUIS. ChooclUr. Diet... .« Pal.n.n
Chairman, Mr. Jowph Oaugar • Moilor at CartmonMi, Mr. St.phon f. lodlci
Assistant Chairmans. Mr. Harry Van VotUnburgh, Mr. Warnar Vogel
ORDER YOUR TICKETS NOW
PUN A THEATRE PARTY
ror (•Mrvationi or Information:
Phone SHerwood 2-8819
or writ*.
REV. FRANCIS A. ENGLISH
44 JACKSON STMIT PATUSON. N.J.
Ch«k sr Monty Ord.rt ihould octompony alt ord«rt hr tlrlioti. poyabl. to
If. Sanilac* Portion May D.dut.ibl* form Y*ur r.d.,.1 Int.m* Ten
ST. BONIFACE NEW AUDITORIUM
44 MAIN (near Slater St.) - PATERSON, NEW JERSEY
Fund Drive pledge Payments Are Over $18 Million
Essex County
County Coordinator Msgr, Michael J. Corr
Assistant County Coordinator Rev. Samuel C. Bove
Region I, Msgr. Thomas M. Reardon, Moderator
Cash %
Parish Goal Pledge Cash of Pld
Hoiy Trinity Newark 120,000 17.125 12,880 75%
O. L. of Fatima, Newark . 60,000 2,270 *5 10%
0. L. of ML Carmel, Newark 100,000 21,690 8,287 88%
O. L. of Uie Rosary. Newark 12,000 12,000 5,784 22%
St. Aloysius, Newark. 150.000 150,000 15,324 10%
St. Benedict, Newark 75,000 81.522 58,621 88%
St. Caaimir, Nowark 75,000 84,070 68,068 81%
St. James, Newark 75.000 75,000 59,547 78%
St, Joseph (Span.), Newark 40,000 40,000 5,872 15%
Region 11, Rev. Philip T. McCabe, Moderator
Assumption, Newark 15,000 620 620 100%
St. Bridget, Newark 75,000 75.000 15,400 21%
St. Charles Bor., Newark 50,000 17,805 11.860 67%
St. Cojumba. Nowark 75,000 80,290 21,758 72%
f* iohn- Newark 25,000 25,000 11,605 46%
I*- “VJvN*?*rk ».«X> 10,675 6.585 62%
St. Patrick. Newark 90,000 80,100 35 653 40%
St. Philip Neri, Newark 10.000 5,970 4,805 81%
St. Thomas Aq., Newark 40,000 18,260 12,280 67%
Region 111, Msgr. Aloysius S. Carney, Moderator
Queen of Angels, Newark 20,000 25,913 10,150 38%
St. Antoninus, Newark 100,000 102,320 102320 100%
St. Augustine. Newark 35.000 35i060 ran 78%
St. Joseph. Newark 43,000 46,043 I*3oo 40%
St. Peter, Newark 15,000 16,340 13,321 82%
St. Peter Chap.. Newark 45,000 49.505 37,452 76%
St. Roceo, Newark 150.000 150,000 3X732 21%
St. Rose of Lima. Newark 300.000 300.000 202.732 65%
St. Stanislaus, Newark 50.000 50,000 37.831 73%
St. Stephen, Newark 15,000 21,225 18.830 88%
Region IV, Msgr. Hugh J. Fitzsimmons. Moderator
Im. Conception, Newark 25.000 25,150 17,411 68%
O. L. of Gd. Counsel. Newark 175.000 175.000 175,000 100%
Sacred Heart Cath., Newark 150,000 150,000 68.239 45%
St. Anthony, Newark 95,000 75,685 36.800 49%
St. Francis Xav., Newark 200,000 200.000 47,818 24%°
St. Lucy. Newark 200.000 48.750 23,645 51%
St. Michael. Newark 150,000 150,000 48.074 32%
St. Peter, Belleville 175.000 175,000 100.051 57%
Region V, Msgr. Eugene R. Gallagher, Moderator
Blessed Sacrament. Newark 180.000 180,000 79J53 44%
Sacred Heart, Newark 250.000 250,000 50,300 20%
Sacred Heart, Irvington 110,000 110,000 68.847 83%
St. Ann. Newark 80,000 80,000 33.814 42%
St. Leo. Irvington 100,000 100.000 45.990 46%
St. Paul. Irvington 150.000 153,443 97,368 64%
Region VI, Rev. Samuel C. Bove, Moderator
Holy Name. East Orange 200,000 206,960 131,146 63%
O. L. Help of Chris., E. Or. 225,000 225,000 154,633 69%
O. L. of All Souls, E. Orange 200.000 170,612 109,473 64%
O. LJ Most 81. Sac., E. Orange 150.000 150.000 105.065 70%
St. Joseph, E. Orange 100,000 100.000 49,591 50%
Region VII, Msgr. David J. Price, Moderator
Holy Spirit, Orange 15.000 21,790 6.946 12%
O. L. of Lourdes. W. Orange 150.000 170,279 127,593 74%
O. L. of Mt. Carm., Orange 95,000 95,000 51.962 55%
O. L. of the Valley, Orange 150.000 115,000 75,318 60%
St. John. Orange 175.000 1T5.000 90,777 52%
St. Joseph. W. Orange 100.000 127.4® 96.184 TT%
St. Venantius, Orange 50.000 50,000 31.000 62%
Region VIII, Rev. Edward P. Looney, Moderator
Im. Heart of Mary. Maplewood 120.000 135J06 88,316 68%
O L of Sorrows, So. Orange 500.000 300.000 213J63 71%
St. Joseph. Maplewood 150.000 150.115 101508 68%
St. Roee/Lima. Short Hills 250.000 290.000 157.000 63%
Region LY, Msgr. Waller G. Jarvals, Moderator
Holy Family. Nutley 175.000 191,225 128.TW 66%
lm. Conception. Montclair 200.000 222.447 136J06 «% 0
O. L. of Mt. Carm., Montclair *5.000 65.920 36.T20 58%
O. L. of Mt. Carm., Nutley 25,000 25,000 12.006 51%
Sacred Heart, Bloomfield 275,000 280.000 182,651 63%
St. Casstan. t’ppcr Montclair 125,000 141.322 109.030 TT%
St. Mary. Nutley 225,000 291.777 295.681 70%
St. Peter Claver. Orange 5.000 7,780 4.410 57%
St. Thomas/Ap.. Bloomfield 250,000 255,862 157,032 61%
St. Valentine, Bloomfield 73,000 75.038 39.791 53%
Region X, Rev. William A. McCann, Moderator
O. L. of Use Lake. Verona 175,000 104,086 133.421 69%
81. Sacrament. Roseland 30,000 30,000 14,602 49%
St. Aloysius, Caldwell 175.000 278,338 221,908 80%
St. Catherine. Cedar Grove 110,000 57,450 28.700 50%
St. Philomena. Livingston 150,000 150,000 84.373 56%
Region XI, Msgr. Adrian A. Maine, Moderator
Holy Cross. Harrison 200,000 2® 009 168.188 84%
O. L. of Czestochowa. Harrison 75,000 77,900 66,706 86%
O. L. of Sorrows, Kearny 60,000 61.505 46.682 76%
St. Anthony, E. Newark 40.000 43,620 34,000 71%
St. Cecilia. Kearny 225.000 245.212 166.361 68%
St. Stephen. Arlington 225.000 252,602 138,006 55%
Bergen County
County Coordinator - M«gr. Bernard P. Moore
Assistant County Coordinator M»gr. Albert P. Mooney
Region I, Msgr. Lester A. Quinn, Moderator
Cash %
n a
Wh
,
OMI Pledge Cask of PUL
Guardian Angel, Allendale |30,000 36,900 18.120 75%
Im. ConeepUon, Darlington 80.000 50,000 25,711 31%
Im. Heart of Mary, Mahwah 40,000 40,000 11.478 46%
O. L. of Perp. Help, Oakland 25,000 25,000 1,000 4%
St. Elizabeth. Wyckoff 125.000 101,320 65,635 65%
St. Gabriel, Saddle Riv. Bor. 50,000 64,249 45,061 70%
SL Paul, Ramsey 110,000 114,230 56.051 51%
Region 11, Rev. Thomas F. McHugh, Moderator
Im. Conception, Norwood 30,000 30,030 7,300 34%
0. L. of Mercy, Park Ridge 125,000 125,000 62,391 50%
O. L. of Victories. Har. Pk. 45.000 52,435 33,828 64%
St. Andrew, Westwood 73.000 75.000 38,353 81%
St. Anthony. Northvale 40,000 40,000 32,000 80%
St. John, Hillsdale 80,000 94,052 66,238 70%
St. Plus X. Old Tappan 25.000 39,717 18,271 81%
Region 111, Msgr. Albert P. Mooney, Moderator
Annunciation, Paramus 100,000 63,440 44,016 69%
Mt. Carmel. Ridgewood 190.000 230,582 183,384 70%
Nativity, Midland Park 50,000 50,450 29,622 57%
O L of Visitation, Paramus 110,000 180,583 119,804 63%
St. Ann, Fairlawn 150.000 304,826 133.043 60%
St. Catharine, Glen Rock 173,000 253.578 186.094 74%
St. Leo. E. Paterson 125.000 126,000 49.567 39%
St. Luke. Hohokui 125,000 129.349 72,753 56%
St. Philip/ApO*.. Saddle Bk. 100,000 111,215 70,881 64%
Region IV, Msgr. Daniel J. Collins, Moderator
A sumption, Emerson 75,000 75,610 44,209 58%
O L. of Gd. Counsel. Wash. Twp. 50,000 54.773 25,625 47%
Sacred Heart. Haworth 40.000 43.2*4 43,294 100%
St. Joseph, Dcmarest 35,000 35.450 23.005 65%
St. Joseph. OradeU 110.0® 110.190 60,190 55%
St. Mary. Closter 75.000 36,925 Jo.wo 79%
St. Peter/Apos, River Edge 135,000 215.090 146.660 68%
St. Therese. Cresskill 50.000 50.000 30.000 60%
Region V. Msgr. Francis A. Fox. Moderator
Ascension. New Milford 60.000 82,369 64.903 78%
Mt. Carmel. Tenaily 130,000 91,493 73.605 R)%
St. Anastasia, W. Englewood 200,000 222,6® 1®,32l 76%
St Cecilia. Englewood 15D.H10 ISO.OW 31.000 34%
St. John. Leonia RS.OOO 85,000 43.4T0 51%
St. John/Evang,, Rergenfteld 200.000 207.427 146.626 71%
St. Joseph, Bogota 150,000 J66.107 124.488 75%
SL Mary. Dumont 225,000 76.787 *US7 38%
Region VI, M»gr. Thomas F. Duffy, Moderator
Madonna. Fort Ire 163.000 165.1* 118.710 72%
Epiphany, Cliffside Park 100.000 IW.OOO 50,079 *l%
Holy Rosary, Edgewater 90.000 24.170 12.2*4 51%
Holy Trinity. Coyteaville 105.000 119,070 83.017 70%
O. L. of Grace. Fairview to.OM 90.000 43.847 ®%
St. John Bapt. Fairview 75.000 75,000 25.200 34%
St. Matthew, Ridgefield 100,000 110.161 86.643 79%
St. Michael, Palisades Pk. 9*ooo * 000 58.173 5»%
St. Nicholas. Palisades Pk. 75.000 21.403 12.701 »%
Region VII, Rev. James M. Coyle, Moderator
Holy Trinity. Hackensack 175,000 171.000 51.827 11%
Im. ConeepUon, Hackensack 40 000 mono 8.36! Zl%
Queen of Peace. Maywood 150.000 1T9J89 126339 70%
Sacred Heart. Rochelle Pk. 86.000 90,427 65.707 73%
St. Francis. Hackensack 90.000 90 0® 18337 43%
SI Francis. Ridgefield Park MO.WO 140.000 69 IM 49%
St. Joseph. Hackensack 20 .'.wo 20.000 15 400 TT%
St. Margaret, Little Ferry 70.000 to.ooo 11.R1 17%
Region VIII, Rev. Charles P. Cotseriy. Moderator
Corpus ChrisU. Hash. HU. ITS.MO 113,018 112.*6 84%
Holy Name, Garfield m «.»w 51,18) 53.130 locr%
O. L. of Ml Virgin. Garfield 110.000 lis t® 73. M 60%
O. L. of Sorrows. Garfield TJ.SOO I*o® SOM 31%
Sacred Heart. WalUngttm 100.000 139.885 M.470 70%
SL Francis de Sales. Lodi 105.000 57.044 11.647 39%
St. Joseph. Lodi 140 two 140.000 44.401 37%
St. Stanislaus, Garfield 73.000 76,300 55.851 73%
Region IX. Msgr. Charles C. DemJanovich, Moderator
Assumption. Wood Ridge 115.000 137.530 04 330 *%
Queen of Peace. N. Arlington *O.OOO *O.OOO 130.000 65%
Sacred Heart. Lyndhurat 380,0® 300230 300,230 100%
S(. Joseph. E. Rutherford 150.000 150.000164.114 70%
SL Mary, Rutherford 175.000 !75,000 80 000 31%
St. Michael, Lyndhurat 75.000 75.000 39.000 43%
„ , „
Hudson County
County Coordinator Rt. Rev. Msgr. Leo L. Mahoney
Assistant County Coordinator
Rev. Francis A. Hennessey
Region I— Jersey City
Msgr. Harold V. Fitzpatrick, .Moderator
an
**rilh <**■» Cash of Pld.
All Saints 11 to.ooo 310.000 55.462 50%
Assumption 25 000 60,920 49.944 82%
Holy Rosary 1 125,000 62,505 39 108 63%
O. L. of Czestochowa 80.000 306,748 TSJKtt 69%
8t
7.500 10.790 8.795 62%
St. Anthony 130,000 128,545300.554 78%
S' *>.ooo 50.800 30.552 80%
». Bridget 125,000 92,110 53.065 58%
!*• “uc* 50,000 52,947 40.000 76%
ZVX , 125,000 125,000 38,102 30%
e! *,il eh,e ' 100,000 100,000 55,125 55%
81 Frter 50.000 50,000 21,142 42%
Region II Jersey City
Migr. Leo L. Mahoney, .Moderator
Christ the King 20,000 22.885 6.2*2 27%
°
105.000 116,7® M.3TB 50%
O. L. Of Victories 225.000 258.3® 141.5® 55%
Sacred Heart 223.0® 249.698 162,377 «%
-
I
A,O? ,* U, 200.000 286.997 130.0® 45%
St. Patrick 150,0® 150,0® 107,642 72%
"•J*"*
,
t
325.(1® 392,335 257.394 68%
St. Aloysius began the collection of payments on 6100,741
to pledges beginning Dec. 1, 1962. 1U total pledge is *286,997.
Region 111 Bayonne
Msgr. Daniel J. O’Reilly, Moderator
Mt. Carmel TOO.OOO 215.043 173,231 81%
o. l».0« 125,3® ®,ST9 «%
St. Andrew 173.0® 176,6® IgUB7 ®%
St. Henry ltO.O® 116,547 »,877 ®%
SL Joseph 50.C100 62,793 53.0® 64%
o
I
T. IS*ar
.
of ,he 1»,000 IMJI2 97.820 «%
St. Michael 30,000 30,000 23 083 77%
St. \ Ix.cenl 200.000 246640 160.299 65%
Region IV Jersey City
Msgr. Joseph A. Shovlin, Moderator
O. L 0# Mt. Carmel l».ooo 122®* 57,522 47%
” Afd*n 335.000 379.635 25a.1® ®%
SL Anne SO.000 20*03» iu n® Tl%
St. Ann (Polish) 70,0® 70.0® *,OOO 71%
**•
,°
hn
.
200,0® 157.215 103.636 *%
T !?*** 3».0® 201 6® 134.779 62%
“■ 175.0® 218.154 135,772 62%
St Paul of the Cross JW.OOO 207,623 132.524 64%
Region V, Msgr. Clement M. Weitrkamp, Moderator
Holy Family. Union City IW.O® 1W.057 73,02 74%
O L of Grace. Hoboken 225,000 223,0® 125,433 5*%
a L of Lourdes, Union City Combined with St Anthony 's.
54- Ann, Hoboken I®.W» 100.000 57,784 58%
SL Anthony. Union City 150.0® 150.000 15,000 10%
St AugusUnel'C. 125.0® 155.974 98.952 61%
SL Francis, Hoboken 45.9® 48.370 13.613 67%
St Joseph. Hoboken 25 COO 25.070 15 392 61%
St. Joseph. Union City 125.0® 97.059 *2,S» 64%
SL Michael. Union City 250,0® 141.250 104.45* 74%
SS. Peter A Paul, Hoboken 100.000 lf*,«o 90.250 »%
St. Rocco. Union City w.wo 00.000 M.oco ®%
Region VI, Rev. Franck A. M a Jew ski. Moderator
SL Brigid. N Bergen *.OOO 00 000 ll.ri 54%
lm. Conception. Secaucus 75.0® 7S.OM *649 53%
n
V" N Y- **«*> 9T.7U5 S72l* 77%
O. U of Liber*. W N. Y. ®,a® 65.056 la tit 74%
Bcr*«* •».«« TLB® 51, ITT T2%
*»- John. Gnttanhaeg ®UBM 6TJM »j® t*%
»t. Joseph’Psbsadrs. W S Y. I®.®o »VT3 in
SL Lawrence, Wrehawken *,OW *,«* 1X176 ®%
‘ Union County
County Coordinator Msgr. Thomas F. Mulvaney
AsaUtant County Coordinator Rev. Edward J. Stanley
Region I— Elizabeth
Msg*. William C. llcimbuch, Moderator
_
.
.
Cash %
o. . lfc
P,rt ‘h fl®* l pl«>*e Cash of Pld.
St. Anthony slM,o® i»,o® ®,o® 33%
»• "»ry 240.0® 240,0® 113.618 48%
St. MlChiel 175,0® 214,739 141,381 66%
St. Goneviavo 200,000 230,656 182,544 79%
Region II Elizabeth
Msgr. .-Joseph A. Smolen, Moderator
St. Adalbert 125.0 W 146,615 124,5® 84%
St. Hedwif 75,0® 75,0® 55,104 73%
St Joseph 30,0® 30,0® 19,2® 64%
SS. Peter & Paul 95,0® 95,0® 56,5® 59%
Region 111 Elizabeth
Rev. Edward J. Stanley, Moderator
Holy Rosary I®,OTO 70.0® 70,0® I®%
Im. Heart of Mary 35,0® 15,0® 6,183 41%
Sacred Heart 110,0® 110,0® 84,3® 77%
St. Patrick 75,0® 79,4® 51,455 65%
Region IV, Msgr. Thomas J. Donnelly, Moderator
Blessed Sacrament, Elix. 150,0® 152,139 116 524 77%
Christ/King. Hillside I®,OM 114,531 Bo'fiB2 70%
Im. ConeepUon, Elizabeth I®.OW 1®,377 84,575 80%
St. Catherine, Hillside 140,0® 101,627 85,276 84%
Region V, Rev. Joseph L. Donnelly, Moderator
Holy Family, Linden 18.0® 18.2® 11,847 65%
St. Elizabeth, Linden 125.0® 175,892 121,523 69%
St. Joseph, Roselle 150,0® 160,000 124*470 78%
St. Teresa. Linden 90,0® 111.339 72,274 65%
Region \ I, Rev. John A. Mcilaie, Moderator
St. Anne. Garwood 70,0® 85.5* 70.0® 73%
St. John/Apos., Linden 2W.OW 310,640 232,683 68%
St. Stark, Rahway 25.0® 43,635 84%
St. Mary, Rahway 225.0® 275,992 m!328 72%
St. Michael, Cranford 150.0® 176.342 95,964 54%
Region VII, Rev. Sebtstian J. Chiego, Moderator
AsiumpUon, Roselle Pk. 125,0® 137,464 ®,9® 66%
St James. Springfield 125,0® 114.7* 88.375 77%
St. Michael. Union 225,0® 230,432 171,957 75%
SL Theresa. Kenilworth 75,0® 75.0® 46.902 62%
Region VIII. Msgr. John J. Cain, Moderator
Little Flower. Berkeley His. 75.0® 75.0® 8,461 11%
OL. of I/iurdes. Mountainside 60,0® 32,258 17,507 54%
O L. of Peace, New Providence 50.0® 50,000 51%
St Bartholomew, Scotch PI. 200.000 317,6® 212!»36 67%
St Teresa. Summit 200,0® 2®.o® 126,050 63%
Region IX. Msgr. Charles B. Murphy, Moderator
Holy Trinity. Westfield 250,0® 238.513 176,952 74%
St. Bernard. Plainfield I®.o® 107,149 69*352 65%
St Mary, Plainfield 200.000 *1,904 148,828 74%
St Stanislaus Kos . Plfld. 75,000 75.000 13,090 17%
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INTEREST
from day of deposit on
ONE YEAR CERTIFICATES
OF DEPOSIT
$l,OOO to $25,000
Commercialtrust Cos.
of NewJersey
MAIN OFFICEi 13 Exchange Place, Jersey City
11 Convenient OffUu
JERSEY CITY - BAYONNE . UNION CITY
OMN MONDAY IVININOI (llc.pl Main OHM
JMIIY CITY and lAVONNI 7 t. • - UNION CITY • to •
lAN DEPOSIT VAULTS
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• tMI MOOISN Alt CONOITIONIO
R robert treat a KNOTT HOTCI
Invites your reservations
• COMMUNION MtAMASTS
• OtDINAIION DINNIIS
• WIDOINO tICIfllON!
• COMVtNTIONS. UMINAtt wt
tAIM Mil UNO
12 PiKKttm Imm Top Capacity In On* DM
STANIIY i. AKUS. AIMII W SIINOU. fr.wfcpi
50 PARK PUCE, NEWARK - MARKET 2-1000
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Announces
REMEDIAL READING
FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS
AND
DEVELOPMENTAL READING
FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS
SPRING SESSION 1963
Seton Hall Unlvortlty offers reading programs fa ele-
mentary and high school students during after school
hours at Its reading center located in McQuaid Hall
on South Orange Campus.
The program begins March 11, 1963 and concludes May
28 1963. Applications will be accepted until February
28, 1963.
For further Information and application, contacti
Professor Joseph Zubko
Telephone! SO 2-9000, Ext. 171
Reading Confer
feten Hall University
South Orange, New Jersey
HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
■"< l* O f»w 001*1 you »U 1 b*9» yow, K(, wort. Hm
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Th« BAR-BENDING SHAVER
A birdwho takM great pains noj to cut off your Mr. He'd rather bendA If hatworthhie salt at a#,
Mgood * talker as he la a tontorial artist In fact many of
hi* customers depend on hbnfar theweekly
reviewof the news. Barber-bird laright therewith all the Information—witty, Never, caanprehenatoa oom*
mentary gleaned from reading the NEWARK NEWS.
Whan thia bird hanga out hla oandy-atriped pole he's In business with Mb mnr, adsaora,
hot towat Eft
of gab and dally copy of tha NEWARK NEWS which ha carefully reads first before passing
It on to hla
The Ear-Bending Shaver la the beat Informed bird we know... and
ha kaepa that way byreading Now
Jersey'sfavorite, moat accurate, Intereating newspaper, tha NEWARK NEWS.
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First CCD Comity Teachers Workshop
Helps ‘Form’ as Well as 'Inform’ Students
NEWARK—The first of four
archdioccsan county-wide
workshops for elementary
school teachers of the Confra-
ternity of Christian Doctrine
will be held Feb. 10 at Essex
Catholic High School here
starting at 1:30. The program
will include teachers from the
Essex County-West Hudson
areas.
- Sister Regina Celeste,
M.5.8.T., of St. Michaels
Cenacle, Newark, la heading
this pilot program and the
other sessions which will be
held for Hudson, Bergen and
Union In the spring.
"We want to concentrate on
forming as well as informing,"
the chairman, who also heads
the archdiocesan Sisters and
Brothers committee for CCD,
said. "We want our teachers
to be prepared to guide the
youngsters they deal with as
well as to teach them cate-
chism.”
THE PROGRAM will sUrt
with a general meeting in the
auditorium for all groups.
Frank Morettl of St. Mi-
chael’s, Union, will speak on:
"The Psychology of the Pub-
lic School Child."
Special sessions on the "The
Formation of the Christian
Character" will divide the
teachers up according to the
grades they teach.
Primary grade teachers
(grades 14) will hear Sister
Helen Bruno, M.P.F., of Our
I.ady of Libera, West New
York, Sister Regina Celeste,
and Sister John Helena,
C.S.J., of St. Anthony’s. North-
vale, will act as consultants.
BROTHER Gilbert Matthew.
F.S.C., of St. John’s Boya
School, Orange, will addresc
the Intermediate teachera
(grades 44). Consultants are
Slater Franccne, 0.5.8., Sa-
cred Heart, Elizabeth, and Sis-
ter M. Frederick, 0.P., Sa-
cred Heart, Lyndburst.
Seventh and eighth grade
teachers (upper grade group),
will hear Sister Theodora,
0.5.8., St. Genevieve's, Elis-
abeth. Sister M. Leonore,
S.S.N.D., Holy Angels Acad-
emy, Fort Lee, and Ethel M.
Wllle, archdioccsan CCD
chairman of elementary
schools, will act as upper
grade consultants.
Magr. Roger A. Reynolds,
archdiocesan CCD director,
will close the sessions at a
general assembly at 4 p.m.
THE ARCHDIOCESAN com-
mittee will meet at 10:30 on
Feb. • at St. Michael's Cen-
acle to make final plans. At
nooo there will be a dinner in
honor of Msgr. Reynolds who
was recently elevated to the
rank of papal chamberlain.
Members of the committee
who will also supervise the
Essex workshop ire Brother
Francis I. Offer, F.5.C.11..
Essex Catholic, Newark; Sta-
ler M. Loreto. S.S.N.D.. !m-
-maculate Conception, Secau-
cus; Sister M. Alodia, C.S.S.F
,
St. Valentine's. Bloomfield;
Sister Mary Concepts. C.F.M.,
Our Lady of Csestochowa.
Harrison; Sister Mary Luke,
0.P.. St. Paul's, Jersey City;
Also Sister M. Sebastian.
OS.P., St. Joseph's. West
New York; Sister M. Jose,
phine, SC , St Aloysius Acad-
emy. Jersey City; Sister M.
Alicia. &CC-. St. Nicholas,
Jersey City; Sister St. Mat-
thew, 55J., Our Lady of the
Valley. Orange: Sister M. Ad-
mitahills, OAF., Assumption.
Woodridge, and Suter Eucha-
ria. C.SJ 8., St. Lucy's. New-
ark
English Sessions Set
By Sisters of Charity
NEWARK - The Sisters of
Charity have announced three
Saturday workshops for Eng-
lish teachers: two on linguis-
tics and one on composition to
be held at St. Vincent's Acad-
emy here. The linguistics pro-
gram will be held on Feb. 6
and 9 and the composition
workshop on March 9.
Sister M. Alexandra, super-
visor of Sisters of Charity
schools, will preside at the
meetings for religious and lay
teachers of English in grades
seven through 12.
DR. LOUIS Muinier of Rut-
gers University will handle the
first two sessions, roncentfat
ing on a vocabulary in
structural linguistics with a
discussion on recent develop-
ments in teachingof grammar.
Sister Mary Aloyse, chair-
man of St. Cecilia High
School's English department
(Englewood), will conduct the
third workshop which will
treat the "concept of voice in
the teaching of composition.”
This session, the second on
the topic, la intended to im-
prove the writing skills of
teachers of composition.
All of the workshops follow
the plsn of the Commission on
English of the College En-
trance Examination Board,
which has set a guide in a na-
tion-wide effort to improve
skills of the college bound.
Quote
Of the Week
"The vows often are de-
fined In a negative sense—-
’Poor Sister, the can’t
have a family because of
her vow of chastity; or she
has no will of her own be-
cause of her vow of obedi-
ence.”
"The truth of the matter
is that by our vow of pov-
erty we are relieved of the
■tress and worry connected
with financial matters; by
our vow of chastity we have
the privilege of engaging in
a love affair with Almighty
God; and by our vow of
obedience there is order
and unity in our family cir-
cle.”
"Too often the laity havu
gained their information
about Sisters from the lat-
est beat seller, written by
someone who recently
leaped over the wall, or
from the Hollywood version
of convent life, or from the
cartoons which portray ua
as rather naive, misdirect-
ed, and misinformed indi-
vidual*.
"Seek your information
from the right sources.
Take an afternoon off some
day and visit the postulants
and novices at some moth-
erhousc. See how these nor-
mal. active, 'unloving
American girls live the re-
ligious life. Ask <bem ques-
tions, and determine for
yourself the real source of
their obvious happiness
Sister Daniel Miriam. Sis-
ter* of Charily (Cincinnati)
vocation director, to Day-
toe vocation reception.
MAY I HELP YOU? - Sitter Margaret Anne, O.P., reference librarian at Caldwell College,
it offering the invitation to good reading the the Catholic Press is trying lo encourage
during February, Catholic Press Month. A professor of sociology, Sister Margaret Anne
also assists in the library science department. Caldwell it the only private college in
New Jersey offering a minor in library science.
Nursing Study Starts
At Elizabeth Hospital
ELIZABETH A twowrek
nursing activity study Is un-
der way at SL Elizabeth Hos-
pital here under the sponsor-
ship of the New Jersey State
Department of Health and the
Department of Institutloas and
Agencies
Suter Ellen Patricia, admin-
istrator, announced that the
project would be coordinated
by Elizabeth Oertel. assistant
director of St. Elizabeth's Nur-
sing Service Department. The
hospital personnel were
trained by Mrs Miners A.
Mayberry of the stale health
department
THE PURPOSE of the study
ts to determine how nurses
and other unit personnel spend
their lime between patient care
and unit activities It is hope-1
the survey will Indicate how
patients can receive better
bedside care
The program, begun Feb. 4.
•ill run on a five-day a week
basis (or IS hours per day
GOING ABROAD - Sitter M.
E[?]her of the Benediction Sis-
ters of Elizabeth has re-
ceived the $1,000 NJ. Mas-
ters Alumni Scholarship So-
ciety grant for study abroad.
She will study this summer
In France and then tour
France and Italy. Presently
at St. Anthony’s High School,
Washington. Slater hsa
fought at Benedictine Aca-
demy in Elizabeth and in
Paterson.
Bayonne Club
Studies City
BAYONNE - Eight mem-
bers of the Si Viacom de
Paul Civics Chib here attend-
ed a question and answer pe-
riod at the offices of the Ba-
yonne Welfare Department
NCCW Praised
For Safety Aid
WASHINGTON (NO The
National Council of Catholic
Women wm honored here wiih
a plaque by the women's di-
vision of the All-State Foun-
dation for its "ou’slanding
contribution* lo traffic acci-
dent prevention” through var-
ious program* and activities.
NCCW president Mrs Jo-
seph McCarthy accepted the
award frotr. Mrs Robert Bea-
ton. director of the women's
division, a' a dinner here Jan.
24
Mrs Benton announced that
the All-State Foundation was
presenting the NCCW with a
910.000 grant to help the coun-
cil continue its educational
work in traffic safety.
THE PREFACE the
Mass was taken from an older
prayer (ektenia) of the Greek
liturgy of Epiphany.
North Jersey Date Book
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FRIDAY. FEB. «
S*. Teresa's Children of Mary. Jersey City
Card party. St. Peter'* College Auditorium.
8 p m ; Mrs John J. Durkin. Mrs. Donald
F. Smith, chairmen.
SATURDAY, FEB. *
Junior Seton League Lunchcoo-fashion show.
Paris in the Sky. East Orange. 12:30: Lee
Callini. Union. Marie Coen. West Orange,
chairmen.
Court Rosemary, CDA 50th anniversary din-
ner dance. Union Club, Hoboken; Mrs. Leo
Thompson, chairman.
Dost Bosro High School Mothers' Guild. Ram-
sey Calendar supper party, 7:30, Immac-
ulate Hall; Mrs. John Taschler, chairman.
New Rochelle College. Garden State Alumnae
Theater party. Paper Mill Playhouse. Mill-
burn; Mrs. Alexander Si. John, Glen Ridge,
chairman. Proceeds go to alumnae scholar-
ship fund.
Knights of Colnmbas Auxiliary >428 Dance,
K. of C. .Hall, North Arlington; proceeds to
Anton Cancer Guild. Ml. Carmel Guild. Mrs.
Kurt Akerster, chairman.
Sacred Heart School Mother’s Gelid, Clifton -
Fashion show-supper, 6:30, auditorium; Mrs.
Charles Belli, chairman.
SUNDAY. FEB. II
Oer Lady of Sorrows Rosary, South Orange
Cake sale following Masses, school hall; Mrs.
Elizabeth Cevoli, chairman.
Sacred Heart Junior Rosary, Irvington Cake
aale following the Masses; Peggy Shetlok,
chairman.
MONDAY, FEB. 11
Onr Lady of Cbeatockowa Mothers* GniM, Har-
rison Meeting, evening.
Court Mater Del, CDA Hat-party aale, 8:15,
St. Bernard's Auditorium, Plainfield; Mri.
Robert Merkle, chairman.
St Mary's Orphanage Guild, Newark Gen-
eral meeting, 1 p.m., St Mary’s; board meet-
ing, 11:30. Mrs. Jule Dougless, retired Union
postmaster, speaker on pornography; Mr*.
Harold Gascoyne, chairman.
8t Stephen’! Rosary, Arlington Meeting, cafe-
teria, evening; talk on the New Jersey
meadowlands.
Sacred Heart Cathedral Rosary, Newark
Meeting, 8 p.m.; mardl gras.
St Agnes Rosary, Clark Fashion show-card
party, Elizabeth Carteret Hotel, Elizabeth, B
p.m.; proceeds to parish building fund. Mrs.
Anthony Rogala, Mrs. Steven Drenkowskl,
chairmen.
Court Bernadette, CDA - Meeting, 8:30, Our
Lady of Lourdes School, West Orange.
TUESDAY, FEB. 11
St Rose College (Albany, N.vY.), Jersey Alum-
nae Meeting, 8:30, home of Mrs. CharlesB.
Flynn, Orsdell; making cancer dressings.
Our Lady of Sorrows, South Orange Dessert-
bridge-fashion ahow, 8:30, achool gymnasium;
Mrs. Henry J. McCabe, chairman,
Eseex Catholic High School Mothers’ Club, New-
ark Meeting, 8:30, school; Detective Arthur
Magnusaon speaker on Indecent literature.
Mary’s Uospiui Senior Auxiliary, Orange
Lunch business meeting. 12 30. hospital; Sir*.
Frank Young, chairman
St. Bridgid'i Mothers' Guild. North Bergen
Meeting. 8:30. school hall
College of SI. Elisabeth, Morris Alumnae
Meeting. 8 p.m.. Alumnae Lounge. St. Joseph'i
Hall, (Convent); "Cooking Electrically" by
Mary E. Watson of Jersey Central Power and
Light Company. Mrs. John J. Carr, Ftorhara
Park. Mrs. Richard Adamsky, Morristown,
chairmen.
Court SL Mary, CDA Meeting. 8 30. SL
Mary'*, Dumont; reception o( members.
THURSDAY. FEB. 14
Srtou Hall College of Medicine and Dentistry
Woman'* Guild Luncheon-bridge. 12:30,
Chanticler. Millbuni; Mrs. William J. DiGia-
como, Mrs. Thomas Santoro, chairmen.
St. Theresa'* Roeary, Kenilworth Theater
party to "Mr. President," dinner at Mama
Loonies; Mrs. Richard Grau, Mrs. Albert Bas-
set, Mrs. A. K. McCarroll, chairmen.
Benedictine Academy, Mothers' Auxiliary, Pater-
son Dinner-dance for fathers' and daugh-
ters. 7 p.m., Robin Hood Inn, Clifton; Mrs.
Emil Signes, Mrs. William L. Adshead, Mrs.
William Giordano, chairmen.
Holy Cross Cancer Guild. Harrison Card
party. 8 p.m., church auditorium; Mrs. Mario
Lucchese. chairman.
FRIDAY, FEB. 15
St. Mary's Rosary, Plainfield Buffet supper-
dance (with Holy Name), 9 p.m., auditorium;
Mrs. Arne Christiansen, chairman.
Court Cecelia, CDA Card party, Lithuanian
Center, Kearny.
Our Lady Queen of Peace, Maywood Fashion
show-card party, 8 p.m., auditorium.
SATURDAY, FEB. 18
Essex-Newark District Council of Catholic Wom-
en Dessert-bridge, 1:30, Tbomm’s, Newark;
Mr*. Alfred Salerno, Eleanor Eagan, chair-
men.
Rev. Thomas F. Canty K of C Women’s Aux-
““Oi Dance, 8:30, Columbian Club, Hill-
aide; Mrs. Pat Syms, Maria Confalooe, chair-
men.
Bloomfield Cnlnmhlettea Dance, St Valen-
tine'* Hall, Bloomfield, 8:30; Mrs. Irene
Kzcperowskl, Belleville, chairman.
SUNDAY, FEB. 17
Sacred Heart Mothers’ Guild, Hudson Heights
Cake sale, church baU, following Masses; Mrs.
Frank MulvihiU, chairman. Proceeds to school
fund.
MONDAY. FEB. 18
St Mary’s Rosary, Plainfield Hat-o-rama nod
card party, 8 p.m., auditorium; Mrs. Frank
Thompson, Mrs. Charles Curry, chairmen.
TUESDAY, FEB. 18
Catholic Woman's dub of Ellis both Meet-
ing, 3 p.m., Hotel Winfield Scott, Elisabeth;
Dr. Matthew C. McCue, chairman CiUzeni
Cooperative for Decent Literature, speaker on
"The Fight to Stamp Out Udecent Liter-
ature."
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 28
Court Lucias, CDA -- Dinner-card party, Can-
ton Tea Garden, Jersey City; Mrs. Andrew
McTaggart, Mrs. Robert Quiah, chairmen.
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There never was a better time to have an
EAST COAST FINISHED
BASEMENT ROOM
To clear out our warehouse of overstock ma-
terial* we are offering Finished Basement* at
fantastic low Prices! Imaglnei pro-finished wall
paneling, acoustical ceiling tiles, colorful floor
tiles, recessed lighting —and every Finished
Basement INCLUDES a BUIIT-IN BARI It's all
yours —and the price will be much lets than
you dreamed possiblel
NO MONEY DOWN
UP TO 7 YRS. TO PAY
PER
WEEK
16x24’ BASEMENT
UsI*ATTIC ROOM
iti Shoot- .
jrd (wolU
Isolation, «D
,
3 duplo*
outlet!, t
rtiRARiD rot
tINISHINO
Deiigned by rail
Coon, walls iluddod
according to riniih ma-
terials desired, win.
dow A door open-
lng» prepared ceil'
ingi furred.
im
Attic and Basement Cos. Inc.
SHOWROOM: 34-17 BROADWAY (Route 4)
FAIR LAWN, N. J.
located One Mile West of Bamberger's - Open Dally From 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
y
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BRltut. SALON
11S UaUry St.
eauty
MW thowiftf Ml •« New Jitmy'i
oad loveliett cellectieei o 4 Hie eew
bridal tables*
*
jtwr twS(ft tVfi'i i Atm el » pen for you it
Nnet Sbpj. Come bran* to your heart’s content ... !r*
ant wfrf more bdn than me ere cm«f here. See rmwrti
bridd fowrj iron <9.98 to S2OOL «durt?t brdosniN *nd
Toniil pons from 22.98 to 4938. AJi bridM ocaaohoi. too.
Abo Mother of the-Br^e
C.onxrnirni Charg# anil RuHgrt Acnmntt
***** *m SUM mi HMNT t KHQMT IWTS
We’ll cater your
next party to
perfection
From a buffit to
,
• banquet, toe'll
make tbi occa-
sion memorable!
When we cater your party you can be «ure that
the quality of the food and the finesse of the service
will win the sincere applause of all who attend.
Suggestions, estimates free.
SPECIALIZING IN:
Communion Breakfasts
Buffets, Hot Dinners
Parties of all kinds.
VERONA CATERERS
• Off premises coterie* lor ail occasions •
«7C Bloomfield Ave.,
Verona, N. J.
Weekdays
. NUhta-Saaday.
CKater SIM A) FerraMe CBater MOTS
625 Archdiocesan Scouts Receive Ad Altare Dei Awards Feb. 10
NEWARK The spiritual side of Catholic Scouting will be
emphasized Feb. 10, Boy Scout Sunday, when 623 Boy Scouts will
receive the Ad Altar# Dei medal in six centers throughout the
archdiocese
Tho Ad Altare Dei program, meaning "to the altar of God,"
' is conducted under Church auspices. The requirements corre-
ipond to the steps by which a boy earns the rank of First Class
Scout.
In the map-making requirement, for example, tho boys learn
the boundaries of the diocese, the location of the parish church,
the nearest Catholic school and hospital.
ARCHBISHOP Boland will preside at Sacred Heart Cathedral,
Newark, at 3 p.m., when 219 medals will be distributed to boys
from seven of the 11 council areas in the archdiocese.
Msgr. Robert D. Brown of New York, former national direc-
torof the Catholic Committee on Scouting, will speak. Msgr. John
J. Klley, archdioccsan CYO director and Catholic Scout chaplain,
will assist tho Archbishop. \
Councils represented at the cathedral will be: Aheka, 31:
Bayonne, 2S; Eagle Rock, 11; Ridgcwood-Glen Rock, 10; Robert
Treat, 75; Tamarack, 30, and Watchung, 36.
OTHER participant! at the cathedral holy hour will be Rev.
Henry J. Nicolaus. St. Rose, Short Hills, assistant archdiocesan
chaplain; Rev. Thomas F. Olsen, Mt. Virgin. Garfield; Rev.
Joseph W. Nealon, St. Vincent’s, Bayonne; Rev. John F. Mc-
Dermott, Our Lady of the Lake, Verona.
Also Rev. John J. Flynn, St. Catharine's, Glen Rock; Rev.
James T. Laing, St. Leo’s, Irvington; Rev. John F. Hen-
St. Mary's, Nutley, and Rev. John L. Flanagan, Holy
Trinity, Westfield. Tho priests are chaplains for troops of the
attending areas.
EACH OF Newark’s newly consecrated Auxiliary Bishops wtU
preside at Scout Sunday holy hours. Bishop Dougherty will pres-
ent 108 medals to Union County Scouts at 3 p.m. in St Hedwlg’l,
Elizabeth. Bishop Costello will award 160 Ad Altare Del medals
at Assumption, New Milford.
In Union, Rev. Gerald F. O'Sullivan of 8t John's, Linden,
will speak. Rev. James M. Garvie of Assumption, Roselle Park,
is area chaplain.
In Milford, Rev. Alphonse Armlnlo of Epiphany, Cliffside
Pant, will preach. Rev. Paul J. Lehman of St. John's, Bergen-
field. North Bergen area chaplain, will assist Bishop Costello.
SEVENTY-TWO Orange Mountain area Scouts will receive
awards from Rev. Gerald P. Ruane at his parish, Our Lady of
Lourdes, West Orange, at 3 p.m. Rev. James M. Glynn of All
Soula, East Orange, area chaplain, will assist. Rav. Donald J.
Cooney. St. Aloysius, Jersey City, will speak.
The Hudson holy hour will be held at St. Aloysius, Jersey
City,where thepastor, Msgr. James A. Hughes, vicar general, will
present 45 medals. Assisting will be Msgr. Henry J. Murphy,
county CYO director and area chaplain. Rev. James F. A.
OlBrien of Christ the King. Jersey City, will speak.
Magr. Clement M. Weitekamp, pastor of Holy Family, Union
City, will present 21 awards in his parish at 4 p.m. to Alexander
Hamilton area Scouta. Rev. Carl A .Young of Holy Family will
apeak. Rev. Charles A. Reinbold, St. Joseph's. West New York,
Is area chaplain.
LATEST CYO statisticsshow there are 16JM boys la Catho-
175 P*rl»he« of the archdiocese. A total
w..
5'3?8 ? dult *endcr« help supervise the 424 units, more than
half of which are Cub groups.
Epiphany, Cliffalde Park, sponsors six units, the most in the
archdiocese. Parishes with five troops are Our Lady of Good
Counsel, Newark; St. Michael’s, Cranford; Queen of Peace, North
Arlington; St. Catharine's, Glen Rock; St. Joseph's. Union City,
snd St. Joseph's; West New York.
BOY SCOUT WEEK -Boy Scouts throughout the nation are celebrating the 53rd an-
niversary of the arganirotion this Feb. 7-13. The theme is "Strengths America..Be pre-
pared..Be Fit." Archdiocesan Scouts will point up the need for spiritual strength Feb.
10 in six holy hours at which 633 Boy Scouts will receive the Ad Altare Dei award.
Father Damien Was
A Hero to the World
FATHER DAMIEN AND
THE BELLS (A Junior Vision
Book), by Arthur tad Kttia-
beth Sheehan. Guild. 76 pages.
DM.
No natter how modern and
mechanized man becomes
there is always need for Chris-
tian heroism. An example that
is a fine guide for young peo-
ple can be found in the story
of Father Damien of Molokai.
The story deals with the
humble priest who asked to
go to the leper colony in the
Hawaiian Islands to work with
the sick. This was before the
20th century. In those days no
one left the island alive.
(l
Father Damien not only
worked as a missionary to
prepare souls for death, he
-also spurred a building pro-
gram on the island, initiated
health improvements, and
tended to social needs. Al-
most single-handed, he lifted
the decaying community into
a happy land where humans
lived with dignity and carried
their affliction as a cross
from God.
The book is beautifully pro-
duced. It will attract even the
younger children who will bare
to have the story read to them.
It la a good example at the
quality of modern- Catholic
books for young people.
THE APOSTLES, by Doro-
thy Adams. Illustrated by Den-
ver Gillen. Guild. 47 pages.
(2. as.
' This is a big (12 Inches)
book that is rich in color as
well as in content. The illus-
trations are large, strong and
in keeping with the warm
treatment given the lives o!
the Apostles by the author.
It begins with an introduc-
tion to the 12 Apostles and
description of how they were
sought out by Christ. Then
there is an Individual chapter
on each Apostle, including St.
Paul, and Matthias chosen to
succeed the traitorous Judas.
THE AUTHOR has used a
narrative style with a touch of
excitement and wonder that is
a child's, heritage in reading.
There is no preaching, no
flowery presentation.
The book would be accept-
able in any "real boy's li-
brary" as the flesh and blood
portraits are real, manly and
worthy of imitation by any fu-
ture hero.
This book should certainly
be in every school library
Jane Dwyer.
Merrier Invites
'Good Skates’
MONTCLAIR - The Mer-
rier Chib will sponsor a skat-
ing party to Flarham Park
Feb. 16 tot children of mem-
bers. Fifth and sixth graders
are eligible for the trip which
will start at 1:39 from
Watchung Plain.
Mrs. Betmo DeMartin la
chairman. Mrs. Franklin It.
Wolf and Mrs. John W. Scott
Jr. are executive chairmen at
children's activities.
It’s Time,
Read On
It is Catholic Press
Month and time to torn
from your own children's
page to look at the rest of
the paper sad at other
Catholic publications. Our
column is short and simple
this week to give yen more
Ume for new reading.
Oar hist for tbe week is
alee simple: read an. Read
and grow. Read well and
grow strong. Read clean
IMeratnre and stay good.
Read the truth sad stay
free.
The world of words Is
before yen. Conqner it.
Hudson Patriots
Learn by Doing
JERSEY CITY
- The Young
Patriot's Civic Club of St
Paul's School has combined a
study of the city's health and
welfare departments with com-
munity service.
In the study program they
are visiting the health renters
and reading material on health
care and Are prevention. They
have also volunteered to work
at St. Ann's Uome for the
Aged and to collect for the
Red Feather campaign.
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Young Advocate Club
Catholic Press Contest
Brmlor*: (Boy* and girl* from the fifth through the eighth
grades) Make a poster onCatholic Press Month. It may
not be any larger than 18 inches by 12 inches.
Janion: (Boys and girls from the kindergarten through
the fourth grades) Make a poster on Catholic Press
month. It may not be any larger than 18 indies by 12
inches.
Name .1 Grade
Address
Town Teacher ....
School Town ...
□ I am a member □ I want to Join
RULES:
(s) Entries must be mailed no later than Wednesday.
Feb. 27, to Mias June V. Dwyer, Young Advocate
Club Headquarters, SI Clinton St., Newark 2 New
Jersey.
(b) Each entry must be accompanied by the above
coupon or by a copy of it.
(c) Your entry makes you a member of the Young
Advocate Chib.
(and) Prizes of SS, $3 and $2 will be awarded in each
division.
AODIE SAYS Your mothtr
and father would lovo to
have a Valentino that you
made for them yourself. Ad-
die wanted to tend her love
too, to the drew the picture.
Cut out the Valentine below,
paste it on cardboard and
color it. Be sure you have It
finished by next Thursday,
Feb. 14, Valentine's Day.
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Bottle Hill -
GOES “BUFFET”
SUNDAYS ,ni TUESDAYS
Sunday 2 P.M. to 9 P.M.
Tuesday 5 P.M. to 9 P.M.
An abundance of delicious cold and
hot dishes, prepared by our chef,
Mr. Carisio, who was executive chef
on S.S. Independence for 11 years.
S4.M—CMMren $2.50
NOTES Bar dosad Sundays by local own-
nance. so » you enfcy a cocktail, picas*
hav* Itat horn*. Full barsarvic* Tuesdays.
Bottle Hill
O
RESTAURANT
FRontUr 7-2356 • Parking
117 Main Stmt
Madison • N.J.
DAILY TRIPS
TO FLORIDA
AND CALIFORNIA
IMHITI
-
(B ENCEIbRothers
Antrson
*****
it!?1?0**.
fM <'-l 1/0
wt
4°060
}ft#*
ENGEL BROTHERS, INC
o
SYMBOLS Boplitm It depicted by a
combination of symbolt. The outward
sign of the sacrament (the pouring of
the water over the head of the person
to be baptised) Is shown by the hand
holding the shell at if pouring water.
The dove in the background is the sign,
we learned before, of the Holy Spirit
who enters the soul at the time Baptism.
XN INVITATION
**££££«*
MOTHER
ELIZABETH
SETOH
SX PETER’S
BASILICA
<7Tt
MARCH 17,1963
TBH b your opportunity to joinFrond*Cardinal
Spellman during his stay in Rome attending
♦he Beatification and Triduum,and abo topar
♦kipate in other events as a member of HI
Eminence'* Pilgrimage. ■ A choice of air pil
grimoges and tour selections ($855 & up) a
well at a steamship pllgrimoge ($720 & up
b offered to thote who with to be present foi
thb memorable occasion. You may have youi
tour financed with 10% down and up to 24
months for the entire payment. ■ Youi
prompt attention b imperative because resen
vahons must be secured os soon os possible.
For complete details contact...
PllplmgM IMv Tit bmunMs Of
FRANCS CARDINAL SPELLMAN
ARCHBISHOP Of N£W YORK
TRAVEL BUREAU. INC.
Official Agent for the Mother Seton Guild
488 Madison AveiN.Y. 22, N.Y.,PL 1-3434
ornctp auok a • uvmr mius. cauy. • surrAio. n.t.
CHICAGO. lU. • DAIIAS. TOC • OfTSOfT, MICH • HOtllS, N.T.
MINN. • NANUYT, N Y.
-
* *AMCHO CAIDOVA. CAtir. . SAN
r*ANCISCO. CAlir. • iTAMTOtO, CONK • SYItACUSC. KY
WASHINOIOK DC
MONEY ORDERS
COST LESS AT FIDELITY
m
THE NEXT TIME YOU NEED A MONEY
i'-widffi!mfc',M'; •
ORDER, YOU CAN SAVE UP TO $1.60 MONEY ORDERS
BY (SETTING IT AT ANY OFFICE OF
if
V*.
■
*
FIDELITY
UNION TRUST COMPANY
****** • ew.uivu.tl • BAST ORAMW • MVUtOTON
:J ;; 1 'i' • . :y : ' '
UhMh Mmu o*pMi« l»mmi Ohsnulm
Youth Corner
Driving, Marks
Prove Bad Mixers
By ED WOODWARD
"Leave the driving to us—-
at least most of it" might be
the cry of parent! who see
their high-school-age sons and
daughters slipping in their
marks, according to a survey
by a national insurance com-
pany.
Excessive teenage driving
•nd good grades do not mix,
• spokesman said, urging par-
ents to exercise firm control
over the driving habits of
their teenagers. "Parentt who
do not wisely regulate their
teenager’s use of the car are
endangering his high school
grades, his future and maybe
his life," he claims.
KBFBRRING to a report
which studied academic, driv-
ing and social habits of 20,000
Juniors and seniors, he de-
clared that “the study leaves
no doubt that it isn't the car.
but the control of its use that's
Important. Parents simply
must realize the urgency of
exercising more authority over
their teenagers in the matter
of how and when they drive."
The study says that the
amount of car usage has a di-
rect relationship to academic
standing. Driving the car it-
self doesn't have an adverse
effect, but the infringement
upon school work docs.
A RECENT' article in Li-
guorian magazine supports
this by quoting part of a Code
for Parents and Teenagers es-
tablished in St. Louis.
The code says: “Parents
have and must exercise the
right to control, regulate and
supervise the use of automo-
biles by their teenage sons
and daughters." Liguorian
adds that parents "must hold
themselves responsible for the
right conduct of their chil-
dren in this important mat-
ter."
With more and more Tami-
lira having more than one car,
this problem becomes even
more acute since there is
greater access to a car. This
increased access should not
lead to more use and it Is up
to teenagers as well as par-
ents to cooperate in this vital
area.
• • •
NEWS NOTES - Stephen
Sxucks of Garfield, a sopho-
more, and Leonard Sienko of
Hancock, N.Y., a junior, tied
for first place honors among
scholastic averages for the
second marking period at Don
Bosco High School. Each had
95.5 .. .
Judith M. Henry of Mt. St.
John Academy and Carol Zusi
of Mt. St. Dominic Academy
have been named to repre-
sent their respective schools
in the 1983 American Home-
maker of Tomorrow contest.
Each will compete in a state
contest...
Kathleen Daley of Union
City had a short story. “Dirty
Angels," published in a re-
cent issue of Youth magazine,
a publication of the National
CYO.
Father Greeley Says:
'Frustrated Idealism
'
Leads to Apathy
MILWAUKEE - “Frus-
trated idealism" not indif-
ference is the rcsson for
the spathy exhibited by the
modern teenager, claims Rev.
Andrew Greeley, a Chicago
sociologist and author whoso
columns have appeared In The
Advocate.
Father Greeley was one of
a number of prominent per-
sons in various fields who
spoke on subjects which
ranged from Cathoilc-Protcs-
tent relations to the goals nf
modern youth at the 17th an-
nual Wisconsin Catholic Action
Convention here last week.
Some 13,000 midwesterii youth
participated.
“Contemporary young Amer-
icans are really the most
idealistic people the world has
ever known,
’’
Father Greeley
noted. “They only seem
apathetic. The problem is that
our modern society leaves
nothing idealistic. Teenagers
are apathetic because they
have ideals inside hut nothing
to do with them."
Illustrating his point, Father
Greeley reported on a quos-
Uonalre in which teenagers
were asked what things to look
for in a Job. He said 70%
of those who replied wanted
a chance to serve society. At
the bottom of the list were
money and security.
Briefly, some of the other
speakers and their pertinent
remarks were:
• Donald Therman, author
of “The Emerging Layman”—
Laymen face anew kind of
society which they should face
as missionaries, mediators be-
tween Church and people.
• Msgr. Frederick J. Stev-
enson. director of the Youth
Department, NCWC En-
couraged young people to read
regularly and to "especially
read the Bible, that we may
know what God wishes of us."
• Don Ztrkel, news editor
of the Tablet, Brooklyn dio-
cesan newspaper “Faulty
journalism, exists when a re-
porter places incorrect em-
phasis on articles. The objec-
tivity of a news gatherer
should be devoted to the truth
and he should place events ac-
cording to the natural and div-
ine law."
• Msgr. George A. Kelly,
director of the Family Life
Bureau at the New York Arch-
diocese Americans have to-
terpreted the Idea of freedom
as the "right to do what
pleases you most," but free-
dom comes only within the
law,
• John S. Brennan, assis-
tant executive secretary of the
National Office for Decent Lit-
erature "Whatever a person
reads alters his life in some
wsy." Urged young people to
read carefully and intelligent-
ly and to avoid bad literature
which "damages public moral-
ity by destroying the sense of
right and wrong in young peo-
ple."
• Rev. Charles Dfsmaa
Clark, SJ„ founder and di-
rector of Dismas House, a
home for ex-convicts in St.
Louis “The problem today
la that we have too many pen-
ologists those expert in
building prisons and keeping
people in them —and no
criminologists, who know how
to treat crime.”
Vocation Notes
Strange Kind
Of Young Lady
By MSGR. WILLIAM F. FURLONG
“A saint is one who contradicts most the age in which he
lives." That is how lha famous English author and convert.
Gilbert K. Chesterton, defined a saint. If anyone ever fitted
perfectly into that category it waa St. Colette.
She was different from the young ladies of the 15th cen-
tury in which she lived —and extremely different from the
young ladiea who are living in our 20th century. If there
were many like her, beauty parlors and dross shops would
soon go bankrupt.
• • e
COLETTE'S BIOGRAPHERS TELL US THAT she was an
unusually attractive young lady. Instead of being happy about
it let alone vain she feared lest her beauty might prove
to he a hindrance to her desire to consecrate herself entirety
to God.
So she prayed - prayed a prayer that could be anything
but the prayer of a teenage girl - the asked God to make
her homely and hideous. And He didt But He granted her a
graco and a privilege that lie accorded to only three other
aainta in that long line of thousands who have been canonized.
At times her face became an exact likeness of the face of
Christ!
The sacred Passion of Our Lord was St. Colette's con-
stant meditation. It waa her only thought during Mass ea«d>
day. On Friday, from six in the morning until six at night, she
continued in this meditation, without eating or doing any other
thing. So profound were her meditations on the Passion of
Christ that St. Colette at time* became totally unrecognizable;
her face actually Unk on the appearance of Cfcmt during Ilia
Passion.
o o e
NO ONE. OP COURSE, CAN HOPE TO RE RO privileged
as St. Colette. Nevertheless, young men and women who hope
to become priests. Brothers or Stotars should strive constantly
to become more and more like Our Lord. They should try to
be so much like Him that they will think only about these
thmgs which He would thmk about; say only the things He
wmW any; and do only the things He would do
Priests and religions take the place of Christ on earth.
They do His work. They do the thing* He would do if He had
remained on earth. They ought, therefore, to be tike Him.
They ought to remind those ahem them of Christ. That is
what St. Jane Frances de Chants! said of St Francis de
Sates - "When hepassed by It seemed as though Christ ilia
acU were posting by."
•>\.y.'.'J -V*.,- i•r • , o<: V/-, : ./ 2'-,}/:*.. ,
RUT ONC DOBS NOT BECOME THAT MUCH like Our
l4w<» overnight. It takes Ume Thnt is why >«oaf folks who
aspire to the prtesthiad or r*li SSout life rarwot begin too toon
in their efforts to become M*t Ufce Him
There are many way*, but the very best way is to re-
ceive Jeans to Holy Communion every day. St. Augustine
quoted Our Lord's saying to a soul whom IU invited to re-
ceive Him earnmentally: “Yon will not change Me Into thee,
rather will I change thee tola Me." That is what the pnc*t-
hood ts; that is what religious life is being made over into
truly other Christs.
• • •
Apoitolato for Vocof/ons
Newark Archdiocese: Msgr. William F. Furlong. St.
Vary's, Elisabeth. NJ. Telephone: EL 25154
Paterson Diocese: Rev. John P. McHugh, DePsul High
School. Wayae, N. J. Telephone: OX 44750
Stan's the Man
Among Athletes
BROOKLYN INC) - St.
Louis Cardinal star Stan Mu-
aial received the Catholic Ath-
let* el the Year award at the
l*h annual dinner of the Fa-
thers' Guild of Brooklyn Prep,
a Jesuit secondary school.
Institute Plans
Recollection Day
ENGLEWOOD - A roller
«'*• d»y of recotlcctum is
pfcmsrd tor members of the
198 Young Catholic Leaders
Institute, made up nf high
school seniors from the New-
ark sad Paterson dioceses.
Feb. 10 from 10 1J am to S
pm. at St. Cecilias High
rl,
~
r 9
on*ooi,
The title at the program,
which is under the directum
at Rev. Stanley M. Grebowakl
of ML Carmel (Bayonne),
will be "Christ's Formula for
the Catholic Leader to the
Contemporary World."
CYO All-Stars
To Clash Feb. 17
ORADBLL Grammar and
Juator aB star teams wtR clash
her* Feb. 17 at Bergen Crib-
attc High School to a basket
hall denhtohsnder Tnnnrul
b» the Bergen County CYO
OoMtandtog players from
the various leagues win make
up each of the lour teams to
reived.
Hudson Honors
Cheer Champs
BAYONNE - Kathleen Car-
berry of St. Joseph'* (West
New York) won the Miss Yell
title and Holy Family (Union
City) took the team honors in
the high school division of the
Hudson County CYO cheer-
leading contest at Bayonne
High School Feb. 3.
In the teenage division.
Kathy Macho) of St. Mary's
(South Amboy) won the Miss
Yell honor and her team took
first place.
With Alfreds Zcmkotki of
St. Paul's (Greenville) win-
ning the individual award, her
team captured the top prize
to the grammar group.
Finishing behind the team
champions were: High school,
St. Joseph’s and St. Dominic
Acsdemy, and teenage. Our
Lady at Victories (JC) sad
Assumption (Bayonne).
Ascension Aims
To Defend Crown
LODI Ascension (New
Milford), the defending chant-
Pton. will he among 11 junxxs
battling for the title in the
aeenad annus! Bergen County
CYO cbeertoadtog contest here
at Immaculate Conception
High School Feb. 9 at 7 p.m.
la addition to the Junior
division, there will be a gram-
mar school division added this
rear with five teams entered
Between competitions at the
tww divisions, the Immaculate
Conception cheerleaders will
give a demonstration.
CYO Races Near Climax
ForCagers in Paterson
PATERSON - With two
woeki of play remaining, St.
Anthony's (Hawthorne) and
St. Joseph’s (Paterson) are
looking to nail down at least a
tie for the championship in the
junior and intermediate boys
baskctbail leagues in the Pat-
erson - Hawthorne District
CYO,
St. Anthony's leads the jun-
ior league with an 8-1 record
with both St. Bonaventure (P)
and St. Anthony's (P) close
behind with 7-2 apiece. In the
intermediate league, St. Jo-
seph's holds s slight edge with
8-0 is against 8-1 for St.
Mary’s (P).
SACRED HEART (Dover)
and St. Mary's (Denvillc)
were just about as close as
their records <B-0 before last
week) when the former post-
ed a 38-30 triumph to move
ahead in the Boonton-Dovcr
District intermediate league.
St. Mary's (Denville) stayed
in front in the junior league
with a 24-22 victory against
SS. Cyril and Methodius
(Boonton).
St. Joseph’s (Echo Lake) is
leading two of the five leagues
in the Pompton-Butler District ■
after victories last week. It
holds the top spot in both the
intermediate girls and boys
leagues.
ST. ANN'S is the parish
church of Vatican City.
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BY TWO WAY RADIO
- COMPLETE ELECTRIC
HOME HEATING -
• INDUSTRIAL
WIRING
Alterations Our Specialty NO JOB TOO SMALL
FINANCING
AVAILABLE
out MtSONII AH
UCtNMO. SOMOV)
AMD UMIfOtMIO
Bigelow 3-4110
6M S-12th ST. NEWARK, NJ.
IPlfi!(g)@ilBE£>g> and the man
Progress end thisman go hand In hencLWHhot* the effortsoi ThomasA. Edison, the
world's progress could hare slowed to a trickle near the turn ot the century But
Edison's genius lorproducing pnaigJlnnovations throughekxtridty made It possible
iormto surgeforward Into am ere whkhhas seen more sdentHk advancement than
during the entire time of history Itself...lt Is only fitting that each year National
ElectricalWeek Is observed at the tlmeOi Edison’s birth, February 11.On
Day, partofNationalElectrical Week, Public Service Electric and Cas Company will
even the doors ofIts generating stations to studentsand teachers. And as we do, we
draff thinkofthatmerv ThornesAEdison. Thanks to him, you Uve betterelectrically.
AMD GAS COMPANY* TWwney Sm^tf,*•*
MedemelBaetrieel Week. February t049 $
&
y
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We invite you
to visit us andsee
our complete new
spring Bridal
Selection!
Bridal Gowas
. .
539.95 up
Bridesmaids
....$24.95 up
prn for Ii« w* . »
NEWARK BRIDAL
132 Springfield Av». Newark
MA 2-7067
4X INTEREST
Throughout the year...
a guaranteed rata of latamt.• ta
Now, with a Pint National Savings
Certificate, your money starts «rnin g
4% interest from the very first day,.,
and continues to grow at the same rate
tor the entire twelve month period!
Remember, you may purchase your 4%
interest savings certificate at any time
'•tM
SMI
•<= *“7 one of our eleven convent*
cutly located offices throughout Hudson
County. Come in and learn how your
savings can become a sound and profit*
able investment. Certificates are avail*
able from 41,000 to $25,000 in units
of$l,OOO.
TUB BT
JFMRST ] l+mnONAil,BANK
w*Mmamrcmr
**"*'" M|*»■ 1 nasi s ■■mi a aw
.
■do OBcs; Ons Exdunge Pises,'Jerssy CHy
and tan aihsr r■ai lss»aa‘
J *
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ACADEMY OF
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SltTlßft OR CHARITY
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OPPORTUNITIES
FOR WOMEN 16-35
Serve God bj Se; ring Others
Sister* of Reporation
of tho Congregation of Mary
• roeiiM - --- -
*
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CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CAIDWIU, NEW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fvlly Accredited - Offering AB. ond B.S. Degree*
Founded in 1899 by the Sitter* of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convert! Station, New Jersey
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A f»Vy accredited liberal Arte College
Conducted by the Sitter* of Mercy
Agglyr Director of Admissions, lofcewood, KJ.
JESUIT BROTHERS
«e LUO too MW No. Y.rt, u N. Y.
rULks* «-\D bt rent eoociJrr ox JEsvrr uothu life.
UU
The Christian invi*» you to devote yourtelf to the
Brothers
*#rv,c* Chritt in the cfateroom.
of Ireland
®ro,^#r* ar* edwcotor* ond leader* of
youth throughout North America.
For detail*, write: Rev. Br. i. C. O'Connor,
21 Pryor Terrace, New Rochelle, N.Y.
‘FRANCISCAN
Prtmst or Brother
CHRISTS work in Perishes, Schoob
Home end Foreign Mission*.
Leek of funds no obstacle.
Writ*:
VOCATION DIRECTOR
FRANCISCAN FATHERS
St. M*n«iiary
or
*l'
J.in.HaMn g.
“
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Vocation Retreat
In monastic silence & prayer, let us help you deci<3
your vocation.
a
Write to:
t
Retreat Master
Sacred Heart Monastery
Box 5742
Baltimore 8, Maryland
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PROVE YOUR LOVE FOR CHRIST
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother
(A FRANCISCAN COMMUNITY)
ArUvlUae Moipllala: auntat pharmacy,
laboratory. Xray offlc*. Uhrerj. and domaasic
Oectoweat, atemanury.
arrondary acboob; »rotational and practical
actMou of nuralnc. Hewn for tba aead. tha
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iTalaphana: OA 7-mei
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CBSTOUMY OFFUINfii
PERPETUAL INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP . . . J
FRANCISCAN MISSIONARY UNI
135 WEST 31st STREET, NSW YORK 1, NEW 1
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Pirates in Pa.
Peacocks to Visit Niagara
While their opportunity* to
knock Nutter* from the un-
beaten are gone, both St. Pet-
er's College and Seton Hall
University will still have
chances to gain prestige
against this Pastern poser
within six days of each other.
The Peacocks, who pressed
St. Joseph's (Pa ) before bow-
ing. 76-fig. last week, will visit
Niagara Feb. 9 in their only
game during the coming week.
Set on Hall will entertain (be
Eagles Feb. M. The New
Yorkers suffered their first
Vw to Providence Pott *.
PATERSON 8ETON Hal!
had an eight-game victory
streak stopped. 78-70, by Mon-
mouth last week, but the Pi-
rates sfiU led the Central At-
lantic Conference before a
game with Kings (N Y.) Feb.
«. The Pirates will entertain
Bloomfield Feb. 9 and visit
Delaware Valley Feb. 13.
Making its third trip to
Pennsylvania. Seton Hall will
be looking to better results
than the previous two when it
visits Duquosnc Feb. 8 The
Pirates will also be in the Key-
stone State Feb. 11 when they
face Scranton.
The loss to St. Joseph's
dropped St. Petar*s to a M
record. The Peacocks had
beaten Falrleigh Dickinson.
68-59, in their Garden State
Conference opener a couple of
nights earlier. That triumph
gave the Jersey City school
nine consecutive victories
against FDU.
A 81-71 TRIUMPH against
against Upsala Fab. 4 gave Se-
ton Hell its longest winning
streak of the season, four, and
boosted the Pirates to witnin
one victory of another sweep
of the Garden State Confer-
ence race Only St Peter's re-
mains on Seton Hall's confer-
ence slate
Seton Hall also added Long
Island University. 7141. and
Catholic University, 80-75, to
its list of victims during the
PMt week. The Pirates have
won seven of their last eight
games and 10 of IS in all.
Kw* W«rlusaaua mattained
s
against Upsala. That kept him
atop the national individual
scoring race, where he has
stood since his first game.
Those points alto moved
Workman to within a couple of
games of becoming the third
higest scorer in Seton Hall
history.
Workman has 1,197 points
ami should pass Coach Richie
Regan, who bad 1287, in two
or three games. Walter Dukes
and Dick Gaines are ahead of
Workman, who passed Pep
Saul earlier this season.
THE LOSS OF Ua biggest
man. 8-5 sophomore Ed Leu-
ther, hurt Paterson Seton Hall
end sent the Pirates to a
home defeat against a Mon-
mouth team which they had
defeated on the road earlier in
the season.
Butch Canadian took up
some of the scoring sleek with
hie season high of 24 points,
but Leuther's rebounding was
sorely missed. He haa a brok-
en arm and will be out the
remainder of the season.
It appeared that the Pi-
rates had the conference
crown wrapped up. but now
they’ll have a fight on their
hands to stava off a bid by
Monmouth, which is 34 in Uia
circuit, to grab the honors.
Crucial Contests Awaiting Leading Schoolboy Quintets
NEWARK Several of the
leaders among The Advo-
cate’s list of top 10 North Jer-
sey Catholic schoolboy quintets
will face stiff testa during the
coming end at least one
will be beaten.
Either Rosello Catholic,
currently ranked fourth, or
Essex Catholic, which is sev-
enth, must fall' since the two
will clash Feb. 8 at Newark in
one of the featured games. Es-
sex, incidentally, has a golden
opportunity to boost its stock
since it will face the third-
place team. St Benedict’s
Prep, at the Gray Bees' court
Feb. 12,
ST. BENEDICTS prep,
which brought an eight-game
victory streak and a 124 rec-
ord into a game with South
Side Feb. 5, will tangle with
the Newark City League
champion. Central, Feb. I at
St. Benedict’s court. Victories
against South Side, Central
and Essex CathoUc would Jugt
•bout seal up a mythical city
crown for the Gray Bees, who
also took that honor in foot-
ball. \ntjy ,?'V ;V.-
When St, Mary'a <E> piaya
host to undefeated Berkeley
Heights Feb. 8, a number of
things wiU V on the line for
the Hilltoppers. In addition to
its first-place position on The
Advocate's top 10, St. Mary's
will be trying to protect its
claim to the top-seeded jpot
in the upcoming Union County
Tournament.
A 10-game victory atreak
second only to DePtul among
North Jersey Catholic schools
Is also at stake for St.
Mary’s. which trimmed Kdi-
aon Tech. 8(48, and survived
a threat from Archbishop
Walah. 5148, for iU latest tri-
umpbs. The HUltopperc are
15*1•
ONLY ST. PETER’S Prep
among (ho top four teams ap-
pears to have clear sailing
during the coming week. The
Petreaiu, who faced Dickinson
Feb. 8 with a 14-2 record and
a five-game win skein. wiU be
at home to Snyder and Ferris
Feb. 8 and 10, respectively.
They will be out (o extend a
home court undefeated string
to 34 games,
Bayonne, which had hopes of
threatening St. Peter’s bid to
annex another Hudson County
crown, taw its dreams shat-
tered. 8849, Vfore the well-
balanced Petrean* last week.
They added a 59-47 verdict
against Lincoln later in the
week.
Since a tough loss to St. Ben-
edict's. Seton HaU has been
climbing hack and entered a
game with Belleville Feb. 5
with five straight wins and an
114 record. John Morrison
to*«ed to 44 points for tho
Pony Pirates against St. Pet-
er‘s (NB) last week to estab-
lish a school record.
ESSEX CATHOUC set tho
•tage for ita homestretch drive
to a seeded bcrUi in tho Essex
County Tournament when it
topped Bloomfield, the Big Ten
Conference champion, 53-52.
Tho Eagles also stopped Sa-
cred Heart last week to raise
their record to 11-5, the last
five in succession. They were
scheduled to play Our Lady of
the VaUey Feb. «.
With one of its regulars.
Bob Demscy, out of the line-
up for scholastic reasons, Ho-
•eUe Catholic bowed to ooce-
Vaten Hillside, 39-38, in one
of the key games lest week.
The Lions, who dipped to 12-
2. wiU visit Christian Brothers
Academy Feb. 10 in another
tough game this Week.
Billed as the game of the
week, Bergen Catholic’* viiit
to Don Bocco proved to be Jiist
that, but It wasn't until the
waning moment* that the
contest lived up to Its potential.
Don Bosco narrowly missed
overcoming a 13-point deficit
late in the final period before
losing, 8240, to its arch-rival.
Mike Sullivan led the Cru-
saders to their third triumph
against Don Bosco this sea-
son and the decision that all
but clinched the Tri-County
Catholic Conference cham-
pionship. A win against Queen
of Peace Feb. 10 will do that
for Bergen Catholic.
CRUISING MERRILY along
on the area's best record and
streak. DePaui (14-1) toppled
Pequannock in an independent
game and St. Joseph's (P) in
a Pastaic-Bergen Catholic
Conference clash to stretch its
string to It games.
The Spartans will go after
No. 12 at immaculst* Con-
ception Feb. 10.
Recovering from it* first
loss since DecemVr, St. Aloy-
sjus (12-4) nipped Our Lady of
the VaUey. 84 58. The Aloy-
liaiu wiU V involved in one
of the more attractive contests
of the week when they enter-
tain Archbishop Walsh (9-5)
Feb 8
HOLY FAMILY, which had
Ven knocking on the door of
the top 10. dropped a little dur-
lng the week with losses to St
Joseph'* (WNY) and Hoboken.
That left the Blue Bishops
with 8-5.
St. Joseph’*, however.
Jumped into contention for the
rankings when it streaked to
9-3 with five wins in succes-
sion. It wUI have a chance to
spiU Memorial’s hopes of a
North Hudson title Feb. 8
when the teams coUide at tha
Blue Jays’ court.
Another red-hot team Istely
is St. Mary’s (JC). The Gaels
—sparked by the area’s top
scorer, Joe CamiUery ran
their latest victory skein to
*ix with a 77-M rout of Fer-
ris. That hiked their record to
114.
Bergen Catholic to Face Test of Strength
NEWARK - The great thing
about Bergen Catholic's vic-
tory in the parochial division
of the NJSIAA championships
at the Jersey City Armory
Feb. 3 was not this triumph
alone, but that the Crusaders
could probably have taken any
one of the meet’s four sec-
tions.
The Crusaders' well
balanced club, which topped
Christian Brothers Academy.
32-38. for the parochial title,
would certainly have won the
Croupe in division, probably
could have outscored South
Side in Group IH and would
have been an even bet to edge
Plainfield in Group IV.
WllETHER BERGEN ran
do the same kind of job in a
meet where all of the divisions
are thrown together will be
discovered Feb. 9 in the third
annual Seton HaU Spike Shoe
invitation meet at the Newark
Armory. Plainfield will be a
little tougher to shave in this
one— with all of its power
concentrated on hut thrre
events the 88-yard high hur-
dles with Paul Wilson, the
high jump with George Platt
and the 188-yard relay, with
almost the same team that
won the national l.oonyard ti-
tle last year.
Still Bergen will be able to
give a good account of itself
by combining most ol it* run-
ning power into the relays
and depending on Tom Obrot-
ka in the shot put and Dave
Faherty m the mile or two-
mile to provide the individual
strength
The only Individual winner
meet was "iatflor Btfl Madden
who edged George McHugh
for the 80-yard title in 8.8.
ObroUa was tecood to CBA’a
record-breaking Gus ZiUncar
in the shot put. Mike Gilhuly
waa ditto to CBA'a Ed Mud-
vifaiU in the high jump. Charlie
Koltc waa runner-up In the
440. the mile and two-mile re-
lay teams picked up silver
medala and Faherty was third
in the mile
STILL BERGEN was
pushed to tV limit by the fine
CBA team, Zilincar broke his
own shot put mark with an
all-time New Jersey Catholic
Track Conference indoor rec-
ord of st f*«t. i inches Mul-
vthill, only a Junior, broke the
meet and NJCTC high jump
marks at he cleared 8 feet. 2
inchea. In the mile, soph* Tim
Sheehan and John Eager ran
74 in front of Faherty with
a 4:41.4 clocking.
Seton Hall made a brave
hid to retain its title by scor-
ing 27 points, but lost out to
the field event* where It
aeored only one point Don
Orth and Jim Wolf went 14
in tV hurdles, with Orth set-
ting a meet and NJCTC lacard
of T.T. Vadim ScbaManko ran
tV day'* fastest 1,000 with a
strong fm:sh that Vat Phil
B*nt*Vk of St. Peter's (KB)
in t 24 8
Records fell la all three re-
lays. Essex used only Bill
Cummings from tu first ream,
but still dropped toe two-mile
mark to 1.13 Stave Ashurst
ran 933 to anchor Our Lady
H tV Valley to a 3 Cl mark
lathe aula relay and Maris* a
XZrJS'ZX ,-5-SL.S
an NJCTC record) with a time
of 1:554. With Ashurst and
McHugh out of Utc race, tV
440 went to Ken Bade of St
Aioyiius in 544.
THE NIGHT before, at the
Mill row Games. Essex placed
second and Seton Halt third to
New Rochelle, which ran
4:294. in the mil* relay. Val-
ley bowed out of the race when
Terry Cunningham fell on the
first lap (he also went down
ronning the third leg at the
Hale meet), but Ashurst atill
unfurled a 507 clocking on
tV anchor leg
sporta spot
Where Are They?
by ed woodward
Borrowing a lute from Steve
Alien, we might title this fea-
ture: ”Where are they now?"
Basketball is still very much
a part of the Uvea of the 10
member* of TV Advocate’s
198142 Ail-North Jersey teem
a year after their selection to
that squad.
Two of the player*. Tom
Greeley of .Holy Family and
John Morriaon of Seton Hall,
are still with their respective
teams since they msda the
squad as Juniors. Both are
progressing toward another
berth with 30-plus scoring av-
erages.
Six others have gone on to
college where each is a start-
er Two of those six are cap-
tains of their teams, Jimmy
Brown of Don Bosco at
Georgetown and Phil Taylor
ol St. Benedict's Prep at St.
Mlchaal's (Vt.) Taylor is also
leading St. Michael's froth in
scoring.
Another leading scorer is
Tony Cuccok) of Our lady of
the Valley, who it pacing the
Seton HaU University froth
this year.
A couple of two-time mem-
bers of the aU-tlar team, John
Hammel of Bergen Catholic
and Frank NlcoleUi of St.
Peter’s Prep, are second In
scoring with tbeir schools'
freshman clubs. Hammel ia
with Loyola of New Orleana
and NlcoleUi with Syracuse
University.
Bruce Brodbeck, who help-
ed Immaculate Conception in-
to the finals of the state tour-
nament, it hitting double fig-
ures with Fordham this sea-
son.
The two remaining mem-
ber* of the all-star unit, Mike
and Richie Burke of St
Mery's (E), were enrolled at
Junior colleges in Florida this
year but are now home work-
tog on possible scholarships to
Eastern colleges.
• • •
WHEN YOU GO to watch
Seton Hall University play
basketball, it is only natural
to watch Nick Wtrkmaa. tV
Pirate Junior who has been
leading the nation in scoring
ait season.
You should watch him. It's
a pleasure to see this seem-
ingly tireless young man con-
stantly weave around the lane,
firing in amating shots and
scoring with sensational tap
las.
But Werkman isn't Ute eo-
tire show at a Seton Hall
game. While Sunny Sunken
hat unimpressive scoring to-
tals. he Is every bit aa inter-
esting to watch at Werkman.
Suakett's contribution la Just
at valuabla, although of a dif-
ferent kind.
PASSING MISTAKES teem
to V something Sunken Vs
forgotten all about. Nothing
lifts an offense like a passer
with tV ability to throw to
the right spot with unerring
accuracy. It gains sevural ex-
tra pointa per game. Tbifa
exactly what Sunken does.
When Sunken ia leading a
fast braak, the odds are heav-
ily in favor of tha Pirates fin-
ishing the bid with two points.
Defense ia also a Sunken spe-
cialty.
If Sunken has a fault, it la
hia unwillingness to shoot. He
shares that with Randy Chava,
another outjtanding backcourt
man. Both pass up easy out-
side shots trying to find Werk-
man, Richie Dec or Harry
Slaton in close.
So when you go up to South
Orange, watch Sunkatt and
Chave now and then. Tbey‘ll
provide you with some fine
basic basketball.
In Two Meets
Seton Hall to Try Again
■y ED GRANT
NEW YORK - Seioa HaU
University looks forward tv
another double-barrelled week-
end of track and field action,
slightly chastened but slto re-
solved to pay off a few debts
incurred m the recent aerie*
of inviuuoa two-mile relays.
The Pirates' chief target is
the Metropolitan lntarcoi
irgiate ehsraptonthip* Feb 8
et tV 199th St. Armory TV
following night, coach Johnny
Gituun wdl lead his boy* to
Baltimore for another meeting
with Georgetown tn tV two-
mile relay
A FOURTH FLACK finish at
the MOlnwe Game* behind the
lloya*. Holy Cross and Pord-
Vm indicated tvt IV Seton
Hall two-mile club to ia for a
rugged winter tn iU attempt
to regain tho world's Indoor
record TV Piratoa ran 7.354
and were still » yard* behind
Georgetown'* 7.33.
In IV metropolitan meet.
John GtVoa wiU thorn hti
stars for individual Honor*.
fTJw
litvrvp un l certain. Vt
V MSeww ttm pattern aot
a r*fc. 9 dual meat milk
unction. It wiQ V Kevin
Hmnrstey m the OT9. Tom
Tushingham to IV 1.000,
Gwge Germ inn in tV mile
and Ed Wyrsch in tV two
mils.
AGAINST THE Tigers, who
won tV meet. 7148. on field
strength, licqnesscy woo the
400 to I 134, Tuahtagham tv
1.000 in 2:14 4 and Wyrsch tV
mile and two mile to 4:193
and • 31.1. Germ son was Vtd
out of tV meet. Bob Dowd
won tV broad Jump at 31 feet,
8-1:2 laches and ran with Jim
Fischer, Henaeaaey and Tush-
ingham on a two milt relay
tram which clocked 7:48«
While not expected to chal-
lenge Manhattan or St. John's
for tV met team UU*, Scion
HeU should give a good ac-
count of itself, particularly to
the track program. Frank
Covenul*. who ran 494 an-
choring tV mil* relay team to
a tecood-piac* finish at tV
MlUros* meet, ia another 800-
yard threat.
RUNNING FOR tV victori-
ous Georgetown team at IV
MiUroee meet was former Duo
Bosco star Ed Schmitt. wV
led home Tuahlngham on the
Icadoff lag in 1:544. Wyrsch
passed Charlie McGovern on
Ui* second leg, but himself
was passed by Fordbam star
Frank Tomeo. Ed Duchtoi and
John ReUty pulled out tha race
(or Georgetown against tV
»urpri»in*ly strong Holy Croat
and Fordham team*.
The next night to Philadel-
phia, Paul Jordan of Jersey
City, a former St. Peter's Prep
star, Joined Schmitt on the
Georgetown team. which
edged VUlanova and Fordbam
in 7:43.
Almost stealing the show
from the relay runner* at the
Millrote meet w*» Fordham
freshman Sam Perry of Pas-
saic. who upset former Villa-
nova ace Paul Drayton to win
tV 40-yard daih in 83 Perrv
also had a heal time of 82 ami
appears to V the logical sue
cessor to Andy Stanfiald and
Frank Budd as New Jersey’s
candidate for '•world'# fast-
est human."
Basketball
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The Top Ten
(Includes games Feb. 4)
Bt. Mary’s (E) ... 131
St. Peter’s Prep 14-2
St. Benedict's Prep ...12-3
Roselle CathoUc .......12-2
Seton Hall 11-2
Bergen Catholic 84
DePaui 14-1
Essex Catholic 11-S
81. Aloysius .12-4
Don Bosco ~11-S
Camillery Holds
Two-Point Edge
NEWARK Joe Camillery
of St. Mary's (JC) held his al-
most two-point edge over run-
ner-up Rich Corsctto of St,
Bonaventure in the individual
•coring race among North Jer-
sey CathoUc scholastic quin-
tets last week.
Moving toward the 500 mark
for the season, CamiUery has
averaged 27.6 points per gams
with 443 points In 16 games.
Corsetto has a 25.7 average.
Tom Brooks (24.0) of St. Jo-
seph's (WNY) and Mike Modo-
ski (22 9) of St. Anthony's aro
third and fourth, respectively.
John Morrison of Seton HaU
moved into fifth place, replac-
ing Tom Greeley of Holy Fam-
ily, with a record performance
Feb 2 TV Pony Pirate ace
tossed in 44 pointa. a school
standard, against St. Peter’l
(NB) to raise his average to
22 4.
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Pray for Them
Cardinal D’Alton of Ireland Dead at 80
DUBLIN (NC) - John Car-
dinal D’Alton, who died here
Feb. 1 at age 80, was known
for his scholarship, opposition
to tyrannical forms of govern-
ment and his efforts for na-
tional unity.
The Archbishop of Armagh
and Primate of All Ireland
died in St. Vincent’s Nursing
Home after an illness of sev-
eral months.
The Cardinal's death came
just three days after he had
attended a Requiem Mass in
London for William Cardinal
Godfrey of Westminister, who
died Jan. 2.
The death of the two prel-
ates reduces the number of
Cardinals to 83.
BORN IN Claremorris,
County Mayo, Ireland, Oct. 11,
1882, Cardinal D'Alton was or-
dained at the Irish College in
Rome April 18, 1908.
In 1910 he began a 32-year
teaching career at St. Pat-
rick’s College, Maynooth, Ire-
land’s national seminary. He
was a lecturer in classics and
held successively higher posts
until he was named president
of Maynooth in 1936.
Father D’Alton was named
Titular Bishop of Binda in
1942 and Coadjutor Bishop of
Meath. In June, 1946, he be-
came Archbishop of Armagh
and Primate of All Ireland
and was named to the Sacred
College by Pope Pius XII in
1953.
Iltisn UNITY was a con-
cern of the Cardinal. In 1957
he proposed that the northern
part of Ireland, instead of re-
maining a part of the United
Kingdom, be included into a
federation of northern and
southern states comprising the
entire island. , The Cardinal
proposed that the federation
be associated within the Brit-
ish Commonwealth as a re-
public on the same basis as
India was at the time.
The plan received wides-
pread support but did not
reach higher echelons.
Pope John sent a cablegram
voicing his sorrow on the Car-
dinal’s death and paid tribute
to his “vivid Christian chari-
ty" and "flame of missionary
teal."
Pope John spoke in the ca-
ble of his many meetings
with Cardinal D'Alton during
the preparatory phases of the
ecumenical council. Ho saluted ’
his "very great prudence and
modesty."
Mother Mary
BALTIMORE
’
- Mother
Mary of the Pure Heart, 0.P.,
mother superior of the Cloist-
ered Dominican Order of the
Perpetual Rosary, died Jan.
27 at St. Agnes Hospital here.
A Solemn Requiem Mass was
offered Jan. 30 at the convent
chapel.
The former Anne Margaret
Duffy of Paterson. Mother
Mary attended public school!
there before entering the order
48 years ago. She later went
to a convent in Harrisburg.
Pa., before returning here 10
years ago.
Mother Mary ts survived by
two sisters. Marie and Ida
Duffy of Paterson.
Sr. M. Rosalita, S.S.J.
CHELTENHAM. Pa. Sis-
ter Mary Rosabla Williams.
S S J
,
81. a member «f the
Sisters of St. Joseph of Chest-
nut Hill for 64 years, died Jan.
29 at St. Joseph's Villa here.
Sister Roialita entered the
community in September,
1899, and spent the last 29
years pf her active Ufe teach-
ing the eighth grade at Our
Lady Star of the Sea, Ba-
yonne. She retired in 1960.
A Solemn Requiem Mata
was offered Feb. 1 at ML St.
Joseph’s Mothcrhouse In
Chestnut Hill.
Other Deaths
..
Michael Timko of Newark,
brother of Sister Anne Patrice,
S.S.J., of Erie, Pa.
John W. Russell of Balti-
more, father of Bishop John
J. Russel] of Richmond, Va.,
and Msgr. W. Joyce Russell of
Wheaton. Md.
Mrs. James J. McCabe of
South Orange, mother of Rev.
Philip R. McCabe, pastor of
St. Thomas Aquinas Church,
Newark, died Jan. 30 at home.
Mrs. James M. Kerr of East
Orange, mother of Sitter Mary
James. S.PSJ?.. of New York
and sister of Sister Mary Cor-
nelia. SJ.. of Massachusetts,
died Jan. 29.
Daniel Sammartiae of Mill-
burn. father of Mother Mary
Daniel. 0.P., died Jan. 30.
John Farrow, 58, motion pic-
ture producer-director and au-
thor of a number of Catholic
books, died Jan. 27 at hit
home in Lot Angeles.
James A. O'ConaeU of
Leonia, political science pro-
fessor at St. John's University,
died Feb. 4 at Englewood Hos-
pital.
William TeUen of Elisabeth,
father of Sister Mary Magda-
len of the Missionary Servants
of the Blessed Trinity at Beth-
lehem, Pa., died at home Feb.
3.
Richard J. McDonough of
Harrison. former Hudson
County Freeholder, a mem-
ber of the board of advisors
of Marylawn School and fa-
ther of Sister Raymond Mau-
reen of the Sisters of Charity
of St. Elisabeth, died at St.
Michael’s Hospital Feb. 4.
In your prayeri also remem-
ber these, your
deceased
print*',
Newark
...
Rev. Lawrence Brediger,
M.S.SS.T., Feb. 9.1962
Rev. Joseph E. Price, Feb.
10, 1952
Rev. John Pasquaricllo,
O.F.M. Cap.. Feb. 10,1955
Rev. James P. Sweeney, S.J.,
Feb. 10. 1962
Very Rev. Louis D. Senes,
Feb. 11.1900
Rev. Edward S. Brock, S.J.,
Feb. 11. 1928
Rev. Thomas F.X. Mansfield,
Feb. 11, 1953
Rev. Thomas J. Herron, Feb.
12, 1946
Rev. Raymond J. McWilliams,
Feb. U, 1946
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William B.
Masterson, Peb. 12, 1956
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Matthew A.
Callan, Feb. 13.1940
Rev. Terence Wholihan,
O.F.M. Conv., Feb. 13, 1953
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Joseph 11. Mee-
han. Feb. 14, 1936
Rev. Edward M. O'Malley,
Feb. 14, 1938
Rt. Rev. Msgr. John C. Ne-
ctary, Feb. 15. 1953
Knights to Pray
For Bishops
KEYPORT The 51,000
members of the Knights of
Columbus in New Jersey have
been asked to receive Com-
rnunkm and offer special
prayers for members of the
New Jersey hierarchy on Feb.
10.
This will be the 10th annual
spiritual bouquet far the
state's Bishops. The program
was announced by Louis D.
Carr, state chairman of Cath-
olic activities.
Bergen Parish
Plans Church
UPPER SADDLE RIVER -
Final plans are now being
drawn fbr anew church and
auditorium building for Our
Lady of the Presentation par-
iah here, it has been announced
by Rev. John A. Costello, pas-
tor. ’
The twin structure will be
L-shaped, with the church seat-
ing 400 and the auditorium ac-
commodating 500. A folding
partition between the two will
roll back so that the auditori-
um can accommodate the over-
flow at church ceremonies.
The auditorium will have a
stage and two classrooms for
religious instruction, which can
also be divided by folding par-
titions for multi-use as dress-
ing rooms, meeting rooms or
social activities.
TWINSTRUCTURE - Above is the architect's concept of the new church and auditorium
for Our Lady of the Presentation parish, Upper Saddle River. The church will accommo-
date 400 and the connecting auditorium, 500. The architects are Gorham and Sisk of
Union City.
St. Mary’s Hospital
To Receive Award
PASSAIC - SL Mary’s Hos-
pital joins with two others as
winners of the annual brother-
hood award of Passaic Lodge
1609, B’nai B’ritb.
The awards will be
presented to St. Mary’s, Pas-
saic General Hospital and
Beth Israel Hospital Feb. 21
in the vestry rooms of Temple
Emanuel.
THE UJS. was among 25
countries which sent pilgrim-
ages to the Shrine of Our Lady
of Fatima lait year, statistics
have shown.
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Race Talks
Scheduled
. PURCHASE.-N.Y. (NC)~ A
;seminar on "Race and Reli-
gion" will bo held Feb. 17 at
Manhattanvlllc College of the
Sacred Heart here.
; Featured speakers will in-
clude Rabbi Marc H. Tanen-
;baum of the American Jewish
Committee; and Roy Wilkins,
director of the Na-
tional Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People.
* THE SEMINAR will be apon-
;Sorcd jointly by the National
;Federation of Catholic College
-Students and Action for Inter-
racial Understanding, a move-
ment within the Third Order
.of St. Francis.
: The seminar will coincide
.with a Now York-New Jersey
-regional meeting of the
at which represent!-
'tlves of some 22 Catholic col-
■>ges are expected to be pres-
ent.
I
It will also mark the start
-of Interracial Justice Week,
Tab. 17-24, which will be ob-
served on Catholic college
campuses throughout the coun-
try.
; The observance is being pro-
moted by the Social Attion
Secretariat of the NFCCS. Kits
to aid in local campus observ-
ance of the week are being
distributed by the secretariat,
which has headquarters at
Manhattanville.
Linden School
Opens Library
; LINDEN Msgr. Paul G.
.Knappek. pastor of St. Casi-
tnlr’s Church, Newark, will
bless the new library at St.
Tberese’s School here Feb. 10
at 3 p.m.
I The library has been pro-
vided by the Mothers and
Teachers Association of which
Rev, Chester Miodowski is
moderator. Assisting Msgr.
Knappek at the formal open-
ing will be Rev. Stanislaus J.
Stachowiak, pastor, and Rev.
Ferdinand Miller, assistant
pastor.
- Msgr. Joseph P. Tuite, su-
perintendent of schools for the
Archdiocese of Newark, will
apeak at the dedication. The
library will be open for in-
apeetion from 3 to 5 p.m.
Therapist Named
DENVILLE John R. For-
rara of Orange has been ap-
pointed physical therapist by
St. Hare’s Hospital. He is a
graduate of Ithaca College and
was formerly associated with
the Hospital for Crippled Chil-
dren. Seton Hall’s department
of rheumatology and the Ken-
ny Institute.
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Building School
In Succasunna
SUCCASUNNA - Construc-
tion is moving forward on the
hew school and auditorium
for St. Therese's parish here
where the convent has already
been completed.
The school will have eight-
classrooms, four of which will
be put to use in September
when the Sisters of St. Dom-
inie of Newburgh assume the
teaching assign ment. The au-
ditorium will seat 700.
The convent hat accommo-
dations for eight Sisters, a
community room and a
chapel. It will be dedicated in
the spring when the other
buildings ere finished.
SUCCASUNNA PROJECT - This is the architect's sketch
for the new school and auditorium at St. Therese's parish,
Succasunna. Work is under way on both buildings and
they may be finished this spring. A convent has already
been completed. The school will open in September with
four grades taught by the Sitters of St. Dominic of New-
burgh. Martin, Gebhardt and DiPaolo are architects for
the new structure.
Msgr. Oesterreicher
Expert Says ‘Fear of Christ’
Influenced Israeli Decision
NEW YORK (NC> - A
priest authority on Judaeo-
Christian affairs said "the
fear of Christ’’ influenced the
Israeli Supreme Court judges
to deny Israeli citizenship to
a convert from Judaism who
is now a Carmelite priest.
Msgr John M. Oester-
reicher. also a convert from
Judaism who is director of
Judaeo-Christian studies at
Seton Hall University, South
Orange. NJ„ speaking before
the Edith Stein Guild, re-
called that Rev. Daniel-Os-
wald Rufeisen sought Israeli
citizenship under the "law of
return."
THE LAW, enacted in 1950,
gives any Jew. except a crim-
inal. automatic citizenship
upon his declaration that he
Is a Jew.
Father Rufeisen was a Jew
horn in Poland who embraced
the Catholic Faith after es-
caping from a nazi prison in
1942.
He was advised by Israeli au-
thorities he could become a
naturalized citizen but the
government would not recog-
nize him as a Jew.
’’The judges were not only
guided by wbat they con-
sidered the law,” Msgr.
Oezterreicher stated, "but
they were subject to emotions,
atmosphere and many other
feelings, as Jews. The term
by which they referred to Jew-
tab converts was always
‘apostates.’ The judges were
not observant Jews, and were
not familiar with what Ortho-
dox law is about Jews who
became Christians. This law
is that any person bora of
a Jewish mother is a Jew.
even though be become an
apostate.”
Under Israeli law, according
to latest decision of the court,
a Jew can be an atheist and
still be granted automatic citi-
zenship granted Jews under
the "law of return," Msgr.
Oesterreicber said.
"I THINK THE decision Is
wrong for a number of rea-
sons," Msgr. Oesterreicher
said.
“One of these reasons
is that Israel represents her-
self as a democracy, and in a
democracy where a pluralistic
society is maintained, there
should be equality before the
law (or Moslem, Jew, Budd-
hist, Catholic, and so forth.
But in Israel no Jew
cao aafely change bis religion.
Jewish converts are consid-
ered a stain on the state of
Israel.”
He said U a Jewish layman
decided to become a Christian
in Israel, the government
would not interfere officially,
but he would be boycotted,
harassed end very probably
lose his Job
Msgr. Oesterreicher said
one of the (our Israeli Judges
duseotrd from the majority
opinion. He added "This gives
u* hope for the-future.”
’ "A Jew who becomes
a Christian.” he emphasized,
"la a fuller Jew than one who
remains outside the Church.
Christianity u the fulfillment
of the Old Testament."
Slovak Anniversary
To Be Observed
BRIDGEPORT. Conn. (NC)
Bishop Walter W. Curtis of
Bridgeport will offer Pontifical
Mass March 10 in Notre Dame
High School to celebrate the
I,looth anniversary of the ar-
rival of SS. Cyril and Metho-
dius as missionaries in Slova-
kia.
Bishop Andrew G. Grutka .if
Gary, Ind.. will preach in Eng-
lish and a representative of
the. Slovak Institute in Rome
will preach in Slovak.
North Jersey Calendar
FRIDAY. FF.B. t
Gregory Hub of New Jersey.
Upper Montclair Winter
Square Dance. clubhouse.
Eleanor Kerr and Jeanne Re-
gan co-chairmen.
SATURDAY, FEB. •
Seton Hall University—Testi-
monial dinner for Auxiliary
Bishop John J. Dougherty,
president. Archbishop Walsh
Memorial Auditorium. John
McLoughlin general chairman
St. Peter’s College—Address
by William G. Lister, profes-
sor of mathematics at the
State University of New York,
to In-Service Institute for
Teachers of Mathematics.
Young Christian Workers,
Ramsey Valentine's*! party,
K. of C. Hall, Wyckoff,
8:30 p.m.
Most Sacred Heart of Jesus
Council, K. of C„ Walllngton-
10th anniversary dinner-dance.
K. of C. Hall. 7 p.m.
SUNDAY. FEB. !•
St. John's Holy Name So-
ciety, Leonla Monthly Com-
munion breakfast following a
a m. Mats. Rev. William J.
Smith, S.J., director of St.
Peter's College Institute of In-
dustrial Relations, speaker.
Catholic Chib of Uaiaa Coa-
ly, Elizabeth Elizabeth Po-
lice Department Judo demon-
stration, followed by dancing,
St. Michael's Hall, 8 p.m.
St. Peter’s College-Class of
•M. evening division, reception
at Union Club. Hoboken. 4
pm. Mrs. Helen Casazta
chairman.
Friends of 8». Jaaaes Hospi-
tal. Newark Second anni-
versary dinner-dance. Military
Park Hotel. Archbishop Bo-
land presiding. 8:80 pm.
St- James Holy Name So-
ciety, Newark Annual Com-
munion breakfast, parish au-
ditorium. Auxiliary Bishop Jo-
seph A. Costello speaker.
Star of the Sea Coucil. K.
of C., Bayoue—Day at recol-
lection given by Rev. Arthur
McGralty. S.J., 8 a m.-3 p.m.
St- Jeha’t Holy Name Socle-
ty, Hillsdale—Father and son
Communion breakfast. Broth-
er Elmo Braosby. CS C . as-
sistant provincial of the east-
ern province of the Brothers
of the Holy Cross, vpcakec.
Francis - J. Hashiagtee
Post CWV and Auxiliary, New-
ark—Heart* and Gowers party
at Ivy Haven. Mr. and Mrs.
Edward LUwin chairmen.
Hudson County Federation
of llely Name Secteties—Col-
lege bow) quiz matching teams
from Seton Hall University
and Jersey City State Teach-
ers College. CYO Center. Prof.
Maurice A. Walsh of St. Pet-
cr's College moderator. 3 p.m.
MONDAY, FEB. It
Our Lady af Sorrows CCD,
Bath Orange—Presentation of
"Communist Encirclement,” a
48-minute film depicting rise
of communism since 1917.8 30
p.m.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. M
Trinity Fensm. WestfkM -
Rev. Gilbert B. Ilarlke. 0.P.,
chairman at speech and dra- '
ma department of Catholic Lbs- ,
iversity. speaks on "Theatre
’O’*
M. Bridget’s CYO Aduß Ad
situry Board, Jersey CHy—An-
nual card party. Canton Tee
Gardens, 7 p.m.
THUBADAY. FEB. 14
Paahst Hack (oeacil. K. of
C.. Jersey City —Meeting. Co-
lumbian Chib. Joseph R.
Thomas, managing editor of
The Advocate, speaker.
EMBER DAY observances
are mentsooed by Pope Leo ’
the Great in 481.
Protestant Gift
For Catholics
TAKE. France (RNSJ - A
group of unity-minded Protes-
tant monks, the Brotherhood
of Taize, France, has donated
land, livestock and farm
equipment to five young Cath-
olic farmers who are (arming
a cooperat.ve
Explaining (he gesture in a
recent issue of the Protestant
magazine Reforme, the Taize
Brotherhooc said that its own
model farm bad become too
prospertHs for the communi-
ty's rule of poverty. There-
fore, it gave property U>
young farmers of the local
Catholic Actum movement.
The brotherhood, founded
in 1939. has at Us aim recon-
ciliation between separated
Christians, between husbands
and wives between unbeliev-
ers and the church, between
mankind and the challenges to
an industrial world. The com-
munity is based no the rule
of Si. Benedict.
THE APOSTLES for some
years observed both the Sab-
bath and Sunday as days of
worship.
Retirement
Community
In New York
A Firm Friers*
WESTWOOD (PFS) - A re-
tirement club community com-
prised of 1,000 individual
homes will toon be a reality
on a 245-acre tract in the
Mlddletown-Goxhen area of
New York State approximate-
ly 75 minutes from Bergen
County.
Some of the features of the
community will be a commu-
nity center which will include
an auditorium, game and hob-
by rooma, library, shopping
center, park area, swimming
pool and cabanas, as well as
other facilities.
Also in the works are adult
education courses, hobby
cluba, a lecture program, glee
club. etc.
Unveil New Model
At Rolling Hills
A Krylon Rtltrsr
WAYNE (PFS) - Introduc-
tion of the new Wayne split-
level model baa spurred activ-
ity at tha Rolling Hills at
Wayne community on Wcin-
man’a Blvd. oft Preakncss
Ave. north of Rt. 4fl with 15
sales reported in the fourth
section.
About 70 families have al-
ready moved into the commu-
nity being developed by build-
ers Harold Kramer and Sam
Yarosh as another Harmer
Project. Other families are
due to take occupancy in
March.
The Rolling Hills at Wayne
tract offers split-level, bi-
level, ranch and two-story
homes from $23,990. More than
200 homes are planned.
The homes, which can be
purchased with 10% down, 30-
year conventional financing
terms for spring delivery
dates, are being built on fully-
landscaped plots 100 by 150
feet and larger in an area
serviced by city sewers.
Models include the Preak-
ness bl-lcvcl, the Ramapo
ranch, the Briarwood split-
level, and the Sturbridge lo-
lonial two-story. Ansd Really
Cos. of Clifton is in charge of
sales.
Magna Corp Buying Scott Towers
A Cbrrmsrn-C.rrrolt Keltrs*
LONG BRANCH . (PFS)
Magna Investment Corp. of 9
Clinton St., Newark, has en-
tered into a contract for tho
purchase of Scott Towers
Apartments on the ocean front
here. The announcement was
made by Harold L. Stevens,
Magna president, who said
that the purchase price was
"in eacess of $1,350,000."
The purchase was made
from ScoU Towers, Inc., and
the real estate broker was
Jack Goldsmith of H. Rachlin
and Cos. of Newark. The trans-
action was one of the largest
property self* in the history of
the shore ares.
Scott Towers, located at 390
Ocean Ave.. has 300 feet of
ocean frontage, encompasses
two apartments of seven star-
ies each. It is the only high-
rise apartment facility in the
shore area.
One hundred six apartments
in the two buildings contain
such luxury facilities as an
Olympic-sized swimming pool
situated between the two
buildings and individually as-
signed parking for each tenant.
Also included at Scott Tow-
ers are Hollywood-scicnce
kitchens, individual thermostat
controls in each apartment,
automatic Uundry facilities,
air conditioning, master TV
antenna system and a com-
plcte auxiliary power system
for the apartment community.
ScoU Towers is set pic-
turesquely on a 90,000-foot site
fronting on the ocean, with a
rolling, wooded residential
community to the rear.
According to Stevens, owner-
ship participation in ScoU
Towers will be offered to New
Jersey residents under a real
estate investment program.
Magna’s affiliate, Equitable
Realty Investment Cos., also
at 9 Clinton St, will handle the
sale of participations in unit*
of $25,000, $5,000 and $7,500.
Colonial House
Draws Crowd
A K. Silrtr Strrkt RtUrt*
RIVERVALE < PFS) -Seven
hundred and fifty people visit-
ed the 1983 Sturbridgc, Green-
way Development Company's
model home at the firm’s 80-
acre Norwood tract, during the
first two weeks of its early
Spring tales campaign
la spite of poor weather »nd
road coodiUoas, five sales
were recorded, announced
builder Esko J. Kosktnen. who
is constructing the colonial
dwellings on full acre lots on
the westerly slopes of the Pal-
isades The Sturbridge exhibit
borne it located on Piermont
Rd
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RETIREMENT HOMES LIMITED TO
THOSE OVER 50 EXCLUSIVELY
• Club plan
• Your own 5 6 room bane aa MxlM lot!
• Delivered at approx. fI2.SM-SM.SM.
• Maintenance of borne and crowds including painting, gardening. snow
pairs, eU, for approx. <2O per month.
• Vital, self sufficient way of life featuring active community coaler, .
P»rk and recreation faculties FREE FOR YOUR EXCLUSIVE USE!
• Security.
moval, re-
,
clinic.
ONLY 60 MINUTES FROM BERGEN COUNTY
In beautiful New York State volley
%A#E have magnificent tract of land .. .
WW C the financing
...
the tinceriiy .. .
BUT WE MUST HAVE
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j The 7*lan
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ON VALUE
Votwa it everywhere . . . the roomy
fomily-tize models oro tho biggest
for tho money anywhere . . . the
location It terrific tool
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ST. DOMINIC'S CHURCH and SCHOOL
Alto within oaty walking distance to
Public Schools • Shopping • Trans-
portation • Roc root!on • Everything
• Soo It Todayl
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Month!
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New
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American
Classic
Homes
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b*Outifv'sy Ml in «K«
lomopo Mountain* in
aw bur bon l*rg*n County,
offering new designa with
o w«J« »o/ifty of eatenoc
voriotiona. let on on*»
Kclf ©<•• woodod lota.
Oakland, a community rich in tradition, i* dot* to overy convenience
you could desire. Clot* by are schools, chopping contort and all houses
of worship . . . within a short drivo aro country dubs, golf courses
and picturesque lakes for swimming, boating and fishing. And only
30 minutes from Newark 30 minutes from New York City.
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"Mountain Gardens” Homos Provide
O )4 or ) Srdrom • toiwltd Mailer Solti
• lot-In Kitchen (Hl-Ronch)
e Paneled family Room
• *>»*•" Tub
• Sun Oxk e 2 Car Oaroge
O fireplace e foured Concrete
• 2-2 H or 3 lolht feundollon
O Hot Wotor lateboord 3 Zone Hooting
, , .
and many otbor excellent (oatwros
PIUSi tor your convenience and ot no charge an
Interior decorating consultation with Interior de-
signer Leonard Cur tie, N.S.I.D.
HOMA DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY INC
ouAunr
DiJTINCIION
FMaturing "TM* NKW HAMMHItK* 4
1 Story Modified R«ndi
>24,490
,Route lti and Andrew Ave., Oakland
tOSk down—2o year moregago tor goal!hod buyers
Purchaiet of major household appliance!, wall to
wall carpeting, storm windows and screen, etc, may
be added to and financed through the mortgage.
DIRICTtONSi tram Oeorge Washington
Srldge follow Route 4 to Route 2CR, to exit
Route 202 North. Proceed North on Route
202 Approximately 2 miles to model homes.
Route IP to Route 202 intersection. Proceed
South an Route 202 to Oakland approxi-
mately 3 miles to model homes.
SAndnt Honiaa ngnn dnily dvaK
Phene Plderal 741*24
Pec these presently gleaning to bey a heme, may we suggest a visit with us today at 'MOUNTAIN OAROINI*
m
Latin America
Population
Outraces
Vocations
BUENOS AIRES <NC)-The
population of Latin America
increased about five times as
fast as the number of priests
from 1800 to 1960.
In 1960, there were 37,920
priests and 196.S million in-
habitants—one priest for ev-
ery 4.750 inhabitants. In 1300.
there were 20,000 priests «nd
an estimated population of al-
most 19 million—one priest tor
every 945 inhabitants.
THE FIGURES are given
by Rev. Antonio Donini, S.J .
in "Statistical Panorama of the
Church in Argentina" publish-
ed in the Argentine Ecclesias-
tical Review.
Father Donini discloses that
in 1960 Argentina had 4,784
priestt—2,lB2 religious and
2.602 diocesan—giving a ratio
•f 4,355 inhabitants for every
priest He notes that in the
same year Chile had 2,980 in-
habitants to every priest; Ec-
nador had 3,180; Colombia had
3,490; Paraguay had 4,060 and
Uruguay had 4,110.
The article notes that In
1600, Latin America had 5.000
priests; in 1700, there were
10,000; and in 1800, the num-
ber of priests reached 20,000.
In 1020, when Latin Ameri-
cas population was 80 million,
there were 19,000 priests. In
1960, there were 37,920 priests
for 196,461,000 inhabitants.
•
Catholics Hindered
LA PAZ, Bolivia (NC) -
The leftist government of
Bolivia will no longer pay the
salaries of teachers in the 350
Schools of Christ operated by
the Church in rural areas. An
official said that the govern-
ment is not opposed to their
operation by the Church but
that it can no longer afford
to pay their teaefaers.
The Ministry of Finance and
Public Credit is impeding the
work of Bolivia's Catholic
charities organisation. Relief
ship menu from abroad, in-
cluding medicines, are often
being classified as marketable
merchandise subject to cus-
toms' duties.
•
Priest *On the Air*
JACALTENANGO. Guate-
mala (NC)—A New York mis-
sioncr is teaching doctrine
from his kitchen here and
reaching hundreds of Indent.
Rev. Joseph F. McNeill.
M.M.. of Flushing. N.Y., keeps
in contact with his people by
broadcasting from a radio
transmitter in his bouse to a
number of small one-frequency
radios located in key spots
throughout the mountains of
his extensive parish.
Father McNeill hopes that
bis network wit] develop Into a
program like that of Mary-
knollers in the Andes Moun-
tains of Peru and Bolivia.
There they have conducted a
successful radio school for
years teaching reading, writ-
ing and Spanish to 700,000
Quechua Indians.
Viet Reds
Kidnap 4
SAIGON, Vietnam (NC) A
Vietnamese priest, three nurs-
ing Sisters of Charity, and a
Vietnamese girl nurse all
of St. Joseph’s Leper Hospital
in Ben San, about 28 miles
from Saigon were kidnap-
ped by armed communists
Jan. 23.
The priest is Rev. Joseph
Nguyen Huong Tien. 33. One
of the Sisters is the superior
of Ben San, Sister Rose Gail-
lard, 53, a native of France,
who has spent more than 20
years working in Vietnam. The
other two are Vietnamese, Sis-
ter Marie Etienne and Sister
Mathilde.
The sisters are Daugh-
ters of Charity of St. Vincent
de Paul.
All were traveling by truck
to Saigon to buy supplies for
lepers for the “Tet” the
Vietnamese lunar New Year
festival when they were
held up by about 30 commu-
nist guerillas.
Hie truck driver and
three leper patients who had
been aboard the vehicle were
allowed to go. The priest. Sis-
ters and lay nurse were march-
ed off Into the forest.
Earlier this month. Red
guerillas killed four Catholics,
kidnapped three others and
blew up the Catholic church
in a raid on the village of
Tan-An.
Seton Hall University
To Fete President
At Dinner Feb. 9
SOUTH ORANGE - A tesU-
monlal dinner for Bishop John
J. Dougherty will be given at
Seton Hall University Feb. 9
In the Archbishop Walsh Me-
morial Auditorium.
The dinner is being sponsor-
ed by the administration, fac-
ulty, employees end alumni of
the university and affiliated
organizations. John McLough-
lin, director of special events,
ia general churman.
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